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ABSTRACT
As mobility and computing becomes ever more 
pervasive in society and business, the non-opti-
mal use of radio resources has created many new 
challenges for telecommunication operators. Usa-
ge patterns of modern wireless handheld devices, 
such as smartphones and surfboards, have indi-
cated that the signaling traffic generated is many 
times larger than at a traditional laptop. Further-
more, in spite of approaching theoretical limits by, 
e.g., the spectral efficiency improvements brought 
by 4G, this is still not sufficient for many practical 
applications demanded by end users. Essentially, 
users located at the edge of a cell cannot achieve 
the high data throughputs promised by 4G speci-
fications. Worst yet, the Quality of Service bott-
lenecks in 4G networks are expected to become 
a major issue over the next years given the rapid 
growth of mobile devices. The main problems are 
because of rigid mobile systems architectures 
with limited possibilities to reconfigure terminals 
and base stations depending on spectrum availa-
bility. Consequently, new solutions must be deve-
loped that coexist with legacy infrastructures and 
more importantly improve upon them 

to enable flexibility in the modes of operation. 
To control the intelligence required for such mo-
des of operation, cognitive radio technology is a 
key concept suggested to be part of the so-cal-
led beyond 4th generation mobile networks. The 
basic idea is to allow unlicensed users access to 
licensed spectrum, under the condition that the 
interference perceived by the licensed users is 
minimal. This can be achieved with the help of de-
vices capable of accurately sensing the spectrum 
occupancy, learning about temporarily unused fre-
quency bands and able to reconfigure their trans-
mission parameters in such a way that the spectral 
opportunities can be effectively exploited. Accor-
dingly, this indicates the need for a more flexible 
and dynamic allocation of the spectrum resour-
ces, which requires a new approach to cognitive 
radio network management. Subsequently, a novel 
architecture designed at the application layer is 
suggested to manage communication in cognitive 
radio networks. The goal is to improve the per-
formance in a cognitive radio network by sensing, 
learning, optimization and adaptation.
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Abstract

As mobility and computing becomes ever more pervasive in society and busi-

ness, the non-optimal use of radio resources has created many new challenges

for telecommunication operators. Usage patterns of modern wireless handheld

devices, such as smartphones and surfboards, have indicated that the signaling

traffic generated is many times larger than at a traditional laptop. Further-

more, in spite of approaching theoretical limits by, e.g., the spectral efficiency

improvements brought by 4G, this is still not sufficient for many practical ap-

plications demanded by end users. Essentially, users located at the edge of a

cell cannot achieve the high data throughputs promised by 4G specifications.

Worst yet, the Quality of Service bottlenecks in 4G networks are expected to

become a major issue over the next years given the rapid growth of mobile

devices. The main problems are because of rigid mobile systems architectures

with limited possibilities to reconfigure terminals and base stations depending

on spectrum availability. Consequently, new solutions must be developed that

coexist with legacy infrastructures and more importantly improve upon them

to enable flexibility in the modes of operation. To control the intelligence re-

quired for such modes of operation, cognitive radio technology is a key concept

suggested to be part of the so-called beyond 4th generation mobile networks.

The basic idea is to allow unlicensed users access to licensed spectrum, under

the condition that the interference perceived by the licensed users is minimal.

This can be achieved with the help of devices capable of accurately sensing

the spectrum occupancy, learning about temporarily unused frequency bands

and able to reconfigure their transmission parameters in such a way that the

spectral opportunities can be effectively exploited. Accordingly, this indicates
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the need for a more flexible and dynamic allocation of the spectrum resources,

which requires a new approach to cognitive radio network management. Sub-

sequently, a novel architecture designed at the application layer is suggested to

manage communication in cognitive radio networks. The goal is to improve the

performance in a cognitive radio network by sensing, learning, optimization and

adaptation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Work every day. No matter what has hap-

pened the day or night before, get up and bite

on the nail.

– Ernest Hemingway

The cognitive radio (CR) (i.e., an intelligent radio that can be programmed

and configured dynamically) topic first suggested in [71] has in recent years

generated intense research and a substantial number of scientific publications.

The common belief is that software defined radio (SDR) (i.e., a radio allowing

for flexibility in the modes of operation, which is controlled by the intelligence

of the cognitive radio) is destined to revolutionize the wireless communication

technologies in a similar way Peer-to-Peer (P2P) did with the wired networks

[71]. The potential to improve the spectrum efficiency demonstrated by CR has

led to several large investments in research projects by many well established

organizations, as presented in chapter 2.

Typically, the research directions in the area of CR are dependent on the

user and network operator demands. The operators have expectations on solv-

ing the complexity of management, security and scalability provisioning, fault

tolerance, fast integration of new technologies as well as attractive business
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

models. This diversity demands for extensive research in different areas like,

e.g., signal processing, protocols, networking, architectural design, software and

user satisfaction.

1.1 Motivation

One of the most important challenges existing today is regarding the dramatic

increase in demand for mobile data traffic, the so-called data tsunami, and

whether the mobile network operators are able to meet this increase or not

[72, 35].

1.1.1 Data Tsunami

There are several dimensions of this challenge.

• Dramatic increase of mobile traffic

Studies done by Ericsson (November 2011) indicate that the mobile data

traffic is expected to grow tenfold by 2016 (Release, Ericsson Press 2011).

Associated with this the Internet traffic, particularly due to video, is ex-

pected to drive the increase of mobile traffic by nearly 60% per year.

Furthermore, the situation is even more complicated because of the un-

balanced partition of the expected subscriptions. Although the mobile

broadband subscriptions are expected to grow from 900 million in 2011

to almost 5 billion in 2016, users living on less than 1% of the Earth’s

total land area are expected to generate around 60% of the total mobile

traffic. These figures have been confirmed, among others, by the report

from Cisco (Forecast and methodology, CISCO VNI Mobile, 2010) and

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 2010.

• Proliferation of new mobile services

As mobility and computing become ever more pervasive in society and

business, new mobile services are emerging for multimedia communica-

2



1.1. MOTIVATION

tion, which are creating new challenges for telecommunication operators.

New advanced infrastructures need to be created, to coexist with legacy

infrastructures, which are expected to progressively fade out, over a longer

time period.

• Dramatic change of the statistics of wireless data

Recent studies done by Mobidia (February 2013) on public Wi-Fi indi-

cates that today, at least 50% of the wireless data comes from/to smart-

phones via Wi-Fi, and less than 50% via the cellular networks, with only

2% traveling over Service Provider Wi-Fi. Furthermore, the advent of

HotSpot 2.0 (which simplifies the user interaction required to select and

connect through compatible access points and networks) is expected to

exacerbate this trend. HotSport 2.0, also known as HS2 and Wi-Fi Certi-

fied Passpoint, combined with seamless roaming using cellular SIM cards

is expected to provide better bandwidth and service-on-demand to end

users, which in turn is expected to further augment the cellular data.

• Multiplication of interference problems

The direct consequence of the increase of Wi-Fi traffic is the uncoordinated

increase of interference problems. This problem is well illustrated by the

following anecdote: when in June 2010 Steve Jobs unveiled the iPhone 4

at Apple’s Worldwide Developers Conference in San Francisco the demo

crashed because Steve Jobs could not connect to the conference centre’s

Wi-Fi network. As he told the audience, “Because there are 570 Wi-Fi

base stations operating in this room. We can’t deal with that!”

Furthermore, another important source of interference is related to the

development and deployment of small cells in 4G systems.

1.1.2 Existent Solutions

Today, there are several possible solutions to solve the problem of spectrum

crunch.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• LTE and LTE-Advanced systems

The emerging 4G systems, mobile WiMAX and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A),

have been designed to support high data rates and large number of users.

However, even though the design objectives of LTE-A and WiMAX are to

support high data rates and large number of users, high mobility devices

located at the edge of a cell may experience degraded service levels. The

main reasons for this are limited possibilities to reconfigure terminals and

networks depending on spectrum availability, ineffective spectrum usage

and non-optimal use of radio resources as well as insufficiently flexible

deployment of base stations. Accordingly, these limitations of 4G systems,

often referred to as 4G bottlenecks, are expected to become a major issue

for Quality of Service (QoS) over the next couple of years.

• Combining LTE and Wi-Fi into the same service

The slow adoption of femtocells by mobile industry has left the market

open for low-cost (and often free) Wi-Fi service. Given that femtocell

technology still does not work properly it has led the mobile operators to

promote the use of Wi-Fi to offload traffic from their networks. As of 2009,

the US based operator Sprint actively mandated that all smartphones

used within its network should also be Wi-Fi capable, helping to relieve

network load. Additionally, this is a world wide trend where for instance

KDDI Japan is already offloading as much as 50% of its wireless traffic to

its 220000 public hotspots, whereas AT&T has surpassed 2.7 billion Wi-

Fi hotspot connections. Even developing countries in Africa and South-

East Asia are heavily investing in public access Wi-Fi. Accordingly, the

combination of cellular and Wi-Fi opens up for a range of new services

such as monitoring the service rate for passengers passing through airport

security or increased indoor resolution of location data where the GPS

signal may be unavailable.

• Wi-Fi systems in combination with ad-hoc mode

Aggregated Wi-Fi networks continue to expand provided that smartphones

today also have the capability to directly connect to other Wi-Fi enabled

smartphones in ad-hoc mode, bypassing the access point. This creates a

4



1.1. MOTIVATION

small ad-hoc network, which can be extended to span several hops by in-

cluding more Wi-Fi enabled phones in each path. Finally, ad-hoc networks

spanning entire cities can be envisioned that would allow the mobile device

to communicate without using any cellular infrastructure. Naturally, this

would pose a serious threat to the revenues of current mobile operators.

Accordingly, new management architectures and business models must be

developed to merge the interest of individual users who want to make

free or very cheap calls, with the operator objectives to retain control and

sources of revenues.

• Cognitive Radio Networks

Traditionally, spatial multiplexing interference created by the subdivision

of cells is managed with the help of optimized power controls, whereas a

CR approach makes it possible to use the entire frequency spectrum and

not only the fixed portions of the available spectrum that are allocated

for operators. This allows for optimization both in transmit power and

in frequency domain, ensuring a considerable increase in the available

capacity.

CR technology is a key concept suggested to be part of the next generation

mobile networks [71]. The basic idea is to allow unlicensed users access to

licensed spectrum, under the condition that the interference perceived by

the licensed users is minimal, i.e., to use underutilized spectrum in highly

dynamic radio environments. Key features include, among others, perva-

sive wireless computing and communications, CR technology, IPv6, wear-

able devices with Artificial Intelligence (AI) facilities and unified global

standard [12, 61].

1.1.3 Suggested Solution

Considering the rate at which the share of wireless devices is increasing and

also the customer base is expanding in densely populated areas, overcrowding in

the operating bands is unavoidable particularly for multimedia communication.

This is valid both in the operating bands specifically allocated for cellular service
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and in the free industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands. Additionally,

since the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum is a limited resource (meaning larger

spectrum bands can not be allocated), this problem is only going to intensify

during the coming years.

Furthermore, the theoretical spectral efficiency improvement of 4G system

has been shown to suffer from performance constraints in practical scenarios.

The anticipated rapid growth in demand for higher data rates and more ad-

vanced services in cellular networks imply that the cellular network architecture

needs to be re-evaluated. This means that there is need for new techniques to in-

crease the spectrum utilization. The current cellular architecture is not efficient

in providing high data rates to multiple users simultaneously. Hence, a architec-

ture based on extending existent solutions with CR functionality combined with

ad-hoc network methodologies is required to support the anticipated demand

for higher throughputs (in terms of, e.g., increased bit/s/Hz/cell). Higher band-

widths together with transmissions over shorter distances enables an increase in

throughput, even in the case of large number of users with high mobility devices

located at the edge of a cell.

Nevertheless, this requires to solve a number of technical challenges associ-

ated with CR, many of which must first be overcome in order for the technology

to gain acceptance. On of the most important aspects is for instance the need

to develop highly specialized and efficient management mechanisms to govern

the dynamic spectrum access (DSA) of CR.

1.2 Related Work

Considering the increasing congestion in the frequency spectrum existing today,

cognitive technology needs to use a so-called Cognitive Process (CP) for pur-

poses like collecting relevant information, machine-learning and, based on that,

reasoning and decision-making. Configurable radio platforms like the above

mentioned SDR can be used to execute the decisions of the CP. Ideally, such a

system should be able to take predictive actions as well. This is known as the

OODA loop, which stands for Observe, Orient, Decide and Act and was initially
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used by the military forces to observe, understand and control their decisions

[106].

Recent research in the CR area has focused among others on new solutions

for energy and spectral efficiency in wireless communication (green operation),

spectrum assignment for opportunistic spectrum access, routing and handover

mechanisms, decision making and prediction algorithms to minimize the impact

of secondary users (SUs) on primary users (PUs) [47, 73, 116].

For instance, the authors of [80] present a general model and utility functions

for optimizing utilization in spectrum allocation. Given the spectrum hetero-

geneity, a framework for solving the spectrum access problem is suggested where

the spectrum allocation problem is reduced to a global optimization scheme

based on graph theory. It is further pointed out that, since the global optimiza-

tion problem is NP-hard, a heuristic approach to vertex labeling is required.

Accordingly, a set of approximation algorithms are described for both central-

ized and distributed approaches to spectrum allocation, each with specific ad-

vantages and drawbacks. Nevertheless, this work only considers a static network

environment and focuses on optimizing a snapshot of the network at a particu-

lar time moment. Whereas for a dynamic network environment, the spectrum

allocation problem becomes more complex given the need for re-computations

as the topology changes.

On the other hand, the authors of [60] advance a spectrum decision frame-

work to allocate a set of spectrum to CR users by considering the application

requirements together with the dynamic nature of the spectrum bands. Two

categories of applications are considered. These are real-time and best-effort

applications where the suggested spectrum decisions are classified into mini-

mum variance-based spectrum decision and maximum capacity-based spectrum

decision. The aim is to minimize the capacity variance of the decided spectrum

bands for real-time applications and maximize the total network capacity for

best-effort applications, respectively. Additionally, a dynamic resource manage-

ment scheme is developed to adaptively coordinate the spectrum decisions de-

pendent on the time-varying cognitive radio network capacity. This is achieved

through a centralized resource manager located at the BS, which gathers infor-
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mation from CR users and accordingly performs spectrum decisions. Basically,

CR users carry out two main tasks, which are spectrum sensing and quality

monitoring. Subsequently, this enables a so-called event detection that allows

the CRN to reconfigure its resource allocation as needed in order to maintain

the service quality. Simply put, the advanced spectrum decision framework pro-

vides a hierarchical QoS guaranteeing scheme that consists of spectrum sharing

(to assign channel and transmission power for short-term service qualities) and

spectrum decision (to determine the best spectrum for sustaining the service

quality over a long-term period).

In [59], the authors describe a spectrum-aware mobility management scheme

for CR cellular networks. A novel network architecture is developed to support

spectrum mobility management, user mobility management and inter-cell re-

source allocation. Essentially, infrastructure-based CRNs are considered, which

consist of multiple cells where each cell has a single BS with corresponding SUs

in its coverage area. The cell coverage of each BS is furthermore regarded as

the PU activity region. Hence, in order to avoid interference with PU oper-

ation, each BS determines proper actions in support of a upper-level control

node through observations and also reporting of CR users, located within the

cell coverage area. This is possible since CR users are assumed to have a sin-

gle wideband RF transceiver that can simultaneously sense multiple contiguous

spectrum bands without RF reconfiguration. The network determines a suitable

spectrum band and also target cell according to both current spectrum utiliza-

tion and stochastic connectivity model. Increased cell capacity is in other words

achieved through bandwidth aggregation by sharing spectrum owned by other

cellular operators, or by opportunistically utilizing unused spectrum bands oth-

erwise licensed to PUs. Additionally, a number of four different handoff schemes

are defined for CRNs with regard to the mobility management of users and

spectrum. Ultimately, a cost-based hand-off decision mechanism is suggested to

minimize QoS degradation caused by user mobility.

Moreover, in [123] the authors focus on providing a systematic overview of

CR communication and networking from the low layers point of view. In partic-

ular, the work studies how the physical (PHY), medium access control (MAC)

and network layers are involved in enabling multihop or relay communication
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in CRNs. It is concluded that the design of routing and control mechanisms in

a multihop CR scenario requires cooperative CR users to optimize the overall

detection capability of the CR network. In other words, spectrum aware rout-

ing demands for cooperative spectrum sensing that can take advantage of the

dynamically available spectrum holes and adapt so the path computations in

accordance with the changing environment. Naturally, spectrum aware rout-

ing, also called opportunistic spectrum routing, further requires support from

intermediate (relay) nodes.

Several routing solutions have been advanced upon this approach as follows:

• Medium-access-control-independent opportunistic routing (MORE), which

employs network coding to provide opportunistic routing [26].

• Stability-aware routing protocol (STRAP), which takes advantage of va-

cant frequency bands to enable routing in multihop DSA networks [27].

• Spectrum-aware on-demand routing (SPEAR), where a cumulative path

delay estimation is adopted [95].

• Routing and spectrum allocation algorithm (ROSA), which allows through-

put maximization by computing the interference weighted sum of differ-

ential backlogs [33].

• Spectrum-aware mesh routing (SAMER), which guides traffic over paths

with higher spectrum availability for increased performance [79].

From the previous research explained above it is clear that building holistic

CR systems according to Mitola’s initial vision has proven to be a very com-

plex endeavor [71]. Realizing CR functionality for multimedia communication

requires much more than the classical wireless network architecture designs can

offer in terms of flexibility and adaptability.

Consequently, adopting a cross-layer design makes it possible to exchange

information about parameters at different layers in the protocol stack for pur-

poses like spectrum sensing (identify spectrum holes), spectrum decision (model

and characterize data as well as decide on spectrum hole) and spectrum sharing
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(solve conflicts, licensed and unlicensed). Even though this is in direct clash

with the traditional layered approach, cooperation among protocols in different

layers is necessary and communication between non-adjacent layers needs to be

incorporated in future architectural designs for cognitive radio network (CRN)

management [14, 15].

Moreover, since the CRN topic consists of a large research area, many prob-

lems remain to be investigated and solved. Some of the most important ones

are reported in section 1.3 and others are presented in section 6.4.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

Fundamentally, CRNs are based on using Cognitive Radio Devices (CRDs)

able to configure different parameters on the fly (e.g., frequency band, wave-

form, transmit power), depending upon the surrounding environment and con-

sequently exploiting under-utilized spectrum portions, avoiding annoying bot-

tlenecks.

To manage the required elements in a coherent and comprehensive way,

a novel architecture for the management of communication in CRNs is sug-

gested in chapter 5. This architecture is designed at the application layer and

constructs the basis to facilitate performance enhancement of CRN data flows

through different communication mechanisms. A centralized CP is used to col-

lect network information, which is partially provided by the network hosts and

partially gathered through the use of globalized spectrum sensing. The approach

relies on a centralized spectrum broker called Support Node (SN) as the princi-

pal component. SN is aimed for base station (BS) implementation, minimizing

so requirements for specific infrastructure investments.

Basically, the suggested management solution is an intelligent wireless com-

munication system, defined to represent a set of algorithms. The goal is to

improve the performance in a CRN by sensing, learning, optimization and adap-

tation. Furthermore, the capability to improve future decision making by ob-

serving, understanding and learning from current network conditions is a vital
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topic. Subsequently, a central repository is required to store network status

updates as well as a decision maker with prediction capabilities for correct cog-

nitive decisions based on recent and stored network state information.

Moreover, a specific data representation system is needed that can quickly

present changes in different CRN dimensions like, e.g., frequency, code, time,

geographical space [14]. This is important for a functional CRN and also to

avoid PU interference. A CRN device present in the geographical space dimen-

sion needs to be represented in all CR dimensions in order to be considered a

network host. For instance, at a given time a particular CRD might operate at a

particular transmit power output and occupy a specific channel in the frequency

domain. By using a multi-dimensional data representation we can achieve:

• Representation of spectrum opportunities (SOPs), which can be used for

maintaining service for current network members and bootstrapping of

new unlicensed CRDs.

• Representation of operational parameters for every network host, allowing

adaptations in one or more CR dimensions in order to maintain service.

• Computation of multi-constraint, multi-objective end-to-end (E2E) paths

for communication between network hosts according to user requirements.

An important part of the suggested solution is to design a robust routing

and addressing strategy for the managed CRN. Typically, the routing decisions

must consider optimization preferences of the source, where an E2E routing

path is subject to multiple constraints.

In this context, the major contributions of the thesis are as follows:

• Investigating research challenges for spectrum management in CRNs.

• Identifying enabling techniques required by the cognitive framework to

control communication in a cognitive network.

• Investigating possible models for spectrum use, spectrum sensing and spec-

trum interference.
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• Design of an architectural solution to enable multihop cognitive radio com-

munication according to user requirements and E2E goals.

• Introduce a set of basic concepts to solve multi-dimensional adaptation

and multi-constrained route optimization problems in CRNs.

• Investigate common control channel (CCC) dimensioning aspects for the

particular advanced architectural solution.

• Analysis and evaluation of specific performance metrics of the advanced

architectural solution.

• Identifying factors limiting the performance, together with future solution

improvements.

1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 is about a general presentation of standardization and research ef-

forts done in the area of CRNs, including regulatory aspects. In Chapter 3 basic

definitions for cognitive networks are first introduced and, based on this, a cogni-

tive framework is presented where the main research challenges associated with

CRNs are discussed. Chapter 4 focuses on modeling elements, where a short

overview is done of several of the most important models used in CRNs. Chap-

ter 5 advances a new architectural approach for CRN communication manage-

ment together with analytic and simulation performance. The aim is to provide

sufficient benefit to SUs in their communications while protecting the PUs trans-

missions from harmful interference. This means that, it is necessary to consider

two basic CRN elements, i.e., multi-constraint routing and multi-dimensional

adaptation. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis with concluding remarks

and future research directions.
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1.6 Summary

This chapter introduced the notion of cognitive radio and the scope of its rele-

vance. Additionally, the chapter outlined the scientific contribution of the thesis

and the motivation behind it together with a brief outline of the thesis.

Moreover, the publications on which the thesis is based upon are provided as

a short list together with a reference to the full publication list in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

Standardization and
Research Activities

Technology presumes there’s

just one right way to do things and there

never is.

– Robert M. Pirsig

2.1 Introduction

Given that CR introduces a new approach for spectrum access, an acceptance

from both spectrum regulators and actors on the market is demanded. Spectrum

regulators are particularly interested in preserving the rights of the current

spectrum users but also in promoting new and better technologies and services.

On the other hand, the actors on the market are very interested in obtaining

good profit and this demands, among others, for new, advanced technologies.

Another important actor is the research community, which is expected to

identify new technologies and new spectrum policies to be adopted by regulators

and teleoperators.

This chapter is about a general presentation of standardization and research
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efforts done in the area of CRNs. First, a short overview is done on regulatory

aspects and the limitations of fixed spectrum utilization. Next, a detailed pre-

sentation is done on different standardization and research efforts. Finally, the

chapter is concluded.

2.2 Regulatory Aspects

The radio frequency spectrum is a limited resource that is used for wireless

communication of different types. This spectrum is typically partitioned into

fixed spectrum bands that are allocated to diverse radio services, e.g., fixed,

broadcast, mobile, fixed satellite, mobile satellite.

The radio spectrum is administrated at a global level by the ITU. The ad-

ministration regards both legal and technical aspects. On the other hand, at

a national level, the administration is done by the corresponding government

agency. The national agency has therefore the power to decide on a particular

use for a particular spectrum within the national area.

In Sweden, the decision making body is the Swedish Post and Telecom

Agency (PTS), whereas in the UK it is the Independent Regulator and Com-

petition Authority for the UK Communications Industries, also known as the

Office of Communications (OFCOM). On the other hand, in the United States

there are two decision making bodies. These are the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC), for regulating the non-federal use of the spectrum, and

the National Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA), which

governs the federal use.

Typically, the radio regulations define the following [43]:

• Allocation of different frequency bands to different radio services.

• Mandatory technical parameters that must be respected by radio stations.

• Procedures for the coordination and notification of frequency assignments

made by national agencies to radio stations.
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Traditionally, two different policies have been used for granting access to the

radio spectrum. These are:

• Licensed regulation, where the license holders have exclusive rights to the

allocated spectrum bands. These spectrum bands are either purchased

through a spectrum auction like, e.g., in the case of 3G, or allocated via

some government decree like for, e.g., military, television.

• Unlicensed regulation, where particular spectrum bands are declared open

for free use by any operator or individual, under the constraint of some

particular rules (such as maximum transmit power output). Examples

of such spectrum bands are the so-called Industrial, Scientific, Medi-

cal (ISM) bands and the Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure

(UNII) band. The ISM band consists of several frequency bands and it

is defined by the International Telecommunication Union - Radiocommu-

nication (ITU-R). Most commonly used ISM bands are around 900 MHz,

1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz. These bands are used for different wire-

less communication systems like Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)

defined by IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n and Wireless Personal Area Networks

(WPAN) defined by IEEE 802.15.

While these paradigms for spectrum access have been working well for a long

time, this is no longer valid today, when shortcomings of different types have

been observed.

2.3 Problems of Fixed Spectrum Utilization

There are several problems related to the fixed spectrum utilization. These are:

• A significant amount of the spectrum is un-utilized. This is exemplified

in the figure 2.1, which shows typical figures of spectrum occupancy in

each band 30 Mhz – 3 Ghz averaged over six locations in the USA [31].

The measurements were done by Shared Spectrum Company (SCC) in the
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year 2004. The spectrum occupancy was defined to be the fraction mea-

sured in time and frequency where the signal strength exceeds a specific

threshold. The results show that significant spectrum is available in most

bands meaning that currently the frequency spectrum is underutilized.

The average occupancy over all locations was only of 5.2%. The maxi-

mum spectrum occupancy was found to be of 13.1% in New York City

and the minimum spectrum occupancy was found to be of 1% in rural

area.

• Spectrum usage is typically concentrated on certain portions of the spec-

trum. This is easily observed in the figure 2.1, where we observe a high

concentration in the bands 30 Mhz – 216 Mhz as well as 406 Mhz – 902

Mhz.

• Large temporal and spatial variations in spectrum occupancy further ac-

centuate this problem.

The consequence of spectrum underutilization is that today we have a limited

amount of spectrum available as well as inefficient spectrum usage. All together,

this means resource wastage although this is associated with the advantage of

simpler control mechanisms used for spectrum access.

As a general comment, the existing spectral sharing policies in wireless net-

works are not flexible enough to provide good assignment of the available spec-

tral resources [16]. On the other hand, the consequence of this is that two new

areas have emerged today, which are focused on promoting better efficiency

in spectrum use and making more spectrum available. Particularly the issue

of identification and exploitation of the so-called spectrum holes has been the

starting point of much research on CRNs. This means that unlicensed spec-

trum usage can be made possible in frequency bands not heavily used. In other

words, unlicensed users may dynamically exploit the available frequency bands

with suitable transmit power in such a way not to interfere users with higher

priority or legacy rights.

Furthermore, it is important to point out that, today, the research done to

solve these problems is typically conducted without considering the predicted
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Figure 2.1: Spectrum occupancy 30 Mhz - 3 Ghz averaged over six loca-

tions in the USA [31]

operating environment and also the regulatory framework. On the other hand,

many studies done on radio spectrum for regulatory purposes are conducted

from the economic point of view only. The consequence is that there is a need

for research on new methods for flexible spectrum sensing and management to

solve the above-mentioned limitations.

In the following, two parameters will be used to indicate the efficiency in

spectrum use. These are:

• Spectrum occupancy, which is expressed in % and indicates the overall

utilization rate of the spectrum over time.

• Spectral efficiency, to indicate the efficiency of a system in using the spec-

trum band. It is expressed in traffic per band, i.e., bit/s/Hz/cell.
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CRNs have the potential to improve the efficiency in spectrum use by oppor-

tunistically identifying and using the existent spectrum holes to allocate more

traffic per band. The demand however is that the system does not cause harmful

interference to licensed users.

2.4 Cognitive Spectrum Access

Given the limitations of the fixed spectrum utilization mentioned above, the

focus has therefore been oriented on cognitive spectrum access. This means

that existing spectrum holes are identified and exploited by unlicensed users

for own communication. A number of technical challenges must be solved in

this case (e.g., on co-existence, interoperability, complexity, minimum level of

interference), and also a number of regulatory issues. For instance, an important

question is whether a spectrum regulator should allow cognitive access or not.

The regulator can adopt, in this case, one of several approaches for cognitive

access like, [114]:

• Enabling existing license holders to take own decisions whether to allow

cognitive access into their own bands or not.

• Allowing cognitive users to operate free from licensing but with specific

restrictions regarding when, where and how they might operate.

• Licensing cognitive access to particular bands.

• Deciding not to allow cognitive access.

Given that cognitive users are given access to particular bands of spectrum,

the next question that must be answered is regarding the rules of entry. The

purpose of these rules is to ensure a minimum probability of interference with

the existing licensed users while at the same time placing the minimum possible

restrictions on the cognitive users.

Today, there are three main techniques used for identifying whether fre-

quency bands are free or not. These are [114]:
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• Geographical databases, which refers to a database access listing the al-

lowed frequencies for SUs at each geographical point.

• Beacons, which refers to the transmission of a signal, from some particular

system, with information on the frequencies available for cognitive use.

• Spectrum sensing, which refers to spectrum sensing and decision on cog-

nitive use, which is done by the cognitive device.

There are a number of research questions associated with each of these

techniques, and further details are provided in [114]. For instance, one of the

most difficult questions at geographical databases is about who maintains the

database, one provider for all bands or a separated database per band. This fur-

ther demands for answering questions regarding the price and business models as

well as regulatory aspects. On the other hand, the beacon method demands for

answering the question about who provides the beacon signal and the associated

processing.

2.5 Standardization Efforts

Today, there are several unsolved issues to be addressed like:

• Development of rules for the coexistence of licensed and unlicensed users.

• Technical constraints for the coexistence of cognitive radio systems and

existing radio systems.

• Performance indicators for ensuring protection of licensed users.

• Building of working cognitive radio systems.

Accordingly, there is an intensive activity of standardization of CRNs, which

is driven by standardization authorities like Institute of Electrical and Electron-

ics Engineers (IEEE), International Telecommunication Union - Radio (ITU-R)
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and European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) [43]. Other im-

portant authorities are national administrative agencies like the FCC in the

USA, the OFCOM in the UK and the PTS in Sweden.

In the following, a short overview is done over the activities done by IEEE,

ITU-R, ETSI, diverse non-profit associations as well as diverse research activi-

ties.

2.5.1 IEEE

One of the most important standardization activity has been done by the IEEE.

IEEE initiated in 2005 the 1900 Standards Committee on Next Generation

Radio and Spectrum Management (IEEE P1900) [30], with the scope to develop

standards related to DSA networks and to provide improved use of spectrum.

The main elements for this regard managing interference, network management,

information sharing and coordination of wireless technologies.

The standards committee was established by the IEEE Communications So-

ciety (ComSoc) together with the IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Society. A reorganization of the IEEE P1900 effort as Standards Coordinating

Committee 41 (SCC41) Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN) was

carried out in 2007. The ComSoc and the EMC Society are sponsoring these

efforts. The individual Working Groups (WGs) of SCC41 are called as IEEE

P1900.x. The following Working Groups are included [30]:

• IEEE P1900.1: Standard Terms, Definitions and Concepts for Spectrum

Management, Policy Defined Radio, Adaptive Radio and Software Defined

Radio.

• IEEE P1900.2: Recommended Practice for Interference and Coexistence

Analysis.

• IEEE P1900.3: Recommended Practice for Conformance Evaluation of

SDR Software Modules.

• IEEE P1900.a (expected to merge with IEEE P1900.3): Dependability and
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Evaluation of Regulatory Compliance for Radio Systems with Dynamic

Spectrum Access.

• IEEE P1900.4: Architectural Building Blocks Enabling Network-Device

Distributed Decision Making for Optimized Radio Resource Usage in Het-

erogeneous Wireless Access Networks (published February 2009).

• IEEE P1900.4a: Standard for Architectural Building Blocks Enabling Net-

work - Device Distributed Decision Making for Optimized Radio Resource

Usage in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks.

• IEEE P1900.4.1: Standard for Interfaces and Protocols Enabling Dis-

tributed Decision Making for Optimized Resource Usage in Heterogeneous

Wireless Networks.

• IEEE P1900.5: Policy Language and Policy Architectures for Managing

Cognitive Radio for Dynamic Spectrum Access Applications.

• IEEE P1900.6: Spectrum Sensing Interfaces and Data Structures for Dy-

namic Spectrum Access and Other Advanced Radio Communication Sys-

tems.

There are however still open issues that must be solved in the SCC41 stan-

dardization. These are [43]:

• Regulation and testing, to ensure that devices in the CRN field conform

to actual and future requirements for radio equipment.

• System design and networking, to solve diverse technical problems, e.g.,

CRN Medium Access Control (MAC), cross-layer design.

• Security, to solve possible security problems like, e.g., Denial of Service

(DoS) attacks on primary and secondary CRNs.

There are many other relevant IEEE activities related to CRNs, and some

of the most important are [17]:
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• IEEE 802.22: standard on cognitive Wireless Regional Area Network

(WRAN) for TV white space in the USA.

• IEEE 802.19: deals with the coexistence between unlicensed wireless net-

works, part of the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee.

• IEEE 802.11y: standard for shared 802.11 operation with other users in

the 3650 – 3700 Mhz band.

• IEEE 802.11h: standard for transmission power control and a Dynamic

Frequency Selection (DFS) algorithm for WLANs in 5 Ghz band.

Summarizing, one can state that the activity of IEEE represents a significant

effort towards standardization of CRNs.

2.5.2 ITU-R

The International Telecommunications Union - Radiocommunication (ITU-R)

has done CRN standardization activities as well. These activities are more

focused on SDR though they will be expanded in the future to also consider

cognitive radios [103]. Regulatory measures and the relevance of introducing

SDR and CRNs is furthermore considered.

The standardization activities are done in the Study Group 1 (SG1) respon-

sible for spectrum management, and SG5 responsible for terrestrial services.

In SG1, the work is done in work package (WP) 1B, which is responsible

for spectrum management methodologies. This includes definition for cognitive

radio systems (finalized and published) and regulatory measures for cognitive

radio systems.

In SG5, the work is done in two groups, WP 5A and WP 5D. WP 5A aims at

delivering a report on cognitive radio systems that answer questions put by the

ITU-R Assembly in 2007 on land mobile services excluding International Mobile

Telecommunications (IMT). The questions are on key technical characteristics,

requirements, performance, benefits, potential applications, operational impli-

cations. Among others, this group is preparing a report on “Cognitive Radio
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Systems in the Land Mobile Service”. On the other hand, WP 5D is expected

to deliver a report about studies on IMT.

An important activity is on using the vacation of spectrum bands currently

employed for TV for the deployment of CRNs, used in the IEEE 802.22 WRAN

standard [68]. The existing analog TV services are discontinued and replaced

by Digital TV (DTV). This is an activity that occurs at different times in

different countries. For instance, this process has taken four years (2008-2012)

in the UK, as officially specified in [51]. In Sweden, this process has already

been completed, with a final shutdown of the analog TV in October 2007, as

officially mentioned by PTS in [77]. Furthermore, the USA stopped the analog

TV in February 2009, as mentioned in [29]

With the transition from analog TV to digital TV, the situation is that

vacant channels (also known as white spaces) become available in the TV bands.

The FCC in the USA suggested that the white spaces are used by unlicensed

radio transmitters where the spectrum is not used. Unlicensed operation was

suggested to be deployed in the following white spaces in the TV spectrum:

76–88 Mhz, 174–216 Mhz, 470–608 Mhz and 614–698 Mhz. On November 4,

2008, the FCC decided to allow the white spaces to be used for unlicensed

long-distance wireless Internet connectivity [100].

Nevertheless, this demands for addressing several issues. One of the most

important questions is regarding the complete protection of the licensed broad-

cast TV services from the unlicensed devices. Accordingly, a lot of work has

been done to solve this problem like, e.g., the one reported in [104], which pro-

vides engineering support for the application of cognitive radios on vacant TV

bands. This report shows analytical and simulation results, which indicate that

an occupied DTV signal can be practically identified even in cases that corre-

spond to the hidden terminal situation, i.e., severe attenuation at the cognitive

radio receiver compared to other receiving stations.

Another important question is that, unlike commercial systems using li-

censed spectrum, the spectrum available to devices operating in white spaces

may not be the same in every location. This means that these devices have to

use whatever spectrum is available, which is not claimed by the DTV stations
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available in the specific area [46]. The consequence is that the devices get more

complex. Related to this, the FCC has already drafted rules on the requirements

for how cognitive devices might do that [100]. Various companies are already

working on the development of white space devices, which are typically using the

FCC’s database of active television stations to calculate the usable white space

available in the specific geographic area. Furthermore, these devices are using

census figures regarding the number of people living in the specific geographic

area. In other words, the number of DTV stations operating in the specific area

constrains the amount of available white space, whereas the number of people

living there determines how much white space can be used by each individual.

2.5.3 ETSI

The European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) is very active in

the area of cognitive radio [43]. The Technical Committee on Reconfigurable

Radio Systems (TC RRS) deliver reports on what standards for SDR and CR

should be developed and how. TC RRS must first collect and define diverse spec-

ifications from different stakeholders and then deliver technical reports and/or

ETSI guides. There are four WGs:

• WG1 - Systems Aspects: two drafts have been delivered on technical

recommendations (DTR/RRS-01002 and DTR/RRS-01003).

• WG2 - Radio Equipment Architecture: three recommendations have been

delivered, one complete and two draft (TR 102 680, DTR/RRS-02003 and

DTR/RRS-01004).

• WG3 - Functional Architecture and Cognitive Pilot Channel: two draft

recommendations have been delivered (DTR/RRS-03004 and DTR/RRS-

03007).

• WG4 - Public Safety: two draft recommendations have been delivered

(DTR/RRS-04005 and DTR/RRS-04006).
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2.5.4 Other Associations

Several (non-profit) associations have been active in the area of CRNs, which

span a broad area of interests and focuses, e.g., service providers, operators,

manufacturers, academia, developers [16].

• SDR ForumTM , the members of which cover commercial, defense and civil

interests. They are involved in a large area of activities related to CR,

Cognitive Networks (CN) and DSA.

• Cognitive Networking Alliance (CogNeA), with influential members in the

personal computing, home entertainment, digital imaging and consumer

electronics.

• ECMA International, a non-profit association of technology developers,

vendors and users.

• Object Management Group (OMG), with focus on cloud computing, busi-

ness process management, software assurance and others.

• Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), with focus on mobile service enablers to en-

sure service interoperability across devices, geographies, operators, service

providers and networks.

• 3GPP, which stands for 3rd Generation Partnership Project. The scope of

3GPP is to produce technical specifications and technical reports for 3G

mobile systems and beyond. Among others, they have issued the Release

8 document for Long Term Evolution (LTE) as well as the Release 10

document for LTE-Advanced.

The focus of these associations is on harmonization of terminology, defini-

tion of reference models, analysis of trade-offs together with potential risks and

benefits of CR and SDR technologies, monitoring and contributions to relevant

standardization bodies [16].
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2.6 Research Activities

Research on CRNs has been very intensive over the last years. Big investments

have been made in different research programs. There are many projects all over

the world to choose from. Listed below are a few important research project

investments done by the European Union (EU) in this area during the last two

framework programs the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) and the Seventh

Framework Programme (FP7):

2.6.1 ARAGORN

The EU Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Specific Targeted Research

Projects (STREP) project “Adaptive Reconfigurable Access and Generic Inter-

faces for Optimization in Radio Networks (ARAGORN)”[10] was a three years

project (2008-2010) aimed at exploring ways to apply methods originating from

the artificial intelligence to increase the efficiency and system performance of

CR systems and networks.

The main objectives were as follows:

• To develop machine learning based tools to manage the complexity of the

optimization of the communications stack (including radio air interfaces).

• To design an architecture for the cognitive radio manager and the inherent

components.

• To design the interfaces required to enable the cognitive radio manager to

gather information from all protocol layers and to understand the appli-

cation Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.

• To apply the technologies developed to the problem of inter-system inter-

ference in the overloaded ISM-bands.

• To prototype a system based on reconfigurable hardware with advanced

software control.
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A number of eight European partners participated in the project and the

project coordinator was RWTH Aachen University, Germany. The reported

results include, among others, a number of prototypes.

2.6.2 C2POWER

The EU FP7 STREP project “Cognitive radio and Cooperative strategies for

POWER saving in multi-standard wireless devices (C2POWER)”[3], was a three

years research project (2010 - 2012) that aimed at investigating, developing and

demonstrating how cognition and cooperative strategies can be extended to

decrease the overall energy consumption of mobile devices while still enabling

the required performance in terms of QoS. In particular, C2POWER focused

on two complementary techniques to increase power efficiency at the wireless

interface of handsets:

• Cooperative power saving strategies between neighboring nodes using low

power short range communications (ad-hoc short-range communication

rather than long-range direct communication).

• Cognitive handover mechanisms to select the Radio Access Technology

(RAT) that has the lowest energy demand in heterogeneous environments.

C2POWER has had impact on emerging standardization groups and pro-

vided interesting research results. A number of nine European partners partic-

ipated in the project and the project coordinator was Instituto De Telecomuni-

cacoes, Portugal.

2.6.3 SACRA

The EU FP7 STREP project “Spectrum and energy efficiency through multi-

band cognitive radio (SACRA)”[6], was a three years research project (2010 –

2012) that aimed at designing and validating new techniques for spectrum and

energy efficiency in wireless communications. In particular, SACRA focused on

the following targets:
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• Spectral efficiency by using cognitive radio techniques in a multi-band

scheme.

• Minimization of electronic component number in wireless systems.

• Energy optimization for wireless communication terminals by optimizing

architecture design and algorithms implementation.

• Minimization of the generated interference in the environment by selecting

an adequate band to guarantee the shortest transmission distance and the

minimum power while preserving the QoS.

A number of eight European partners participated in the project and the

project coordinator was Thales Communications SA, France.

2.6.4 E3

The EU FP7 STREP project “End-to End Efficiency (E3)”[1], was a two years

research project (2008–2009) focused on cognitive radio design. The project

aimed at designing and developing prototype and showcase solutions to guaran-

tee interoperability, flexibility and scalability between existing legacy and future

wireless systems. Other important objectives were to manage the overall sys-

tem complexity and to ensure convergence across access technologies, business

domains, regulatory domains and geographical regions. A number of 18 Eu-

ropean partners participated in the project, and the project coordinator was

Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs Germany.

2.6.5 QUASAR

The EU FP7 STREP project “Quantitative Assessment of Secondary Spectrum

Access (QUASAR)”[4], was a three years research project (2010–2012) with the

aim at bridging the gap between the claims made in traditional cognitive radio

research and practical implementation by assessing and quantifying the “real-

world”benefits of secondary (opportunistic) access to primary (licensed) spec-

trum. The analysis was based on two key features of cognitive radio, namely the
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ability of the SUs to discover the opportunity to use the spectrum, and assessing

the electromagnetic impact of SU transmissions on primary system (receivers).

A number of eleven partners from Europe and South Korea participated in the

project, among them, OFCOM and PTS.

2.6.6 QoSMOS

The EU FP7 STREP project “Quality of Service and Mobility Driven Cognitive

Radio Systems”[5] was a three years research project (2010–2012) focused on

spectrum access and management integration with core networks, development

of flexible terminals. To manage potential interference to TV services, a proto-

type TV whitespace (TVWS) database was developed as part of QoSMOS. The

particular database is a service that provides pre-computed TV signal strength

predictions for any geographical location. A device located in a particular geo-

graphical location can thus query the database and use the response to choose a

communication channel that gives minimal probability of interfering with local

TV reception in the area.

2.6.7 COST

The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) [7] has been

very active in the area of CRNs as well. The most important COST actions in

the domain are:

• COST IC0902 Cognitive Radio and Networking for Cooperative Coexis-

tence of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks, where the objective is to in-

tegrate the cognitive concept across all layers of communication systems

and establish the definition of a European platform for CR and networks.

This action ends on December 10, 2013 and goes beyond current trends by

using a joint optimization of link adaptation based on spectrum sensing,

resource allocation, and selection between multiple networks, including

underlay technologies. This so-called cross-layer approach will provide a

new perspective in the design of cognitive systems, based on algorithms
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and protocols designed for all layers of the communications stack together

with a set of standard interfaces, as well as a common reference language

for interaction between cognitive network nodes.

• COST IC0905 Techno-Economic Regulatory Framework for Radio Spec-

trum Access for Cognitive Radio/Software Defined Radio (TERRA), where

the objective is to establish a multi-disciplinary forum focused on coordi-

nating techno-economic studies for the development of a harmonized Euro-

pean regulatory framework to facilitate the advancement and broad com-

mercial deployment of Cognitive Radio/Software Defined Radio (CR/SDR)

systems. This action ends on May 6, 2014 and has been supported by

European regulators in the European Conference of Postal and Telecom-

munications Administrations (CEPT)

2.7 Summary

The chapter has first presented regulatory aspects related to CRNs. Further,

the problems of fixed spectrum utilization have been highlighted. The next

part of the chapter has been dedicated to standardization efforts and finally an

overview of the most important European research activities has been presented.

A particular focus has been given to aspects related to the use of white spaces

freed from the analogue TV for unlicensed wireless communication.
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Chapter 3

Spectrum Management for
Cognitive Radio Networks

A fundamental rule in tech-

nology says that whatever can be done will

be done.

– Andrew Grove

3.1 Introduction

Developing and building CRNs raises a number of difficult questions that need

to be answered [16, 36, 69, 88, 102]. A cognitive radio system is expected

to be aware of the surrounding radio environment, to be adaptive as well as

be capable of learning and improving decisions. Another important feature is

that diverse control actions are taken with reference to the E2E goals of data

flows, which may traverse multiple domains. This demands for highly intelligent

control entities able to take decisions under different conditions in different radio

environments.

CRNs are expected to solve difficult tasks like, opportunistic spectrum access

in the conditions of spectrum and network heterogeneities and request to provide

diverse QoS for different users. Accordingly, a number of management functions
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are required to solve the tasks associated with the management of CRNs.

The chapter is first presenting basic definitions and framework for cognitive

networks. The elements of a cognitive process are described in detail together

with the main cognitive techniques used for this purpose. Based on this, a

cognitive framework is presented and the main research challenges associated

with the CRNs are discussed. The chapter also presents an overview of the

fundamental operations needed for the management of a CRN and the main

research challenges associated with these operations. Finally, the chapter is

concluded.

3.2 Cognitive Process

A CRN can be defined as a network that is controlled by a so-called cognitive

process (CP). This means that the current network conditions are perceived and

the collected information is processed. Based on that, a number of actions are

taken towards fulfilling the specific goals regarding the E2E communication in a

wireless environment for both licensed and unlicensed users. Past decisions are

also considered and they are used by a learning system to improve the future

behavior.

CP is a process that collects relevant information, does the actual learning

and, based on that, it decides on appropriate actions in response to the observed

network behavior. CP can widely vary with reference to purpose, amount of data

collected and processed, implementation, performance as well as other particular

conditions. A general classification is that the CP can be implemented in a

centralized or decentralized way [106].

Both CRDs and CRNs share the same CP, which is the fundamental entity

for performance optimization. On the other hand, CRDs and CRNs differ in

goals, specific algorithms and the degree of supported heterogeneity for devices

and networks.
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3.3 Basic Operations

Fundamentally, the operation of a CRD is based on the notion of spectrum hole

(also known as spectrum opportunity (SOP)). This defines a particular band

of frequency assigned to a particular PU at a particular time under particular

conditions, e.g., power level, geographic location. The goal is to identify the

spectrum holes and to make them available to SUs when the PUs do not use

them. Large amounts of information and sophisticated algorithms are needed

to solve this.

For instance, the SUs are expressively requested to avoid being disruptive

to PUs in their communication. Further, the SUs need an access mechanism to

solve possible conflicts among them and to efficiently, fairly and securely share

the SOPs. It is also important to mention the differences that may exist among

different SUs with regard to hardware and software facilities as well as security

levels, which further complicates the situation.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of spectrum measured in the frequency band

928 – 948 MHz in Rochester, New York, on June 19, 2008 [114]. A three-

dimensional space is used for this, with the axis power, frequency and time.

This example clearly indicates that there are portions of the licensed spec-

trum that are occupied in both frequency and power, at certain times. The

presence of spectrum holes in the three-dimensional space is also observed,

which are candidates for secondary access by unlicensed users in a cognitive

radio framework. Furthermore, it is important to mention that similar maps

can be measured in different geographical locations, which provides one more

dimension in localizing a particular spectrum hole.

When accessing the spectrum holes, the SUs face several technical challenges.

The most important ones are regarding the requirements that SUs do not in-

terfere with the operations of the PUs and also that they vacate the occupied

spectrum hole when a PU wants to use it. Figure 3.2 shows an example of

accessing the spectrum by SUs.

All together, the operations for SUs are highly complex meaning that there
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Figure 3.1: Example of spectrum holes in the frequency band 928–948

MHz [114]

is a need for a so-called cognitive framework as well as different cognition tech-

niques, to control the operations of SUs.

3.4 Cognitive Cycle

Bringing cognition in communications networks means that the networks must

become self-aware of their surroundings and be able to learn, decide and act

based on some high-level goals [36]. Today, there does not seem to exist an

accepted definition of what cognition means in the context of communication

networks [36, 43, 68].

For instance, in commercial Wide Area Networks (WAN) environments, the

overall goals are to let nodes behave in a selfish, local-optimization operation

mode whereas in military or corporate network environments, the targets are

oriented towards the overall goals of the network, i.e., network-wide goals, with
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Figure 3.2: Example of spectrum access by secondary users [114]

the consequence of higher overhead and complexity. Nevertheless, there is a

fundamental entity associated with the cognition in communication networks,

which is the machine learning. This is defined as being an algorithm that helps

in improving the performance of a system by using the experience gained over a

specific time period without having complete information about the environment

in which it operates [106]. This means that diverse adaptive control mechanisms

like artificial intelligence and decision making can be used in such a system.

A so-called generic cognitive cycle can be used to characterize a CP in a CRN

(figure 3.3) [68, 106, 74]. This is known as the OODA loop, which stands for

Observe, Orient, Decide and Act. This model was initially used by the military

forces to observe, understand and control their decisions [106]. OODA has today

been expanded to help civil authorities in taking appropriate decisions.

The generic cognitive cycle is a continuous process, which is composed by a

number of steps, as shown by Marja Matinmikko in her talk at MOBILIGHT
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Figure 3.3: Generic cognitive cycle [106]

2010 [67]. Table 3.1 shows the main tasks involved in the specific steps, together

with the method used and the main challenge.

It is observed that the OODA loop model is very similar to the model used

by Mitola to describe the CP in CRNs [71]. The loop components are focused

on the following tasks:

• Observe (the environment)

• Orient (the adaptation process)

• Decide (on particular action), and

• Act (in the environment)

The OODA loop does not however include several important components,
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Table 3.1: Examples of steps in generic cognitive cycle

e.g., overarching (to provide context information and to guide the orientation)

and learning (to adapt to previous decisions). OODA is a high-level model,

which may not consider particular parameters of a radio communication, e.g.,

particular radio channel, dynamic spectrum management, control of transmit

power.

From a low-level point of view, a cognitive radio can be defined as a software-
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based radio entity where the control entities have knowledge about the radio

environment and, based on that, they are able to act towards achieving different

goals related to the needs of the user or the particular application and/or the

network [74]. Other definitions for software-based radio are also available, like

the ones defined by the primary spectrum regulatory body in the USA NTIA,

the spectrum regulatory body of the ITU and IEEE [74].

An important observation is that this loop must work out under the condi-

tions that the environment is not totally random, but very complex and reason-

ably stationary within particular temporal and spatial framings. This opens up

for developing intelligent systems able to adapt to various conditions, of particu-

lar situations. In other words, intelligent adaptive systems for radio communica-

tions need to be developed, which are able to optimize the radio communication

with regard to particular environmental conditions such as to provide the ex-

pected performance. Hence, a software-based radio system is expected to be

aware of the environment and own facilities to carry goal-driven autonomous

operation, to understand the impact of own actions and to adapt the operation

based on correlation of past actions, environments and performance [74].

3.5 Cognition Techniques

A number of enabling techniques are existing, which can be used for the control

of OODA [36, 48, 68, 106]. These are:

• Dynamic programming, which refers to multi-stage decision processes.

This is useful for situations where the state of a varying physical system

can be specified by a vector. These decision mechanisms are however dif-

ficult to implement, they suffer from the exponentially increasing demand

on computation resources and size when the input space dimensionality is

increased linearly.

• Bayesian signal processing, which refers to, e.g., cognitive radar with a

priori information. This is basically a method used to estimate the evolu-

tion of an observed random variable evolving in time. The estimates are
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derived by using a priori information of the distribution of the random

variable. For linear systems with Gaussian noise, Kalman filtering can

be used whereas for non-linear systems, partial filters can be used. The

Kalman filter is a filter that operates recursively and it is used to estimate

present and future system states based on noisy Gaussian measurements.

• Learning machines with feedback, where events that occurred in the past

contribute to decisions regarding the prediction of future events. These

control mechanisms are able to learn from past events in addition to simple

reasoning. For instance, genetic algorithms or neural networks are quite

popular in the process of tuning diverse radio parameters with the goal of

optimizing the performance. Pattern recognition is a popular application

of cognitive networks. In the case the network responses are modeled as

noisy patterns, then a neural network can be used to partition the patterns

into predetermined responses. This method is advantageous in the case

of a distributed system where the requirements for state information are

low.

• Dynamic frequency management, which allows adaptive spectrum alloca-

tion to users as a function of time and physical environment. Dynamic

frequency management is related to the problem of resource management,

which can be of different types, e.g., cooperative, non-cooperative. This

has been the subject of intense investigation during recent time period,

and used particularly in the development of cellular radio systems.

• Artificial intelligence, which are very powerful mechanisms able to pro-

vide awareness, reasoning and learning [48]. Reasoning is defined in this

case as a process able to find out an appropriate action in response to a

particular situation, under the condition of a given system target. This

target is based on the user expectations for QoS or Quality of Experience

(QoE). The three processes mentioned above interact with each other in

such a way to provide best performance for cognitive radio as a whole.

The most popular artificial intelligence techniques are: artificial neural

network, metaheuristic algorithms, hidden Markov model, rule-based sys-

tem, ontology-based system and case-based system [48]. Each of these
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techniques have strengths and limitations, based on which they are ap-

propriate for particular cases and options.

• Game theory, which provides analytical tools to predict the outcome of

sophisticated interactions among rational entities. The basic elements are

a set of players, a set of possible actions and a set of utility functions.

Based on past actions, each player targets to predicting the actions of the

other players and determine so the best strategy to follow. The goal is to

reach the Nash equilibrium, which is a stable operating point where no

user has any incentive to change the strategy [75]. The whole problem

is finally reduced to an optimal control-theoretic problem where cooper-

ation is needed to optimally exploit the available spectral resources. The

drawback in this case is that the amount of control information in these

systems is large. The utility of using game theory has been demonstrated

for, e.g., power control, call admission control and interference avoidance.

• Software defined radio (SDR) is a class of reconfigurable radio where the

physical layer behavior can be significantly changed as a consequence of

changes in the software, i.e., the same hardware entity can perform dif-

ferent functions at different times. The main advantages of the SDR are

in terms of multi-functionality, e.g., compactness, power efficiency, ease of

upgrading and ability to handle multiple standards (global mobility).

• Cross-layer protocol design basically refers to a modular architecture able

to adapt and optimize the performance across multiple layers of the pro-

tocol stack. The price is in form of protocol sophistication. The protocols

are now requested to be able to exchange information with more protocol

layers and accordingly to adapt towards performance improvement.

Further details on the above-mentioned cognition techniques can be found

in [36, 48, 68, 106].
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3.6 Cognitive Framework

Based on the above-mentioned elements, an adequate Cognitive Framework

(CF) has been advanced in [106] to control the communication in a cognitive

network (figure 3.4).

The cognitive framework is a software framework used to map the high-level

requirements to the underlaying network by using the cognitive process (CP).

There are three layers existent in this framework, which are called “End-to-end

Goals”, “Cognitive Process”and “Software Adaptive Network”. The highest

layer handles the specification of E2E goals, which are mapped into diverse re-

quirements or policies for the cognition layer. The cognition layer uses sensors to

monitor the network. This is further controlling the software adaptive network.

The top level element, i.e., “end-to-end goals”, controls the whole “cognitive

Figure 3.4: Cognitive framework [106]
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process”by identifying, prioritizing and weighting the user requirements.

The “cognitive process (CP)”consists of three components:

• Specification language, to map the high-level requirements into an ad-

equate language for the cognition layer. Different so-called Knowledge

Representation Languages (KRL) can be used for this purpose, e.g., the

Cognitive Specification Language (CSL), as indicated in [36, 106].

• Cognition layer, which refers to cognition mechanisms as described above.

• Network status sensors, which are part of the cognition layer. These sen-

sors are used to provide feedback from the network to the cognitive layer.

By this, diverse patterns and trends in network behavior can be observed

and reported to the cognition layer for consequent actions. Furthermore,

the sensors can be either concentrated to a particular point in the net-

work or decentralized. Accordingly, special control mechanisms must be

developed for information collection and transfer to the cognition layer.

In addition, there is a low level element, the so-called “software adapt-

able network”, which consists of a Network Application Programming Interface

(API) and configurable network elements. The network API is providing inter-

facing to the cognition layer, whereas the configurable network elements may

include any controllable element in the network that is part of a CRN.

In general, the CP collects relevant information and does the actual learn-

ing, which decides on appropriate actions in response to the observed network

behavior. The accuracy of the optimization decisions made by the cognition

layer (which is part of the CP) depends on the amount of available network

state information. The CP can widely vary depending on purpose, amount of

data collected and processed, implementation, performance and other particular

conditions.

A CP can operate in a centralized or distributed way, each with specific

advantages and drawbacks. For instance, the most obvious trade-offs for the

centralized and distributed operating modes are single-point of failure in the
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centralized mode as opposed to increased overhead requirements to maintain

the topology in the distributed mode. In other words, the trade-offs between

these modes of operations need to be carefully considered when the system is

designed.

3.7 Research Challenges

The CRN research activities are determined based on the user and network

operator demands. Main expectations of mobile users are regarding user friend-

liness and personalization, user-centric communication, seamless integration of

already existing and new higher bandwidth terminals, networks and services,

security facilities and attractive billing systems. On the other hand, the tele-

operators are interested in solving the complexity of management, security and

scalability provisions, fault tolerance, fast integration of new technologies and

attractive business models.

The complexity and diversity of these demands influence in turn the research

activities expected to be done in the area of CRNs. This is a complex research

as it demands for solving problems in different areas, e.g., signal processing,

protocols, networking, architectures, software and user satisfaction.

There are several ways to follow. These are:

• Development of new and better protocols.

• Improving existing techniques and algorithms such as to improve the per-

formance.

• Scientific approach, which involves the development of theoretic models,

of type simulation and/or analytical. Based on the obtained results, the

existing techniques and algorithms can be improved.

• Breaking the protocol layering and bringing in cognition elements into the

networking and the wireless communication.
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A particular focus is given to breaking the traditional layered structure of

communication architectures as well as bringing cognition facilities into the net-

working and the wireless communication. The solution of breaking the protocol

layering is also known as cross-layer design and optimization [36].

3.7.1 Cross-Layer Design

Cross-layer design is a technique used to exchange information across differ-

ent layers in the TCP/IP protocol stack. The goal is to improve the perfor-

mance, enabling support for video and audio streaming. The information about

parameters at different layers is used and possibly exchanged to improve the

performance. Cross-layer design is advantageous for CRNs, since the network

flexibility and upgradeability becomes practically unlimited.

There are two cross-layer design approaches [36]:

• Implicit cross-layer design

• Explicit cross-layer design

Implicit cross-layer design means that the reference layered architecture is

not changed, in the sense that no layers are merged and no new interfaces are

created. The classical protocol stack design is preserved. On the other hand, a

protocol at a specific layer is designed in this case such as to take decisions based

not only on the information collected from the layer directly placed above, but

also on the information collected from other layers in the protocol stack. The

drawback in this case is that it limits the network flexibility and upgradeability.

Explicit cross-layer design means that the reference layered architecture is

changed in the sense that we may have merging and/or splitting of layers as

well as creation of new interfaces and/or of new layers. A further partitioning

of explicit cross-layer design is as follows [36]:

• Merging or splitting of adjacent layers, with the goal of optimization to-

wards a particular goal. The drawback in this case is regarding the diffi-

culties related to adaptation to diverse changes.
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• Improving the interaction between layers, with the goal of improving the

performance of wireless networks. This design opens up for decoupling

services from protocols, with the consequence of better scalability and

flexibility performance. There is however a risk for performance deterio-

ration in the case of non-optimal cross-layer optimization.

• Vertical calibration, where a vertical plane is used that spans across all

layers and it can be used for inter-layer communication and performance

adaptation. Preliminary studies of performance evaluation show that this

solution does not seem to limit scalability and flexibility. More research

studies must be done in order to get the performance and limitations of

this method.

• Using of a so-called Knowledge Plane (KP), which is an entity spanning

over all layers, with the target to collect and to have local and global

information about the network and the associated elements. Based on

this, high-level models can be created for the involved network, to provide

support for different actions. Tools like artificial intelligence and cognitive

systems can be used in this case. It is also important to mention that

the knowledge representation can be focused towards particular targets

like management, QoS, security. Specific representation languages may be

used in these cases like, e.g., ontological and Bayesian representation for

management purposes, Multilayer Neural Networks (MNN) and ontologi-

cal models for representation of QoS profiles and security where accurate

knowledge is kept to model the state of network attacks [36].

Theoretically, cross-layer design means that the CRDs are capable of ob-

serving and altering low-level parameters. Practically, a CRN uses low-layer

information to improve the performance for radio communication.

Furthermore, there are several dimensions that can be used for cross-layer

design, based on the particular objective [10]. Examples of classification dimen-

sions are:

• Nature of the problem being solved, e.g., congestion control, link adapta-

tion.
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• Type of the considered wireless network, e.g., WLAN, cellular.

• Type of optimization control mechanism, e.g., link-layer, network-layer.

This further means that a number of optimization algorithms need to be

considered.

3.7.2 Optimization Algorithms

With regard to CRN objectives, the most important optimization algorithms

are:

• Link-layer optimization, where the focus is on physical (PHY) and Media

Access Control (MAC) layers with the goal to optimize local functions.

• Network-layer optimization, where the focus is on routing with the goal

to optimize a global function.

• Multi-network optimization, which refers to optimizing the behavior across

networks that may use different technologies and may belong to different

autonomous systems.

Every such optimization mechanism has particular advantages and draw-

backs. For instance, the link-layer optimization is one of the classical engi-

neering problems, which is focused on wireless communication at the PHY and

MAC layers. Cross-layer design demands for exchanging information between

two layers along with a single-hop link. Based on this, node-based or link-based

parameters can be optimized by using the available node information or by ex-

changing information in the neighborhood of the sender and the receiver of the

particular link. Furthermore, diverse machine-learning mechanisms can be used

to back up the local optimization and to further improve the quality of opti-

mizations. Mechanisms like neural network techniques, fuzzy logic and genetic

algorithms have been used for this purpose [10].

Network-layer optimization operates at a higher level and the goal is to op-

timize a global function instead. Accordingly cross-layer optimization on the
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network level means that more information is considered in the optimization

process, i.e., the whole networking environment is considered here. This means

that the complexity of the problem is higher. Furthermore, a serious conse-

quence can be an increased overhead, which must be carefully considered and

solved. There are many techniques developed for network-layer optimization

[10, 68, 74].

Another level of optimization is the so-called multi-network optimization,

which refers to optimizing the behavior across networks that may use different

technologies and may belong to different autonomous domains. Because of this,

the complexity of this class of optimization problems is extremely high, partic-

ularly in the case of non-cooperative networks. On the other hand, cooperative

networks enable information exchange between them with the consequence of

higher flexibility in the design and optimization. Finally, a particular case is the

one with common policy framework, where a policy management infrastructure

is created to support information dissemination across networks in a particular

geographic region, e.g., on spectrum regulatory policies, authorization, account-

ing, billing, QoS enforcing policies.

3.8 Spectrum Management

Today, there are no agreements on the formal definition of cognitive radio.

The consequence is that several definitions are used [8, 14, 15, 71, 74]. In

the following, cognitive radio is defined to be an autonomous, adapting and

multi-dimensionally aware radio entity able to change the transmitter param-

eters based on awareness and interaction with its environment. The general

capabilities of a cognitive radio entity are observation, adaptability and intel-

ligence. They provide better spectrum utilization and efficiency, higher radio

link reliability, less expensive radios and better radio resource management.

Cognitive radio has similar features with classical ad-hoc networks. There

are however several important differences, like [14]:

• Possibility for CRNs to select the transmission spectrum, conditioned on
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protecting the transmission of licensed users.

• Need for topology control, as CRNs generally lack centralized support

and the available topology information is rather limited (although this is

a matter of implementation).

• Multi-dimensional transmission and handover, specifically the E2E route

may consist of multiple hops over different channels of the n-dimensional

space considered for the management of CRNs.

There are four fundamental operations needed for the management of a CRN

[14, 15, 55]. These are:

• Spectrum Sensing

• Spectrum Modeling

• Spectrum Sharing, and

• Spectrum Mobility

A short overview of these operations is as follows.

3.8.1 Spectrum Sensing

Spectrum sensing (also known as spectrum awareness) is about radio scene per-

ception and analysis and it is one of the most challenging features of cognitive

radio entities [68, 124]. It refers to the ability of a cognitive radio entity to

measure, sense, learn and be aware of a number of parameters related to radio

channel characteristics, operating environment, spectrum and power availability,

network infrastructure, existent radio entities, local policies and other operating

restrictions. In practice, spectrum sensing is an operation used to identify oc-

cupancy in an n-dimensional space and to find the so-called “spectrum holes”.

These holes can be of different types, e.g.,

• Black holes, which are occupied by high-power interferers.
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• Grey holes, which are partially occupied by low-power interferers.

• White holes, which are free of interferers.

Spectrum sensing basically refers to a multi-dimensional process, where dif-

ferent dimensions of the spectrum space can be used for detection like frequency

(opportunity in the frequency domain), power (opportunity in the power do-

main), time (opportunities in a specific time period), space (used to identify

location and distance of primary users and/or secondary users), code (used in

spread spectrum, time or frequency hopping codes) and angle (multi-antenna

technologies).

Typically, spectrum sensing (or obtaining awareness) can be classified into

two categories [68]:

• Passive spectrum awareness, where the information about the spectrum

use pattern is obtained from a server or a database outside the own sec-

ondary communication system. This operation can be done based on ne-

gotiations with the primary users/system about the spectrum usage. This

means that diverse policy approaches can be used to control the access

of SUs, which may refer to parameters like allowed power, allowed band-

width, allowed time period. The consequence is that the PUs need to be

aware in this case of the possible presence of SUs, which is a drawback.

• Active spectrum awareness (also known as opportunistic spectrum use),

where the SUs actively sense the surrounding radio environment and ac-

cordingly adapt the parameters of the own communication based on these

measurements. The advantage in this case is that the PUs do not need to

know anything about the SUs. Diverse signal detection methods are used

to identify busy frequency bands so that vacant channels can be detected

and used. Furthermore, different cooperation policies are used to solve the

well-known problem of the “hidden terminal”, each of them with specific

advantages and drawbacks [55].

CRNs may use either or both forms of awareness, which means that these

methods are not mutual exclusive.
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Today, there are several practical methods of spectrum sensing for cognitive

radio. These are typically based on the detection of the presence of signal trans-

missions, i.e., the so-called transmitter detection technique. Other methods are

based on cooperative spectrum sensing (in case of presence of noise uncertainty,

fading and shadowing), interference-based detection (interference assessment)

or using prediction. The most popular methods are [55, 68, 124]:

• Energy detection-based sensing, where the received signal is detected by

comparing the output of an energy detector with a particular threshold,

which depends upon the noise variance.

• Waveform-based sensing (also known as coherent sensing), where the re-

ceived signal is detected by correlating it with a copy of itself.

• Cyclostationary-based sensing, where cyclostationary features of the re-

ceived signal like, e.g., cyclic correlation function or cyclic spectral den-

sity function, are used in sensing. Such functions are advantageous in

differentiating the noise from the primary users signals.

• Radio identification-based sensing, where a complete knowledge about the

spectrum characteristics in combination with various classification meth-

ods are used for sensing purposes. These are sophisticated mechanisms

like, e.g., use of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for signal identification

and Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network for classification.

• Matched-filtering sensing, which is particularly advantageous in the de-

tection of PUs when the transmitted signal is known. The drawback is

that this method demands for having knowledge of PUs signaling charac-

teristics like bandwidth, frequency, modulation, pulse shaping.

• Cooperative sensing is based on using cooperation among cognitive ra-

dios present in different places. By doing this, the chance is increased to

obtain better sensing information from each other, given that not all ra-

dios are simultaneously experiencing the same channel behavior. In other

words, reliable sensing information can be obtained for the whole network

by using centralized or distributed cooperation, which is further used by
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collaborative cognitive radios. The performance of this method has been

shown to be higher than the local sensing with reference to a number of

parameters, e.g., spectrum capacity gains.

• Prediction-based sensing, where diverse channel access patterns of the

PUs are identified and used to predict the spectrum usage. Example of

relevant channel access parameter is channel occupancy, which can be used

to forecast the probability of idle channel. Typically, process models like

Markov and Pareto are used for the state holding times of the busy and

idle periods [109].

As shown above, these methods have different advantages, drawbacks and

performance. Furthermore, an important factor that must be considered in

spectrum sensing is the requirement for unlicensed users to avoid interference

to potentially present licensed users in their vicinity. This means that unlicensed

users must be able to detect a possible presence of licensed users by a continuous

spectrum sensing and data collection. Moreover, unlicensed users should have

very good sensitivity performance as well as outperform the sensitivity perfor-

mance of licensed users by a large margin, e.g., 30-40 dB, to avoid the hidden

terminal problem [55]. These requirements, in combination with additional re-

quirements like support of asynchronous sensing and optimization of cooperative

sensing, demand for smart solutions able to provide these capabilities.

3.8.2 Spectrum Modeling

After identifying the available spectrum holes, the next step (for an unlicensed

user) is to select the best spectrum hole(s) with reference to QoS requirements

and to reconfigure the cognitive radio entity in order to use them. For doing

this, the existent spectrum holes/bands need to first be modeled and charac-

terized, under the existent conditions for operating frequency and bandwidth.

Based on this, and also on the QoS demands for the particular communica-

tion, an appropriate spectrum band can be selected and the performance can

be determined.
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An important point is that the modeling and characterization procedure

refers not only to the time-varying radio environment but also to the statis-

tical behavior of the licensed users. This demands for collecting information

about the radio channels and the activity of licensed users and, based on this,

developing appropriate statistical models.

There are a number of parameters that can be used to model and to charac-

terize the quality of a particular spectrum band [14, 55]. These are the interfer-

ence level (to determine the permissible power level of an unlicensed user), path

loss, channel error rate, link layer delay and the holding time of licensed bands.

Furthermore, another important parameter is the channel capacity, which is

mainly determined, in this particular case, by the interference at the licensed

users. For doing this, interference-based sensing methods can be used as men-

tioned above.

A particular difficulty exists regarding the modeling of user activity for li-

censed users. Different models can be used for this, which depend upon the

particular situation, e.g., in wireless LAN, WWW activity [14]. Popular models

considered in this case are exponential distributions, Markov-based models and

even more sophisticated models that capture Long-Range Dependence (LRD)

[14].

Based on the characteristics of the selected spectrum bands, an appropriate

spectrum band can be selected for a particular communication, which is based

on the particular QoS requirements. This further gives information about the

expected QoS performance in terms of, e.g., data rate, error rate, bandwidth

and delay performance.

It is important to point out that the process of selecting spectrum bands is

closely related to multi-constrained routing protocols and the associated opti-

mization algorithms used in CRNs [14].

3.8.3 Spectrum Sharing

Spectrum sharing refers to solving different conflicts that may exist in CRNs,

e.g., in the case licensed and unlicensed users coexist within the available spec-
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trum space, but also the case of coordinating communication requests from

different unlicensed users. Typically, such conflicts are solved by adopting in-

telligent policies for spectrum sharing in order to provide the expected QoS for

the involved parts.

Spectrum sharing is typically done during a communication session and

within the particular spectrum space. Different control mechanisms may get

involved, e.g., resource allocation and medium access control.

There are two general categories of control mechanisms for spectrum sharing

[14]:

• Spectrum access, to solve possible conflicts in accessing the spectrum

holes/bands by unlicensed users. This may refer to deciding time mo-

ments when the unlicensed users are allowed to access the spectrum band,

but also to defining diverse priority policies.

• Resource allocation, to provide the expected QoS demands. This means

that once the spectrum management mechanism decides on some spectrum

band to be used, the next step is to adjust the transmission power allocated

to the specific unlicensed user(s) to avoid possible interference to licensed

users.

Each of these classes of control mechanisms have advantages and drawbacks,

which makes them suitable for specific scenarios. Detailed description of these

mechanisms together with other classes of control mechanisms for spectrum

sharing is provided in [55, 68].

The control mechanisms for spectrum sharing can be also partitioned as

follows [55, 68]:

• Passive or active spectrum awareness mechanisms.

• Centralized or distributed mechanisms.

• Cooperative or non-cooperative mechanisms.
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• Overlay access (e.g., spectrum pooling), underlay access or interweave

access mechanisms.

• Hybrid mechanisms.

For instance, the overlay access mechanism allows concurrent transmission

of both primary and secondary users and the SUs share their own transmission

power for relaying data of both primary and secondary users. Underlay (or

interference avoidance) access means that concurrent transmissions of both pri-

mary and secondary users are allowed in ultra wideband (UWB) fashion at the

price of enforcing special spectral masks on the secondary signals to protect the

primary signals. The interweave access mechanism means that the CRN contin-

uously monitors the spectrum and coordinates the communication in such a way

that PUs always have priority over SUs. The SUs are only allowed to commu-

nicate when no PU communication is present or as long as SU communication

does not interfere with PU communication.

More information about the above-mentioned access mechanisms can be

found in [55, 68].

3.8.4 Spectrum Mobility

Spectrum mobility is the process of changing the communication channel, e.g.,

frequency hole/band, and the position in space, as a consequence of changing

the operational conditions. Typical examples of such situations are when an

unlicensed user is forced to change the frequency band due to the appearance

of a licensed user demanding for communication capacity, hence degrading the

channel conditions for the particular unlicensed user.

Several operations are involved in this process. These are:

• Detection of spectrum holes.

• Identification of the channel, to select the particular radio channel used

for the communication between transmitter and receiver.
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• Estimation of the channel state, which is needed at the receiver for coher-

ent detection.

• Dynamic spectrum management (also known as dynamic spectrum access

(DSA)), to select the frequency holes and the transmission power levels

needed for communication.

• Transmit power control.

The first three tasks are performed at the receiver and the last two tasks are

done at the transmitter, which is based on the feedback between transmitter

and receiver.

Generally, spectrum mobility demands for control mechanisms with the abil-

ity to adapt to changing operational conditions and to provide the expected

QoS. There are two important aspects that must be particularly considered for

spectrum mobility in order to provide good performance. These are regarding

the connection management and solving the problem of temporary performance

deterioration associated with spectrum mobility. For instance, given that a han-

dover process typically involves short-time performance degradation (e.g., the

“break-before-make”process), this demands for some kind of predictive actions,

able to compensate for performance deterioration [2]. The goal is to provide

smooth and fast transition, with minimum performance degradation [14]. Fur-

thermore, connection management also demands for solving questions related

to adaptability and minimization of resources. In the following, we denote the

process of spectrum mobility as multi-dimensional adaptation.

3.9 Multi-Dimensional Adaptation and Multi-

Constrained Routing Optimization

Another important aspect in CRN is that an n-dimensional space needs to be

developed and used for communication in CRNs, such as to identify and exploit

under-utilized spectrum portions. Examples of such dimensions are frequency,

power, geographical space, code, angle and time. By using this concept new
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architectural solutions can be developed for the management of CRNs, which

can be implemented at the application layer. The suggested architecture in

section 5 is based on the use of a middleware with a common set of APIs, a

number of overlay entities, multi-dimensional adaptation and multi-constrained

route optimization. Operations like spectrum sensing, addressing, decision mak-

ing, routing, handover and prediction are done in an n-dimensional space and

used for knowledge representation and management of CRN dimensions.

3.10 Green Operation

While the research on communication systems has traditionally focused on max-

imizing the performance with no regards given to energy consumption, the

paradigm is nowadays changing towards provision of sufficient good performance

with minimum energy consumption. This is particularly important given that

the traditional concepts used in networking, which are based on overprovision-

ing and redundancy, are inherently conflicting with the concepts used for green

operation. This change has been observed in standardization and regulatory

activities as well. Organizations like ETSI, ITU and IEEE have intensively

acted towards reducing the energy consumption. Regulatory activities have

been started up related to green initiatives that have relevance to green IT and

green networking as well as to reduce the energy consumption in telecommuni-

cations equipment and related infrastructure. Examples of areas of interest are

energy-efficient protocols and protocol extensions, energy-efficient transmission

technologies, cross-layer optimizations, energy-efficient network device technol-

ogy, power sleep mode, energy-efficient switch and BS architectures.

In the context of cognitive radio networks, the situation is more compli-

cated. This is because of the fundamental problem related to spectrum effi-

ciency is naturally in opposition with energy efficiency [116]. Typically, for a

given modulation scheme, the higher the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the lower

the bit-error-rate (BER). Accordingly, a sender can increase the SNR by in-

creasing its transmission power, which decreases the probability that a frame is

received in error. In other words, this means that higher data rates demand for
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more energy. Other important trade-offs are regarding the balancing of band-

width vs., power and delay vs., power [116]. This means that one needs to

balance the bandwidth and the power needed for transmission as well as the

power consumption for a given E2E delay.

Basically, energy saving can be considered as being an optimization function

that reduces the energy consumption by adapting the network performance

(in terms of parameters like spectrum saving, spectrum efficiency and good

coverage) in such a way to obtain the best trade-off. Other demands regarding

operator objectives, policies and regulatory rules, must be fulfilled as well.

There are two different perspectives in reducing the energy consumption in

wireless networks. These are regarding infrastructures and novel techniques,

which enable the energy consumption in base stations and handsets to be re-

duced. Both methods are important, in the following however the focus will be

laid on infrastructure only.

Finally, another important element is regarding the energy metrics. Given

the existent dependency among multiple parameters (spectrum efficiency, power,

delay), the consequence is that one needs to define appropriate energy metrics,

which are not dependent on other parameters or, at least, this dependency

should be reduced to a minimum.

3.11 Summary

The chapter introduced several basic definitions used in cognitive radio networks

and the cognitive process has been defined. The next part of the chapter was

about the most popular cognition techniques currently used in a cognitive pro-

cess. Based on this, the cognition framework was introduced, which is used to

control the communication in a cognitive network. The chapter also provided

a short overview of some of the most important research challenges associated

with the cognitive radio networks.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Elements

Though this is madness, yet

there is a method in it.

– Hamlet

4.1 Introduction

Modeling CRNs is not a trivial task, given that the cognitive radio entities can

be implemented either as procedural radios or ontological radios [90]. This is

further complicated by the fact that both implementation classes may exist in

a single radio network. The consequence is that one should use models that are

able to simultaneously capture the characteristics of both categories of radios.

In practice, there are three categories of problems that should be considered,

namely:

• Modeling, to model, as accurately as possible, CRNs, their components,

interactions of radios and optimizations.

• Analysis, to analyze the behavior of CRNs and cognitive radios to gain

the expected performance.
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• Design, to use the obtained results to design networks with good perfor-

mance.

In the following, the focus is laid on several important modeling elements. A

short overview is done over several of the most important models used in CRNs.

Finally, the chapter is concluded.

4.2 Categories of Models

There are several categories of models, which are important to consider in the

process of control and performance evaluation of CRNs:

• Radio channel

• Spectrum sensing

• Spectrum use

• Spectrum interference

• Channel selection and routing

• Cognitive radio interactions

• Green radio

A short overview of these models is as follows.

4.3 Radio Channel

A radio channel can be characterized with the help of three parameters, which

are path loss, shadowing and multipath fading [68, 74, 105].
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4.3.1 Path Loss

In the following, free-space path radio channel model is considered. The path

loss L between a transmitter and a receiver is typically expressed in decibels (dB)

and it refers to the ratio of the transmitted power to the received power. This

propagation parameter may have different values depending upon the particular

situation. For instance, in the case of radio communication there are two general

categories with reference to propagation:

• Line-of-sight model, which refers to the direct propagation from transmit-

ter to receiver, with no reflections [68, 91].

• Plane Earth model, which refers to the case of presence of reflections from

the ground [68, 91].

In the case of ideal medium, with no existent absorption and presence of

additive white Gaussian noise, the radiated power per unit surface area decreases

with the square of the distance from the source. On the other hand, in the case

of free space propagation and no reflections, the received power PR(r) at the

distance r from the transmitter is [68, 91]:

PR(r) = gT gRPT

(
λ

4πr

)2

(4.1)

where PT is the transmitted power, gT is the gain of transmission antenna,

gR is the gain of the reception antenna and λ is the wavelength used for trans-

mission.

The path loss LF for a free space propagation model is therefore:

LF = 10log10
PT
PR

= −10log10
gT gRλ

2

(4π)2r2
(4.2)

In other words, LF indicates the signal attenuation in dB. It is important

to mention that this model is valid only for large values of r, which correspond

to the far field of the transmit antenna [68, 91].
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The path loss Lr at a particular distance r is usually expressed in the form

of average path loss with reference to a given distance r0:

Lr = Lr0 + 10nlog10

(
r

r0

)
(4.3)

where n is the path loss exponent, which depends upon the particular prop-

agation conditions in form of frequency, antenna height and the propagation

environment. Typically, the path loss exponent value is in the range of n = 2

to n = 4 where n = 2 is for propagation in free space, n = 4 is for relatively

lossy environments [91]. However, in some environments such as dense urban ar-

eas, buildings and other indoor environments, the path loss exponent can reach

values in the range of n = 4 to n = 6.

The complexity increases further in the case of plane Earth propagation since

the propagation can be via a direct path but also reflections from the ground

as well as combinations of these. Such situations demand for more elaborate

propagation models, as described in [96].

4.3.2 Generalized Propagation Model

A more comprehensive propagation model considers the effects of shadowing

and fading as well. A generalized propagation model is as follows [105]:

PR = PT + gT + gR − (L(r) +M + S) (4.4)

where PR (expressed in dBm) is the received signal strength, PT is the trans-

mit power, gT is the gain of transmission antenna, gR is the gain of reception

antenna, L(r) is the path loss due to attenuation at distance r, M is the fading

parameter and S is the shadowing parameter.
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4.3.3 Shadowing

The above-described models for the path loss between a transmitter and a re-

ceiver are less precise in real environments, where the propagation conditions at

a particular distance are different for every path. For instance, large variations

in terrain characteristics such as hills or buildings in macrocells and node mo-

bility in microcells may complicate the models for the computation of path loss.

This in turn causes differences with reference to the expected nominal value of

the path loss. These differences in path loss are known as shadowing or slow

fading [68, 96].

The direct consequence of this is that the total path loss becomes a random

variable and the coverage radius of a radio cell becomes a statistical value.

One of the most popular models considered for capturing the shadowing

effects is the log-normal distribution [96]. The path loss expressed in absolute

units at a particular location can in this case be described with the help of a log-

normal distribution around the mean value, which depends upon the distance.

The measured signal level at a particular distance can be described with the

help of the Gaussian distribution around the mean.

Log-normal distribution means that, if a stochastic variable y = log(x) has

a normal distribution, then the variable x has a log-normal distribution. This

distribution can be characterized with the help of two parameters, namely the

mean µ of ln(x) (with µ > 0) and the standard deviation σ of ln(x) (with σ > 0),

for a range 0 ≤ x ≤ ∞.

The log-normal complementary distribution function (CDF) F (x) and the

probability distribution function (PDF) f(x) are:

F (x) =
1

2

[
1 + erf

(
lnx− µ
σ
√

2

)]
(4.5)

f(x) =
1

xσ
√

2π
e−

(lnx−µ)2

2σ2 (4.6)

where the error function erf(y) is defined as:
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erf(y) =
2√
π

∫ y

0

e−t
2

dt (4.7)

The log-normal distribution has applications in many areas like for instance

in regression modeling and analysis of experimental designs. It is also often used

to model errors that are product of the effects of a large number of factors.

The log-normal distribution is today one of the most popular models used

to model the received signal power in both macro-cells and micro-cells. The

fundamental assumption in this case is that the distribution of shadow fading

is a multiplicative process, which assumes that there are several multiplicative

random factors attenuating the received signal. This further means that the

logarithm of their product approaches the Gaussian distribution for a large

number of factors.

There are several modeling approaches suggested so far that can be used to

model shadowing like, e.g., filter a Gaussian noise and use anti-log operation to

generate lognormal fading, using a additive cluster-based model as a physical

model for local shadow fading [68].

4.3.4 Multipath Fading

Multipath fading refers to the process of amplitude fluctuation of the received

radio signal over a short time period. This is because more replicas of the

transmitted signal may arrive to the receiver, in the case of which the received

signal must be recovered from a sum of signal components. This means that we

may have random amplitude and phase variations in the received signal, which

must be filtered out.

There are several reasons behind multipath fading, the most important of

which being reflecting objects present in the radio channel, varying signal band-

width, varying speed of the mobile. The consequence is that a Rayleigh fading

distribution may be obtained in limit cases, e.g., a large number of uncorre-

lated zero mean Gaussian random signal components arrive at the receiver.

Other suggested fading models are the Rayleigh model, the Rician model, the
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Nakagami-m model, the Doppler model and the Weibull model [68, 91, 96].

4.4 Spectrum Sensing

Several methods are available for spectrum sensing. In the following, the focus

will be laid on modeling aspects for a simple, i.e., basic model for spectrum

sensing through energy-detection.

The goal of spectrum sensing is to decide between two hypothesis, namely

the null hypothesis,

H0 : y(n) = w(n) (4.8)

which states that no primary user is present in the particular spectrum band,

and the other hypothesis

H1 : y(n) = gs(n) + w(n) (4.9)

that indicates the presence of a primary user signal.

The parameter n indicates the sample index (0 ≤ n ≤ N), s(n) is the trans-

mitted signal of the primary/licensed user, w(n) is the additive white (Gaussian)

noise (AWGN) and g is the (complex) amplitude gain of the ideal channel. In

the case the channel is not ideal, the product gs(n) changes to convolution. In

other words, the product gs(n) will vary over time with regard to the amplitude

gain of the channel at different time moments.

The parameter:

s(n) = o (4.10)

when there is no transmission by the primary user.

Given that there are n samples that must be considered for decision, the

decision metric D for the energy detector can be written as [124]:
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D =

N∑
n=0

|y(n)|2 (4.11)

where N is the vector size.

The decision can therefore be done by comparing the decision metric D

with a particular, fixed, threshold T . As a result of this, one can obtain the

probability (Pr) of signal detection PrD as being the probability

PrD = Pr(D > T | H1) (4.12)

and the probability (Pr) of failed detection PrF as being the probability

PrF = Pr(D > T | H0) (4.13)

In other words, PrD indicates the probability of detecting a signal (for the

considered frequency domain) when this is really present. On the other hand,

PrF indicates the probability that the test incorrectly detects a signal (for the

considered frequency domain) when this is actually not present.

The conclusion therefore is that the threshold T should be selected such as

to obtain an optimal balance between PrD and PrF . This demands for good

knowledge of the noise and the detected signal powers [124].

Given that an AWGN model is considered, this means that w(n) can be

estimated and modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance

σ2
m

w(n) = N (0, σ2
m) (4.14)

On the other hand, the model for s(n) is more difficult to estimate as it

depends upon several parameters like prior knowledge of the PU signal, trans-

mission characteristics (that may involve fading characteristics) and other pa-

rameters like the distance between the CRD and the PU. Different simplifying
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assumptions can be considered to obtain simpler models for the decision metric

D like the ones considered in [68, 124].

Several models and values can therefore be obtained for the probabilities

PrD and PrF , like the ones reported in [32].

In the case the secondary receiver is unable to obtain sufficient information

about the primary signal, the energy in the received waveform must be measured

over a specific time window and, based on this, the energy levels evaluated and

the probabilities PrD and PrF computed. This process means that the input

signal is first filtered with a band-pass filter to limit the noise and to select the

bandwidth of interest, then the signal is squared and integrated with the help

of a finite time integrator.

However, in the case of energy detectors, temporal correlated received sig-

nals tools like periodogram and Welch’s periodogram must be used to identify

periodicities and compose the content of a received signal from the spectral den-

sity. These are well-known signal processing operations and more details can be

found in [68].

More sophisticated tools are used in the case of other spectrum sensing meth-

ods like, e.g., waveform-based sensing (pattern detection, which demands for the

presence of preambles or midambles or regularly transmitted pilot patterns or

spreading sequences), cyclostationar-based sensing (feature detection, as used in

radar systems, like periodicity present in the signal or in statistics like mean and

autocorrelation), cooperative sensing (demands for cooperation among entities

as well as knowledge about the network).

4.5 Spectrum Use

In order to opportunistically use unused radio spectrum, the CRNs must be

able to monitor the spectrum around them, to detect the spectrum not used

by the PUs and to allow the SUs to use the available free spectrum, under the

condition of not causing any harmful interference to the PUs. Also, exploiting

the statistics of spectrum use by the PUs and, based on that, estimation of future
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use, has been suggested as a method to improve the performance in spectrum

use by SUs. Different solutions have therefore been suggested for this.

The above-mentioned operations demand for efficient models to describe the

spectrum use in time, in frequency as well as in space.

Spectrum use is typically described with the help of two metrics. These are

the power spectral density (PSD) and the Duty Cycle (DC) [111]. Furthermore,

spatial statistics can be well described with the help of random fields and point

processes [112].

4.5.1 Power Spectral Density

Power Spectral Density (PSD) is a function that is intended for continuous

spectra. It indicates the relative power contributions at various frequencies, as

Sf (w), for a stationary stochastic process. In other words, PSD indicates how

the power of a signal f(t) is distributed with frequency.

PSD =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Sf (w)dw (4.15)

PSD has dimensions of power/Hz, e.g., W/Hz or dBm/Hz.

By using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, PSD can be computed as the Fourier

transform of the autocorrelation function Rf (τ) of the signal f(t), where the

autocorrelation is the cross-correlation of the signal with itself at different times

[20]. Basically, the Wiener-Khinchin theorem is a special case of the cross-

correlation theorem, which describes similarity between observations as a func-

tion of the time separation between them. Simply put, it is a mathematical tool

used to find repeating patterns, such as the presence of a periodic signal that

has been buried under noise. It is often used in signal processing for analyzing

functions or series of values, such as time domain signals.

Rf (τ) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T
2

−T2
f∗(t)f(t+ τ)dt (4.16)
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and

Sf (w) = F{Rf (τ)} (4.17)

In the case the signal is periodic with the period T0, then we have

Rf (τ) =
1

T0

∫
−T0

f∗(t)f(t+ τ)dt (4.18)

where f∗(t) is the complex conjugate of the signal f(t).

The goal of PSD estimation is to estimate the spectral density of a random

signal from a sequence of time samples. Depending on the available information

regarding the signal, analysis can be done in time or frequency domain where

parametric or non-parametric estimation techniques can be used. An example

of a parametric estimation technique is where the observations are fitted to a

given autoregressive model. On the other hand, a popular non-parametric tech-

nique is the periodogram. Typically, the spectral density is estimated through

Fourier transform methods (like Welch’s method) although, the maximum en-

tropy method can also be used. Moreover, an important source of errors is

because of noise uncertainty, which strictly limits the accuracy of the spectrum

evaluations. Depending upon the particular case, one can assume special models

for this, e.g., the Gaussian model. Generally, these concepts are very popular

on the market and used, e.g., in the so-called spectrum analyzers, for observ-

ing, measuring and analyzing the power spectrum of different electromagnetic

signals.

4.5.2 Duty Cycle

Duty Cycle (DC) is a parameter used to describe the ratio of time during which

the radio channel is busy [111]. The decision regarding the state of the radio

channel (free or busy) is taken with the help of techniques described in the above

section about spectrum sensing. The main limitations are given by the lack of

correct information regarding the noise uncertainty, the form of the transmit-
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ted signal as well as the amplitude gain of the channel. Another important

parameter that influences DC is the statistical behavior of the licensed users in

the time dimension. As mentioned above, models based on exponential distri-

butions, Markov-based models and models that capture LRD can be used for

describing the behavior of the licensed users.

4.5.3 Random Fields

Random fields belong to the field of geostatistics, which are considered as a sub-

field of the spatial statistics [112]. These models are particularly advantageous

in situations where the specific phenomena can not be described with deter-

ministic models. For instance, as to provide reliable soil estimate properties

at locations that have not been sampled. This can be achieved based on the

correlation characteristics of the random residual over the domain of interest,

as described in the following.

A specific phenomena is considered to be a realization of a random field

RF (u) with the help of the following relationship

RF (u) = µ+ ε(u) (4.19)

where µ is the average value taken over the whole random field and ε is a random

residual. Furthermore, the position of RF (u) is located in the domain of interest

D, which depends upon the selected model and the sampling process. D is part

of R2 or R3.

Typically, random fields are used to estimate properties in cases where no

samples are available, and this is done based on the correlation characteristics

of the random residual ε(u) over the domain of interest D. Accordingly, specific

metrics have been developed to describe correlation properties like, e.g., the

semivariogram [112]:

γ(u,v) =
1

2
V AR(Z(u)− Z(v)) (4.20)
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In the case Z is stationary, then γ depends on (v − u) only. Whereas if

Z is also isotropic (invariant with respect to direction) it can be completely

described by its dependence on the range of the semivariogram, i.e., at which

distance two samples are no longer correlated.

Depending upon the particular conditions, different models for power-law

correlation characteristics can be used for the computation of γ such as, e.g., the

exponential model, the Gaussian model, the Matern model, the Cauchy model

[112]. Generally, random fields are a very powerful tool, which is particularly

popular in situations with low number of samples available, and where the

correlation characteristics are used to describe trends present in the data and

compensate for this.

4.5.4 User Behavior

The statistical behavior of users can be characterized with the help of several

parameters, the most important of which being the arrival process and the

holding times.

For instance, single arrivals of discrete entities like calls and packets can be

mathematically described as a point process, which consists of a sequence of

arrival instants Ti with i = 0, 1, 2, ...n, .... To characterize such a point process

one can use several statistics:

• Counting process {N(t)}, to characterize the number of traffic arrivals in

the interval (0, t]. A process of type batch arrival process {Bn} can be

used for this purpose to capture the random number of units in the batch

1 to the n-th traffic arrival.

• Interarrival time process {An}, to characterize the length of the time in-

terval separating the neighboring traffic arrivals n and (n− 1).

• Workload {Wn}, to characterize the amount of work brought to a (queue-

ing) system by the n-th traffic arrival. {Wn} is usually assumed to be

independent of both {Bn} and {An}.
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Furthermore, another important parameter that should be used in the char-

acterization of traffic arrivals is the traffic burstiness. This is a measure that

describes how densely or sparsely traffic arrivals occur.

Different statistics can be used to characterize the traffic properties and

burstiness [86]. Examples of such statistics are:

• First order properties like ratio of peak rate to average rate, average burst

length and burst factor [21].

• Second order properties like variance to mean ratio, standard deviation to

mean ratio and peakedness [76].

• Hurst parameter, which measures the burstiness via the concept of self-

similarity [113].

4.5.5 Spectrum Occupancy

The models of PUs spectrum occupancy in the time, frequency, power and

location (space) dimensions do not follow a regular pattern [41, 42]. Among

others, it has been observed that some portions of the spectrum are highly

utilized (≥ 75%) whereas other portions are scarcely utilized (≤ 5%).

Measurements and modeling of spectrum occupancy are challenging tasks be-

cause of the diversity of parameters involved in this process. A popular method,

which is especially used in the USA, is in the form of spectrum occupancy mea-

surement campaigns. This means that a large number of traffic measurements

are done to measure the spectrum occupancy characteristics as a function of

specific frequency bands, geographic locations and time periods [41]. Based on

this, appropriate traffic models are used to model the spectrum occupancy (also

known as holding times) in different geographic locations. These models can

be further enhanced by incorporating characteristics like center frequency for a

licensed band and the bandwidth occupied by PUs during their transmissions.

In the following, it is assumed that every SU interested in opportunistically

using a SOP relies on a modeling and learning phase to estimate the appropriate
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traffic model and the associated parameters needed to use the SOP. For this

purpose, traffic measurements are done to measure the specific parameters of

the selected traffic model. Based on the results of the traffic measurements and

the particular traffic models used to model the spectrum occupancy in different

domains (e.g., spectrum, power, geographic location), the parameters for the

behavior of both PUs and SUs in terms of expected number of PUs and SUs at

a given time can be estimated. This can be further used for dynamic spectrum

access (DSA) decisions.

Markov, Markov-renewal and Markov-modulated models are some of the

most popular models used for these purposes [13, 37, 40, 41, 42]. The con-

stituents of a Markov chain, i.e., the initial probability and the transition matrix

for each frequency band of interest, must in this case be first estimated and then

used in analytical modeling. Towards this goal, real-time traffic measurements

can be done to collect this information.

Markov and Markov-based models are good to capture the traffic burstiness

due to non-zero autocorrelation properties. Short-range dependence in a random

sequence like interarrival process {An} can be well described with the help of

these models.

Given that true states of a sub-band are never known (i.e., they are hid-

den) and due to imperfect sensing and misidentification of idle sub-bands, some

authors use the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in spectrum sensing [40]. This

solution however faces the problem of computational complexity. In any case,

the authors of [41] have observed that the utilization and idle periods are gov-

erned by two independent Poisson processes and moreover that the transmission

power during an utilization period can be emulated by a Gaussian distribution

with mean and standard deviation computed from real time measurements.

Furthermore, the authors of [42] have observed that the Beta distribution is a

suitable model to use for channel occupancy whereas the authors of [13] use

the Kalman filter approach to estimate the expected number of primary and

secondary users.

Another interesting solution has been advanced by the authors of [120]. This

is a solution where a history of channel usage is first created and, based on this,
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a Lezi-Update scheme is used to predict the probability of occurrence for each

usage state. Finally, a Fuzzy Logic based comparison is used to compound the

predictive probability of occurrence as a joint one. The largest joint probability

is finally associated with the most available channel for access by PUs in the

near future. Simulation results have been obtained that indicate the superiority

of this method. The next step is to do measurements in real radio environments

and to validate these results.

On the other hand, self-similar traffic models are advantageous for describing

the long-range dependence in a data sequence. Today, the self-similar properties

have been observed in many classes of traffic like Ethernet traffic, WAN traffic,

Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video traffic, WWW traffic, Signaling System number

7 (SS7) traffic and others [89]. Moreover, besides the user behavior on the

temporal scale, it is also important to consider the spectrum use in the space

dimension as well. In this context, one of the most interesting space models is

the radio environment map, which can be used to improve the radio environment

awareness [112, 126]. Alternatively, spatial statistics as the ones used in spatial

spectrum modeling can be used as well [39, 112].

As a general comment, it has been observed that the PU activity is clustered

in the frequency domain, which means that it can be well modeled by geometric

and lognormal distributions in the time domain, depending upon the channel

load [111]. Particularly the lognormal distribution is appropriate in modeling

the run length distribution in radio channels with low traffic load as well as burst

length distribution in the case of high traffic load. The consequence of this is

that the heavy-tailed characteristics of the lognormal distribution may impact

on the spectrum sensing reliability, with the consequence of missed detections.

This further indicates the importance of using accurate spectrum models for

DSA.

4.5.6 Spectrum Access

The two categories of users, PUs and SUs are behaving differently and have

different goals. PUs behavior is independent of each other without changing
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the transmission strategies, whereas the requirements on SUs are much more

elaborated. For instance, SUs are requested to behave in such a way as to

guarantee that the impact on PUs transmissions is minimal. Additionally, SUs

must try to maintain ongoing communications irrespective of external activities

in the form of, e.g., PUs demanding for resources occupied by SUs, conflicts that

may appear among SUs while accessing a common resource freed up by the PUs

and protection against possible security attacks introduced by malicious SUs or

other users.

The following classes of user behavior are considered.

Primay User Behavior

An alternating ON/OFF model is used to characterize this behavior, where

the arrival process is Poisson and the service time distribution is general. This

means that we can use a M/G/1 system to characterize the behavior of PUs.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of PU behavior.

The PUs transmit at will and an unslotted temporal structure can be used to

represent the busy-idle periods. It is considered that no synchronization exists

between PUs and SUs.

Let α and β be random variables that denote the busy and idle time periods

of a PU, respectively. Mean value statistics can be used to characterize the

behavior of PUs.

α = E[α] (4.21)

denotes the mean value of the PU busy time for a radio channel. The average is

computed for all N channels, spread over all B frequency bands, and a selected

temporal scale.
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Figure 4.1: Primary user behavior [98]

Furthermore:

β = E[β] (4.22)

denotes the mean value of the PU idle time for a radio channel, for all N

channels, spread over all B frequency bands, and a selected temporal scale.

The probability that a PU is idle is therefore:

PUoff =
β

α+ β
(4.23)

This means that a channel is idle, in average, a fraction PUoff of the time,

and this information can be used by SUs for communication. Connected with

this, we assume that we also determine the tmin and ∆(r) parameters associated

with the next expected idle time period (where tmin is the starting time moment
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when a selected temporal interval begins and ∆(r) is the minimum required time

for a communication). Accordingly, as described above and further detailed in

section 5, these parameters are determined with the help of a historical database

and a decision making entity. Additionally, prediction methods like the ones

suggested in [121] can be used.

An example of statistics used to characterize the PU behavior are the prob-

ability density function fα(·) (i.e., the relative likelihood of the predicted be-

havior to occur at a given point) and the cumulative distribution function Fα(·)
(which describes the probability that PU with a given probability distribution

will exhibit the expected behavior). Furthermore, we assume that the aggre-

gated behavior of PUs is ergodic and stationary within the temporal framings

relevant for SUs as well as that the impact of SUs behavior is minimal. This

means that the impact of collisions due to access attempts by SUs is minor.

These collisions are defined in the following sub-chapter.

Secondary User Behavior

A detailed analysis of SUs in CRNs is very complex [97, 98]. Therefore, in the

following, we use a simple model, which provides the necessary basic results.

This is a model used to analyze the SU behavior when accessing the transmission

media in different domains, e.g., frequency, power, space (geographic location),

time.

The SU is assumed to be equipped with more radio transceivers, which

can be simultaneously used. One transceiver is tuned to the common radio

channel adopted for system control purposes whereas the other transceivers can

be dynamically tuned to one or more radio channels, which are available at the

specific time.

Let γ and δ be random variables that denote the busy and idle time periods

of a SU, respectively. Mean value statistics are used to characterize the behavior

of SUs.

γ = E[γ] (4.24)
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denotes the mean value of the SU busy time for a radio channel. The average is

computed for all N channels, spread over all B frequency bands, and a selected

temporal scale.

δ = E[δ] (4.25)

denotes the mean value of the SU idle time for a radio channel, for allN channels,

spread over all B frequency bands, and a selected temporal scale.

The probability that a SU is idle is therefore:

SUoff =
δ

γ + δ
(4.26)

This means that a channel is idle a fraction SUoff of the time, in the case of

SU communication only. Other statistics used to characterize the SU behavior

are the probability density function fγ(·) and the cumulative distribution func-

tion Fγ(·). For instance, the probability density function can be said to describe

the relative likelihood that a SU will start transmitting at a certain point and

the cumulative distribution function can be said to describe the probability that

the SU will be transmitting for a particular time period.

An access policy of type Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) is adopted for the SUs,

while also considering that they have packets waiting to be sent out on the

network. According to the above assumed hardware operation, a perfect spec-

trum sensor is assumed for the SU, which provides optimal spectrum sensing.

This means that the probability of missing the sensing is zero and also that the

sensing time is approaching zero.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of SU opportunistic spectrum access behavior,

where the next step is to describe the collisions that may happen in a CRN.

Collisions

The goal of the opportunistic spectrum access is to minimize the impact of

collisions, which may happen in the case a PU is collided by one or more SUs
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Figure 4.2: Secondary user behavior [98]

due to improper spectrum access for SUs. There are two metrics that can

be used to characterize the impact of collisions [97]. These are the collision

probability observed by a PU and the collision probability observed by a SU.

Under the assumptions of stationarity and ergodicity, the collision probabil-

ity observed by a particular PU is defined to be:

CPPUi = lim
T→∞

NCPUi(T )

NSPUi(T )
(4.27)

The parameters are as follows:

• CPPUi is the collision probability observed by the primary user i (PUi).

These collisions refer to the event that the PUi starts the transmission, in

any of the N channels using any of the B frequency bands, when a SU is

already transmitting a packet on that particular channel.

• NCPUi(T ) is the number of collided PUi packets in the time period [0, T ],

observed in any of the N channels using any of the B frequency bands.

• NSPUi(T ) is the total number of packets sent out by PUi in the time

period [0, T ], in any of the N channels using any of the B frequency

bands.
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The above-mentioned collision probability refers to any observed PU, using

any of the N channels in any of the B frequency bands. The mean value of

the collision probability observed for all PUs, taken over all N channels in all

B frequency bands, is therefore given by:

CPPUN =

∑N
i=1 CPPUi

N
(4.28)

Furthermore, the mean value of the collision probability observed for all PUs,

taken over all n channels in a single frequency band, is given by:

CPPUn =

∑n
i=1 CPPUi

n
(4.29)

On the other hand, the collision probability observed by a particular SU is

given by:

CPSUj = lim
T→∞

NCSUj(T )

NSSUj(T )
(4.30)

The parameters are as follows:

• CPSUj is the collision probability observed by the secondary user j (SUj).

These collisions refer to the event that the SUj is using any of the N

channels in any of the B frequency bands, when a PU starts using that

particular channel.

• NCSUj(T ) is the number of collided SUj packets in the time period [0, T ],

observed in any of the N channels using any of the B frequency bands.

• NSSUj(T ) is the total number of packets sent out by SUj in the time

period [0, T ], in any of the N channels using any of the B frequency

bands.

In a similar way, the mean value of the collision probability observed for all

SUs, taken over all N channels in all B frequency bands, is therefore given by:
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CPSUN =

∑N
j=1 CPSUj

N
(4.31)

The mean value of the collision probability observed for all SUs, taken over

all n channels in a single frequency band, is given by:

CPSUn =

∑n
j=1 CPSUj

n
(4.32)

Different policies can be used in the case of collision between a PU and a SU

like for instance:

• The particular SU is terminated and dropped, or

• SU is moved to another channel that is free, or

• SU is moved to another channel already occupied by another SU with

the consequence that the two SUs must share the available resource and

elastic traffic (i.e., traffic sharing the same channel) is generated in this

case [65].

In the following, we consider the policy when a PU accesses a channel occu-

pied by a SU, then the SU leaves the particular channel and moves to another

free channel with the help of opportunistic adaptation.

4.5.7 Objective Functions

There are two objective functions that must be considered in spectrum access,

namely the PU objective and the SU objective.

We assume, in the following, that SUs (with the help of a support node

(SN)) have knowledge, at a particular time tj , about the following:

• Availability of a number of spectrum opportunities (SOPs), denominated

by {SOPi(tj)}i=1−n. Every SOP is described in terms of power, space,

frequency and time.
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• Information about the expected temporal availability of these SOPs (i.e.,

from a given starting point the time period a particular SOP is expected

to be available for SU operation). This information can, e.g., be obtained

based on traffic measurements and analysis as well as prediction methods

like the ones suggested in [121]. Other sources of information are historic

information, obtained from the historic statistics database, discussed in

section 5.

• Information about the possible access constraints imposed by the PUs or

government regulators or other policies like, e.g., policy adopted to solve

conflicts among SUs, policy adopted to protect against security attacks.

Under the assumption that the effect of spectrum access on PUs is minor, the

main objective of the spectrum access is to maximize the achievable capacity,

expressed in terms of throughput, for SUs. This is denominated by THSUN
and defined as follows:

THSUN = lim
T→∞

TSTSU

T
(4.33)

where TSTSU is the total successful transmission time of SUs in [0, T]. The

throughput THSUN is calculated over all channels spread over all frequency

bands. The throughput for a single frequency band can be calculated in a

similar way.

On the other hand, the PUs are actually influenced by the spectrum access

of SUs in a minor way. This is given by the overlapping effects between PUs on

the one hand and SUs on the other hand, in the case of SUs access attempts.

This is defined as follows:

THPUN = lim
T→∞

TOTPU

T
(4.34)

where TOTPU is the total overlapping time in [0, T] for the PUs. The through-

put THPUN is calculated over all channels spread over all frequency bands. The

throughput for a single frequency band can be calculated in a similar way.
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It is reminded that, in the case of overlapping, the SU is forced to stop the

particular media access and, in the case the move to another free channel fails,

retry at a later time.

Moreover, based on the direct relationship between the throughput and the

successful transmission time for a PU or SU, we define the throughput as the

percentage of successful transmission time in the presence of collisions. Further-

more, we also assume that SUs have information about the access constraints

imposed by PUs or, possibly, government regulators. These access constraints

take the following forms for PUs:

CPPUN ≤ ωN (4.35)

where CPPUN is the average PU collision probability in a system with N chan-

nels spread over B frequency bands and the overall collision probability at the

PU must be bounded below ωN in case of multiple SUs (i.e., this a constraint

on the number of SUs that are allowed to transmit simultaneously with PUs

and depends on the interference tolerance capability of the PUs), or

CPPUn ≤ ωn (4.36)

where CPPUn is the average PU collision probability in a system with n chan-

nels in a single frequency band and the overall collision probability at the PU

must be bounded below ωN , whereas for SUs

CPSUN ≤ σN (4.37)

where CPSUN is the average SU collision probability in a system with N chan-

nels spread over B frequency bands and the overall collision probability at the

SU must be bounded below σN in case of multiple SUs (i.e., this a constraint on

the number of SUs that are allowed to access the available SOPs simultaneously

in order to assure a particular throughput), or

CPSUn ≤ σn (4.38)
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where CPSUn is the average SU collision probability in a system with n channels

in a single frequency band and the overall collision probability at the SU must

be bounded below σn.

Under these assumptions, the optimization problem for spectrum access by

SUs is formulated as follows:

Given a homogeneous primary system with a number of N channels,

which are spread over B frequency bands

Maximize the throughput THSUN

Subject to CPPUN ≤ ωN and CPSUN ≤ σN

In other words, a SU has the freedom to decide on different implementation

details regarding, e.g., the sensing scheme, the access scheme, the distribution

of the generated packets, such as to maximize the throughput in accessing the

media.

4.5.8 Access Models

An optimal spectrum access policy depends on the current and past channel

activities of the PUs. Today, several models exist for spectrum sharing among

users with cognitive radio capabilities. These are [98]:

• Centralized spectrum leasing/auction schemes

• Channel probing and selection

• Distributed channel allocation and scheduling algorithms

A detailed overview of these schemes, together with their advantages and

drawbacks, is presented in [98]. One of the main conclusions of this study is that,

when using the LBT policy to allow SUs opportunistically access under-utilized

primary band, it is very important that SUs detect the presence of PUs in a
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reliable way and also that they access the spectrum in an intelligent way. This

means that a threshold can be used, based on which SUs transmit consecutive

packets until the estimated probability of the PUs being idle falls below the

particular threshold. The challenge therefore is to determine a correct threshold

as well as to develop a good model for spectrum sensing and transmission.

4.6 Spectrum Interference

One of the most important elements that deteriorate the performance in radio

networks is the spectrum interference.

In the presence of noise uncertainty, fading and shadowing this involves com-

plex technical aspects regarding the spectrum use, as previously described. A

particular difficulty is to select the appropriate models depending upon the par-

ticular spectrum, terrain, usage and technology, which means that the spectrum

interference and the mechanisms required to resolve it may also vary widely.

Generally, the spectrum interference can be categorized as follows [78]:

• In-band interference, which occurs when two or more radio entities placed

in the same geographic area transmit on the same set of frequency (i.e.,

channel).

• Out-of-band interference, where, although there is no frequency overlap

between the radio entities, there is still disturbing interfering signal, which

is due to small geographic separation. There are two categories of out-of-

band interference, namely in-band emissions received out-of-band (due to

bad filtering at the receiver) and out-of-band emissions received in-band

(due to bad filtering at the transmitter).

Today, there are many publications reporting on interference modeling when,

e.g., the interferers are assumed to be distributed based on some distribution in

the plane (for instance in terms of transmit power output), typically a Poisson

point process [53, 101, 118]. The results reported so far indicate that the inter-

ference is non-Gaussian based but rather heavy-tailed distributed, given that
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they fall into the family of α-stable distributions [45]. This indicates that the

probability of disruptive interference is high, which is undesirable.

In the case of CRNs, the situation becomes more complex [50]. This is

because of the differences between the transmission characteristics of a CRD

and of a conventional radio device. A CRD is able to change different param-

eters for communication, e.g., frequency, power, code. It can also cease the

transmission in the case a primary receiver is detected within a given distance.

The consequence is that the interference in this case becomes more complex,

with more elaborated distribution models like confined Gaussian-like distribu-

tion [62]. This also depends upon the shadowing and fading models existent in

the particular case.

For instance, results reported in [50, 45] indicate that heavy-tailed distribu-

tions like log-normal better approximate the probability distribution function of

the interferences. Furthermore, the PDF of the instantaneous interference power

has been showed to have heavier tails than the PDFs of the mean interference

power averaged over shadowing and fading states [50].

The fundamental task in the case of CRNs is to ensure the coexistence

with the primary radio network. This means that the CRN entities (cognitive

radio devices and cognitive radio station) control the interference to the primary

network in such a way that the QoS of the primary network (and its elements)

is not deteriorated in an observable way. This in turn heavily influences the

design of CRNs, which can be of type [50]:

• Underlay system, where the SUs operate below the noise floor of the PUs.

• Interweave system, based on the idea of opportunistic spectrum access that

uses the white spaces provided by unoccupied frequency voids of PUs.

• Overlay system, where the SUs are allowed to use the spectrum, pro-

vided that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) requirements to the primary

receivers are fulfilled.

Related to this, an important element is regarding the spatial modeling,
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which has been shown to be very important for system level design and perfor-

mance [49].

Besides this, there is a large number of methods that can be used to prevent

spectrum interference in a more specific way. Some of the most popular methods

are [78]:

• Use of guardbands

• Frequency coordination

• Harmonization of spectrum allocations

• DSA, including cognitive radio and database systems

In the following, the focus will be laid on DSA only.

4.7 Channel Selection and Routing

Dynamic spectrum access means that a number of operations regarding the

identification of the so-called SOPs, exploitation of the identified SOPs and

the associated regulatory elements need to be solved. Identification of SOPs is

used to accurately depict and track available spectrum holes in different CR-

dimensions. The set of available SOPs can be represented in a multi-dimensional

space and used by SUs for communication. This is done by using a so-called

multi-constraint routing and multi-dimensional adaptation, where a selected

route may need to consider several simultaneous E2E goals like throughput,

delay, cost and security level. Several intermediate network hosts between a

particular source and destination may have to be traversed during a commu-

nication. Hence, the overall DSA and Routing (DSAR) design objective is to

provide sufficient benefit to SUs in their communications while protecting the

PUs transmissions from harmful interference.

The solutions available today for channel selection and routing in CRNs can

be partitioned in two general categories:
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• Solutions based on instantaneous information [14, 124]. Here the radio

channels are modeled with the help of parameters like received signal

strength, path loss, interference and wireless link errors. Particular solu-

tions are developed in this case for channel selection and routing, which are

based on instantaneous values of the above-mentioned parameters. The

drawback of this solution regards the demand for very dynamic and sophis-

ticated algorithms, able to cope with the dynamism of these parameters.

Furthermore, the modeling and analysis of such systems may become very

complex and lack the needed flexibility to adapt to the time-varying radio

environment.

• Solutions based on the prediction of idle time for PUs [121]. These solu-

tions compensate for the above-mentioned drawbacks, though demand for

the presence of predictors of idle time. These predictions can be done in

a single dimension like, e.g., frequency, power, space or, alternatively, in

more dimensions.

Another challenge in accessing the SOPs by SUs is the need for an access

mechanism able to solve possible conflicts that may appear among different SUs

eager to access the SOPs. It is well-known that cooperation among PUs is

generally not available and cooperation among SUs is often fragile with no help

from PUs. Hence, this demands for the presence of mechanisms able to provide

coordination and synchronization among conflicting SUs. These mechanisms

can be implemented in a centralized or decentralized way.

An interesting case is when more SUs share the same channel, which is

normally used by a single PU. The PU always has priority over SUs. By using

existent 3G or 4G techniques, a single radio channel can be accessed and shared

by multiple SUs. This requires SUs to be able to handle the elastic traffic that

may result due to resource sharing among a varying number of SUs generating

varying traffic. The presence of elastic traffic means that the transfer rate

obtained by a single SU is varying. Hence, a particular SU must somehow be

able to adapt to this situation in the case it demands for the provision of stable

QoS performance.

Statistical models are therefore needed for spectrum decision. Different mod-
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els can be used to describe the spectrum use and user behavior for both PUs

and SUs. Examples of such models are Markov models, Markov-based models

and self-similar models [14].

4.8 Cognitive Radio Interactions

The basic model for cognitive radio interactions typically consists of the follow-

ing elements [10, 74]:

• Set N of CRDs. A n-dimensional space can be used to characterize the

operating parameters of a particular CRD.

• Set A is the action space, referring to all available adaptations of the radio

entity. Typically, A is a multi-dimensional set, e.g., < x, y, z, ... > given

that the adaptations can be of different types. They refer to, e.g., power

level, frequencies (channel), space.

• Cvi represents the context vector or goals (e.g., throughput, cost, delay)

of a particular CRD i from the set N .

• Policy enforcement function Vi for a particular CRD i. This entails that

the decision making of the operating parameters for a particular CRD

is made with regard to regulatory aspects, i.e, avoiding interference with

licensed users in the particular geographical area.

• Set T of time moments when the adaptations occur.

In other words, the basic model of cognitive radio interaction can be rep-

resented by the 5-tuple < N,A,Cvi, Vi, T >. Additionally, the cognitive radio

interactions can be further characterized with reference to the timings of the

decision processes as well. Examples of timings for decision update processes

are [74]:

• Synchronous decision
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• Round-robin decision

• Random decision

• Asynchronous decision

Each of these timing procedures are suitable for different situations due to

their different characteristics [74]. Simply put, different types of radios have

specific focuses. For instance, the main interest in the case of procedural radios

is on modeling aspects for the decision rules. On the other hand, the focus in

the case of ontological radios is laid on goals.

Typically, a CRN is considered to solve, for a particular CRD i, an opti-

mization task of the form:

maximize
∑
i

Cvi(T ) (4.39)

under the constraint

Vi(T,Ai) = 1 (4.40)

At time moment T the objective is to maximize the goals of a given CRD,

with reference to its set of configurable operating parameters Ai under the

constraint of the enforced regulatory policy Vi.

Besides this, there is also another goal, which refers to the competition for

limited resources among SUs. This must be solved in such a way as to provide

both the expected QoS for the SU connections and to avoid situations where the

network is getting into congestion. In other words, to manage the optimization

tasks, new architectural solutions are required, which can provide the necessary

adaptation flexibility.
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4.9 Green Radio

Energy efficiency in cellular networks is nowadays an issue of growing concern

for the actors in the telecommunication industry. According to [47], there are

today more than 4 million BSs serving mobile users, where every BS consumes

on average 25 MWh/year. The situation becomes even more dramatic when

considering the expected increase in number of BSs, which almost doubled in

2012 compared to 2011 [47]. Besides, the energy costs put a high pressure

on network operators given that it represents a significant part of the overall

expenditures (OPEX).

Green communication techniques have been intensively studied by industry,

academia and regulatory boards. Standard bodies like IEEE, ETSI, IETF,

3GPP, ITU as well as ICT-related government agencies and public institutions

have actively contributed to the progress of green communication.

A taxonomy graph for the design of green cellular networks is presented in

[47]. Four important elements for green radio communication are identified:

• Efficient system design

• Energy savings in BS through architectural improvements

• Network planning for heterogeneous wireless networks

• Definition of green metrics for measuring greenness

One of the most important parameters is regarding the power consumption

in BSs. Today, different models are available that capture this. In the particular

model suggested in [94], the power consumption is modeled as a linear function

of the average power radiated per site:

PBS = ABS(α · PR + β) (4.41)

where PBS is the average power consumed per BS, PR is the radiated power per

BS, ABS is a parameter that captures the activity level of the BS, α accounts
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for the power consumption, which scales with the transmit power (due to RF

amplifier and feeder losses) and β is a parameter that captures the power con-

sumed independent of the transmit power (due to factors like signal processing,

site cooling). Depending upon the category of BS (macro- or micro- or pico-BS),

the parameters α and β have different values [94].

For instance, given that the term macrocell is used to describe the widest

range of cell sizes (i.e., with a coverage are of between 1 to 20 kilometers) the

radiated power PR per BS is typically in the range of tens of watts, several

magnitudes higher compared to a picocell, which typically covers an area in

the range of 200 meters or less. Furthermore, the α parameter (which scales

with the transmit power PR) and the β parameter (which is related to the need

for, e.g., site cooling and signal processing equipment) are correlated with the

coverage areas of the actual cells. Thus, together with the ABS parameter this

will return very different average power consumption PBS per BS.

In the following, particular focus will be given to the issues of heterogeneous

wireless networks, energy-optimized protocols and energy efficiency metrics.

Future cellular networks are likely to have heterogeneous access technologies

and structure, with several tiers of access points with different performance

and coverage areas like macrocells, microcells, picocells and femtocells. Better

coverage and capacity can be provided in this case. The main advantage is

that high data rates can be provided to users by increasing the energy efficiency

through the decrease in propagation distance. The transmission power can

be reduced and better battery life can be provided. Smaller receiver gains

are possible. More sophisticated modulation schemes can be used with the

consequence of higher data rates. Another important advantage is that this

offers the possibility to reduce the energy usage by a combination of cooperation

and cognition.

The main drawback is that decreasing cell sizes in a heterogeneous network

imply that the number of handovers may increase as well as the interference

level. The backhaul requirements may increase as well. This means that the

deployment and the resulting network may become more complex, also consid-

ering the complexity of resource allocation and cross-layer optimization. Other
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drawbacks are because site acquisition for base stations is very difficult in urban

areas due to objections from concerned citizens.

Perhaps the most important elements for energy efficiency in wireless net-

works are the control of interference and the cross-layer optimization. A given

data throughput at the receiver means that one needs to control the ratio of sig-

nal to interference. This demands for mechanisms to coordinate and to reduce

the interference. Low interference levels mean that the transmitted power level

can be reduced while maintaining the performance. On the other hand, cross-

layer optimization means that different control mechanisms are used, which are

acting across the TCP/IP protocol stack. Energy efficient optimization means,

e.g., that resource allocation is based on trading off one measure of performance

against another.

Several important objectives for green radio are to develop energy-optimized

protocols that minimize protocol overhead and retransmissions. Examples of

such objectives are [73]:

• Minimizing the number of overhead packets per protocol, for the set of all

nodes traversed between source and destination nodes.

• Minimizing the number of mandatory bits per protocol, for a given network

configuration.

• Minimizing retransmission attempts, for end-to-end communication.

• Minimizing the number of successful data packet sends, for a given amount

of information.

All together, these objectives influence the protocol and system design. Further

details on these developments are provided in [73].

In a similar way, several very important issues for reducing the power con-

sumption are regarding the development of appropriate green architectural so-

lutions. This may refer to access networks, core network and customer premises

equipment.
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A formal description of the design problem for minimum power consumption

in a network is as follows:

Given 1. A physical network topology with links (with known

capacities) and routers

2. A traffic matrix indicating the traffic exchanged by all

source/destination node pairs at a given time moment, and

3. The power consumption of every link and router

Find The set of routers and links to be powered on such as the

total power consumption is minimized

Subject to Flow conservation and maximum link utilization constraints

Furthermore, one of the most important issues in the context of green radio

is regarding the energy efficiency metrics. The problem is related to the diffi-

culties in defining neutral energy efficiency metrics, which are not dependent on

parameters like spectrum efficiency, power reduction, network performance and

deployment efficiency [116]. This is because of the fundamental dependencies

that exist among these parameters.

For instance, the Shannon’s capacity formula indicates that the capacity

increases linearly with the bandwidth, but only logarithmically with power, for

the case of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [116]:

R = W log2

(
1 +

P

WN0

)
(4.42)

R is the achievable transmission rate, W is the system bandwidth, P is the

(given) transmit power, and N0 is the power spectral density of AWGN.

Using the definitions provided in [116], a relation between the spectrum

efficiency ηSE and the energy efficiency ηEE is [116]:
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ηEE =
ηSE

(2ηSE − 1)N0
(4.43)

This clearly indicates that ηEE converges to a constant value when ηSE
approaches zero and also that ηEE approaches zero when ηSE tends to infinity.

However, in practical systems, this dependency is actually a bell shape,

which depends upon details of the practical implementation, e.g., transmission

distance, modulation, coding, and other control mechanisms [116].

The consequence of this dependency is therefore that, in order to reduce the

power consumption, one should seek for more bandwidth. In other words, the

spectrum must be optimally managed. This can be achieved with the help of

cognitive radio systems. The scope of cognition in wireless radio communica-

tion should therefore be expanded to meet more objectives like energy savings.

Appropriate solutions are in this case based on moving the users from inactive

bands to active bands or more dense spectrum sharing for increased channel

bandwidths.

The difficulty of these solutions is however that there are more trade-offs

that need to be solved like, e.g., deployment efficiency vs. energy efficiency (to

balance the cost of deployment, throughput and energy consumption in the net-

work), bandwidth vs. power needed for transmission and delay vs. power [116].

A particular technological solution dedicated to solving the above-mentioned

trade-offs must therefore be carefully evaluated.

4.10 Summary

The chapter has first defined a list with relevant categories of models, which

can be used in modeling important elements of cognitive radio networks. These

categories include characteristics of the radio channels, models of spectrum use,

models of spectrum sensing, dynamic spectrum access, channel selection and

routing, cognitive radio interactions and green radio channel selection. A short

overview has been done of these modeling elements, which are useful in the
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design of control mechanisms for cognitive radio networks.
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Chapter 5

Architecture for
Multihop Cognitive Radio
Communication

We all agree that your theory

is crazy, but is it crazy enough.

– Niels Bohr

5.1 Introduction

Long-term-evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced systems have been designed to

support high data rates and large number of users. However, given insufficient

flexible deployment of base stations and limited possibilities to reconfigure ter-

minals and networks depending on spectrum availability, high mobility devices

located at the edge of a cell may experience degraded service levels. On the

other hand cognitive radio (CR) solutions allow the entire frequency spectrum

to be used instead of solely the fixed portions allocated for operators. This al-

lows for optimization both in transmit power and in frequency domain, ensuring

a considerable increase in the available capacity.
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Nevertheless, CR functionality typically entails the development of flexible

terminals and a rethinking of the classical wireless network architecture. For

control purposes of spectrum sensing, selection and sharing of radio, a functional

cooperation among protocols in different layers is necessary. That is to say, this

is in direct clash with the strictly enforced traditional layered approach adopted

by current mobile systems for information exchange at different layers in the

protocol stack.

Thus, a new architectural approach is advanced for communication in CRNs.

Aimed for beyond-4G networks, the architecture is conceptualized for integra-

tion at low power base stations. By adding additional functionality to existing

infrastructure, the spectrum utilization within particular geographical areas can

be increased together with the provision of service levels for users located at the

edge of a cell. Moreover, a combination of cooperative power saving strategies

and cognition enables a reduction in the overall power consumption through the

use of low power short range communication between neighboring nodes (i.e.,

messages are forwarded through ad-hoc short range communication between

adjacent devices rather than long range direct communication with the BS).

Accordingly, a decrease in propagation distances makes it possible to provide

high data rates to users while lowering the power consumption of individual

devices and increasing the overall energy efficiency of the network. To provide

the additional functionality a centralized entity called Support Node (SN) is

used. SN can be, e.g., physically placed in a cellular base station.

The CRN management architecture suggested in this chapter incorporates

sensing and prediction, addressing and routing, middleware and decision mak-

ing. Furthermore, innovative signaling strategies, able to facilitate the necessary

dimensioning requirements of a Common Control Channel (CCC), is also con-

sidered with regard to a particular CRN scenario.

5.2 Network Model

A cognitive network is partitioned into a number of so-called CRNs. Every CRN

is served by a Support Node (SN) and it contains a number of SUs referred to
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as cognitive radio devices (CRDs) in the continuation. SN is responsible for

populating the available spectrum opportunities (SOPs) within its geographical

coverage area and also for keeping track of the current network members and

operational conditions. A knowledge database is used to maintain all relevant

CRN information.

A CRD wishing to join a CRN must first contact the responsible SN. Mean-

ing, a CRD sends a join message to the SN requesting an operational zone within

an available SOP in the particular CRN, called a device spectrum opportunity

(DSOP) in the continuation [84]. SOPs can be partitioned in three categories

with reference to the activity and holding times of licensed users: Static, Dy-

namic and Opportunistic [14, 15, 56]. The holding times of static and dynamic

SOPs are in the order of days and hours down to minutes. Whereas, oppor-

tunistic SOPs show very high variations with temporal framings in the order

of minutes down to seconds. Accordingly, only static and dynamic SOPs are

considered since the holding time of an E2E path must be long enough to allow

for it to be traversed (where the expected delay for a path is ∆(r), i.e., the time

it takes to traverse all intermediate DSOPs, which the path consists of [84]).

Figure 5.1: Cognitive network model
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The functions provided by SN for basic support of multimedia communica-

tion in a CRN are:

• Spectrum sensing for the geographic coverage area of the CRN.

• Collection of information regarding the specific CRN. This data is col-

lected through the use of collaborative sensing by all network elements

(including the SN itself via spectrum sensing). This enables identification

and representation of the available SOPs and allows building a statistics

database for future decision making.

• Support for two CRN routing mechanisms, greedy and optimized [85].

When the network hosts in a CRN wish to communicate, SN is con-

tacted either for the destination coordinates (greedy routing approach)

or to compute a path according to E2E goals with a long enough hold-

ing time (optimized routing approach). Thus far, the network model is

focused on communication within a single CRN only. However, in future

work, the routing mechanisms must accommodate support for both intra

and inter CRN routing decisions i.e., computation of E2E routing paths

among CRDs within the same or different CRNs.

• Provision of bootstrapping and adaptation support for SUs. While SOPs

are available in the CRN coverage area, SN continues to allow SUs to join

the CRN and to provide adaptations to network members for continued

service.

The functions provided by a CRD are as follows:

• Spectrum sensing and monitoring regarding the used resources (i.e., chan-

nel utilization/occupancy). The collected information is used to detect

possible conflicts in the CRN and update the deserving SN.

• Routing and support for crossing routes, based on E2E routing decisions

received from the particular SN. That is to say, when two non-neighboring

network hosts wish to communicate, the intermediate devices must sup-

port and forward their messages, i.e., share some of their resources.
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• End-to-end decision for opportunistic routing purposes. If no more SOPs

(with static or dynamic holding times) are available in the particular geo-

graphical area, arriving CRDs must take own decision regarding commu-

nication, which entails per-packet dynamic routing over opportunistically

available channels with limited or no QoS guarantees. This means that

SUs may be required to handle elastic traffic (i.e., share the same channel),

which further degrades the existent QoS due to resource sharing among a

varying number of SUs generating different traffic.

The goal is to provide added spectrum utilization and improved capacity in

crowded metropolitan areas such as office centers, airports and malls. Hence,

the coverage area of the CRN must be in the range of a microcell cellular network

i.e., a radius of around 1000 meters.

Compared to typical microcells where the spatial multiplexing interference

created by the subdivision of cells is managed with the help of optimized power

controls, a CR approach makes it possible to use the entire frequency spectrum,

i.e., not only the fixed spectrum chunks that are allocated for operators [63].

This allows for optimization both in transmit power and frequency domain, thus

ensuring a considerable increase in the available communication capacity.

5.3 Basic Operations

Four fundamental operations need to be controlled in the management of a CRN

[15]: spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum mo-

bility. Hence, ad-hoc algorithms can be combined with spectrum mobility al-

gorithms to provide E2E solution for communication. Collaboration between

CRDs and the SN is therefore vital and provides us with the necessary opera-

tions to communicate within CRNs. The joining of unlicensed users is done in

a first-come, first-serve order through a scheduler to fairly partition the avail-

able device spectrum opportunities (DSOPs). If no static or dynamic DSOPs

are available or predicted to be available in the CRN coverage area, SN rejects

the joining of newly arriving CRDs. Otherwise, after checking the available
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resources in its locally stored database, SN computes a reply to the request-

ing CRD containing all necessary information to allow it to join the CRN. A

reply message typically contains parameters like geographic point, frequency

assignment, maximum power output, DSOP expected duration time and list of

neighboring CRDs (already bootstrapped network hosts). Moreover, SN con-

structs a database with the information collected from all network elements.

The collected data is used to identify and to represent available DSOPs and to

build so a statistics database for future decision making [84].

SN performs global spectrum sensing of the entire CRN coverage area to de-

tect SOPs available for SU operation. Moreover, to identify local conflicts within

the CRN, network members are expected to perform own spectrum sensing for

their respective channel assignments (depicted here as a DSOP, provided that

an unknown modulation is used in the CRN where every SU needs a portion of

an available SOP to operate in). Any detected inconsistency is communicated

back to the SN for centralized decision making and topology updates. Meaning,

a conflict in the DSOP of a network member may require an adaptation of it’s

operational parameters, which is decided by the SN [84]. Additionally, a CRD

has the facility to communicate with another CRD in the CRN by conveying

a communication request to the local SN. Depending on the type of request,

unoptimized or optimized, the reply is either the virtual identifier (VID) of

the destination or a complete optimized E2E path to reach it. That is to say

all intermediate hops and channel assignments along the path are optimized

according to the requirements of the source.

5.4 CRN Communication Architecture

The architecture is about an intelligent wireless communication system able to:

• Continuously perceive the radio environment.

• Learn from the radio environment.

• Facilitate the communication among multiple users.
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• Adapt the E2E performance to statistical variations of the radio environ-

ment as well as user preferences and behavior.

• Facilitate self-adapting manner for communication.

• Solve conflicts among users.

• Provide self-awareness.

A cognitive engine is defined as a set of algorithms that together perform

sensing, learning, optimization and adaptation control of the CRN. Hence, our

framework can be seen as a software suite implemented at base stations (BSs)

and CRDs with specific radio capabilities. The main components of the CRN

management architecture (depicted in figures 5.2 and 5.3) are: middleware,

software defined radio (SDR) and overlays.

The CRN architecture has been developed and partially implemented at

Blekinge Institute of Technology. A short description of the components is as

follows.

Figure 5.2: Cognitive Radio Device
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Figure 5.3: Support Node

5.4.1 Middleware

Operator and end-user expectations in the CR area have governed the research

for solving the complexity of management, security and scalability provisioning.

Basically, new BS designs need to be developed that incorporate CR functional-

ity and increase the spectrum utilization through the use of dynamic spectrum

access (DSA). Furthermore, it is necessary to combine the low-layer (Link Layer

and Physical Layer) information used by CRNs to improve the performance for

radio communication with the high level goals of operators and end-users [84].

This requires high-level models to be created for the involved network, to pro-

vide support for different actions by using a so-called knowledge plane entity

spanning over all layers with the target to collect and to have local and global

information about the network and the associated elements. Based on this, co-

operation among protocols at different layers is necessary in a CRN for purposes

like flow and control over spectrum sensing (radio frequency and transmit power

output observations), spectrum selection and spectrum sharing [15, 22].
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Accordingly, this type of direct communication between non-adjacent lay-

ers indicates the need for a cross-layer optimization approach that is goal-

oriented and considers the whole networking environment in the optimization

process. Since this is in direct clash with the strictly enforced traditional lay-

ered approach, a specific middleware is used as presented in figures 5.2 and 5.3,

to address some of the stated problems. The middleware is a software that

bridges and abstracts underlying components of similar functionality, expos-

ing it through a common Application Programming Interface (API) originally

developed for seamless handover purposes [87]. This offers the advantage of

flexibility in present and future development of new services and applications.

Furthermore, by using a middleware based architecture with various overlays

and underlays, the convergence of different technologies is simplified. The goal

in this case is to develop a framework for communicating in CRNs, which re-

quires minimal changes to the applications using the platform.

5.4.2 Software Defined Radio

SDR is a class of reconfigurable radio where the physical layer behavior can

be significantly changed as a consequence of changes in software, i.e., the same

hardware entity can perform different functions at different times. Simply put,

a SDR is a device that provides Radio Frequency (RF) and Intermediate Fre-

quency (IF) functionality, including waveform synthesis into the digital domain

[9]. This enables a CRD to relay messages to other CRDs and SNs over different

channels (figure 5.4).

5.4.3 Support Node Overlays

SN is a centralized entity, implemented in the form of a software suite, which

provides the following functionalities (implemented at overlays, figure 5.3).

• Historical-Statistics Database (HSDB): collected CRN data is sub-

ject to constant changes, where device mobility means that PUs may come

and go altering communication relationships in the CRN. Therefore, E2E
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Figure 5.4: Message relaying between hosts in the CRN

path computations are based not solely on current available operational

states, but also on associated statistics computed and measured over long

time periods, for the particular CRN coverage area. For instance, predic-

tion models can be used to determine the holding times of DSOPs, which

an optimized E2E path is set to traverse.

Whereas, having historical statistical data recorded in the HSDB over-

lay enables the decision maker algorithms to learn from experience and to

more accurately predict future changes through methods like the ones sug-

gested in [120, 121]. Simply put, HSDB can be seen as a time dependent

geographical database that lists the probabilities of different spectrum

holes being available at particular time moments in the CRN coverage

area.

Moreover, in addition to the sensing data input collected from all net-

work elements, this can be further linked with the FCC database of active

television stations to reduce the spectrum hole misidentification problems

that arise due to imperfect sensing [46, 122]. By increasing the accuracy

in the identification of usable spectrum holes available in the particular

geographical area, the prediction correctness of cognitive decisions is likely
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to be increased.

This means that the solution for spectrum awareness is a combination

between active spectrum awareness of the surrounding radio environment

(where information is collected by all network elements i.e., SN and SUs),

and passive spectrum awareness where useful information about the spec-

trum use in the geographical area can be obtained from a database out-

side the own secondary communication system (like the FCC database

of active television stations). Suitable detection techniques in this case

are, e.g., matched-filtering sensing (which is advantageous in the detec-

tion of PUs when the transmitted signal is known, as it is in BS used

implementation), cooperative sensing (which is based on using coopera-

tion among CRDs present in different places, as network elements) and

prediction-based sensing (where diverse channel access patterns of the PUs

are identified and used to predict the spectrum usage, as the HSDB).

• Data Representation: after identifying the available spectrum holes,

the next step is to model and to characterize the data, allowing for spec-

trum access and resource allocation (which in this case can be viewed as

centralized spectrum sharing by the SN entity).

Subsequently, a knowledge database is required to model and to charac-

terize the data collected in the particular multihop CRN. In our case, this

is based on the geometric structure of a data-cube composed from several

2-dimensional [0, 1] · [0, 1] cartesian coordinate spaces (CCS) [83]. Each

CCS represents a different CR-dimension as shown in figure 5.5, where all

dimensions are functions of time.

Thus, the operational parameters of each network host can be described

in every CR-dimension, e.g., frequency (depicted as channels, depending

on the available SOPs and used modulation [84]), power (transmit output

power) and geographic point mapped to a set of virtual space coordinates

(x,y) referred to as virtual identifier (VID) Φ. Being selected with regard

to the actual geographical location of devices in the physical CRN cover-

age area, this enables visualizing the occupancy of current network hosts

and determine if additional opportunities exist for CRDs to join the par-
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Figure 5.5: CR dimensions represented as a Multi-Dimensional Cartesian

Coordinate Space.

ticular CRN or not. Every network host is represented in the data-cube

with a geometric portion of the space dimension CCS called virtual zone,

which surrounds VID Φ [83, 85]. Additionally, network hosts have infor-

mation about adjacent zones and the network member devices responsible

for them. Since network hosts with geographical coordinates located in

vicinity of each other access resource (like SOPs) in the same area of the

CRN, their VIDs are also mapped in proximity of each other in the vir-

tual space dimension representation. Simply put, SN imposes a particular

geometric structure for its CRN coverage area to create a structured CRN

topology (figure 5.10).

Naturally, the number of SUs that can simultaneously operate in the CRN
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at any given time depends on the available SOPs together with the used

modulation (i.e., number of available channels). Accordingly, the dynamic

environment of a multihop CRN with varying operational conditions and

network population requires a flexible and efficient solution to update

information in the data representation.

The main operations of data representation overlays are:

– Mapping the network hosts to a specific structured topology, which

allows route optimization and traffic balancing within the network.

– Representing the operational parameters of all network hosts.

– Awareness of used resources within the CRN coverage area, which

makes possible adaptations to the operational parameters of networks

hosts.

In short, this overlay provides a complete status representation of the CR

dimensions in the CRN at any given time.

Hence, with regard to the CRN coverage area the operational param-

eters of a device per CR-dimension are stored in the data cube and

identified through the device ID Did. Since all parameters are func-

tions of time, at any given time t the operational parameters of a SU s

with device ID Did can be identified in every CR-dimension, e.g., virtual

space coordinates (depicted as VID Φ), frequency (depicted as channels

or DSOP if the used modulation is unknown) and power, according to

t(Did(s)) = (Φ(Did(s)), Ch(Did(s)), P (Did(s))). Φ(Did(s)) identifies the

virtual zone of SU s with device ID (Did) in the space dimension, i.e., the

location of the device in the CRN topology, which is mapped with regard

to the actual geographical location of the device. An example on how

the virtual zone for the bootstrapping of a new network host in the space

dimension is created is given in Algorithm 1 (Appendix B). Ch(Did(s))

is the virtual zone of SU s with device ID Did in the channel dimension.

The virtual channel zone further stores the current operating frequency

interval Fmin ↔ Fmax for the particular device (i.e., its DSOP), together

with the used radio access technology (RAT) (modulation, including MAC
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and physical layer data). The frequency interval is taken from an available

SOP with regard to the location of the device in the CRN coverage area,

figure 5.9. Assuming a global uniform modulation for the entire CRN (i.e.,

all network hosts use the same modulation), the particular channel that

a network host uses can be represented as occupied. Accordingly, for the

entire network population and CRN coverage area, vacant and occupied

channels can be depicted in the channel dimension of figure 5.5. That is

to say, given a particular used modulation, the available SOPs present in

the CRN coverage area (within the assumed frequencies range of 0 Hz to

10 GHz) allow for a number of channels to be created and used for SU

operation. P (Did(s)) is the virtual zone of secondary user s with user

ID (Did) in the power dimension. The maximum allowed transmit power

output Pmax for a particular network host is stored in its power zone.

Jointly, the parameters above mean that t(Did(s)) can, at any given time

t, characterize a network host mapped to VID Φ in the space dimension,

occupying channel Ch in the frequency dimension and transmitting with

a maximum power output P in the power dimension.

Furthermore, the defining characteristics of each dimension can also be

changed independently of each other, enabling so pro-active adaptation to

network changes. Accordingly, users may need to adapt in one or more

CR-dimensions to keep the location in the space dimension. This can for

instance happen due to the arrival of a PU, which overtakes the currently

used DSOP of a SU. The particular SU can in this case detect that its

DSOP has been taken over through access models like the ones described

in section 4.5.8. Thus, a change of the operating frequency, i.e., the used

channel or the transmit power output may be required to maintain a

position in the space dimension and retain service.

An example scenario of network host adaptation is as follows. To retain

the operational zone < Φ2 > in the space dimension, an adaptation in

the frequency and power dimensions may be necessary, for instance from

< Φ2, Ch4, P5 > to < Φ2, Ch9, P3 >. These adaptations are bounded by

t and the changes are registered in the data representation cube, which

must be updated. In other words, this is spectrum mobility represented as
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a multi-dimensional adaptation process with the goal of providing smooth

and fast transition with a minimum of performance degradation [14].

Obviously, the accuracy of the available network state information affects

the decisions made by the centralized cognition layer (which is part of

the cognitive process in the cognitive framework [106]). Therefore, if an

unsuccessful communication attempt is made by a network host to one

of its neighbors, the affected device must convey this information to SN.

SN restores then the network consistency by updating the data represen-

tation (including the network topology) and communicating an update

reply message back to the particular host (which assigns a replacement

neighbor).

An unavailable neighbor usually means that the particular device has ei-

ther moved elsewhere in the CRN (and is still available for communica-

tion), or that it has entered an off state. In the case the device has moved

elsewhere within the CRN coverage area, a request for new resources from

the SN is necessary (achieved through an adaptation message). Meaning,

it may be necessary to independently adapt the operational parameters

of a network host in one or more CR-dimensions. Whereas, an off state

occurs due to intentional device switch off, churn or progression beyond

the CRN coverage area. In such case, to avoid locking down valuable

resources, the resources previously used by the particular device are con-

sidered void, i.e., available for other devices. Meaning, if the same device

wishes to rejoin the CRN at a later time moment it must do so as a new

arrival, implying no special consideration.

• Decision Maker: is used for E2E route computation and to take deci-

sions regarding bootstrapping and adaptation of network hosts (i.e., which

resources are assigned to what user). Collected operational data by the SN

and network members, together with HSDB-retained information, allows

the decision maker overlay to compute an E2E route according to user

preferences. The E2E path is subject to centralized decision making with

reference to a particular temporal framing and various Quality of Service

(QoS)/Quality of Experience (QoE) parameters, e.g., cost, throughput,

delay, security and privacy levels, respectively service availability. Dif-
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ferent mechanisms can be used for decision making, e.g., context-aware,

fuzzy logic, analytic hierarchy processing [54, 120]. The computed E2E

path is propagated back to the requesting CRD.

• CRD-Communication: handles all communication between the SN and

the CRD terminal. Specific messages are exchanged over a CCC, which

are conceptualized to handle all necessary data exchange with the SN,

e.g., bootstrap request, adaptation request, update request, communica-

tion request and resource reply. This overlay collects all required informa-

tion from the necessary overlays and properly formats the CRD messages

before they are transmitted out on the CCC.

• Additional functionalities: provided by the SN are, e.g., bootstrapping

procedures for joining unlicensed CR users (in collaboration with the de-

cision maker overlay), keeping the data representation up-to-date through

global spectrum sensing (done by the “Sensing”overlay) of the CRN cov-

erage area and updates received from the network members, maintaining

a member list of all current network hosts in the data-representation cube,

handling inter-domain communication to other SNs.

5.4.4 Cognitive Radio Device Overlays

The following overlays are used in the CRD architecture software suite (fig-

ure 5.2):

• Control Entity: handles the actions related to user control, context-

aware and security facilities. This refers to informing SN about user con-

text and service defined preferences, i.e., type of service as well as other

relevant information for the E2E route computation. This overlay offers

the end user the possibility to define preferences for best decisions to be

taken with the help of generic models, distributed measurements and data

exchange.

• Sensing: handles actions related to multi-band operation and fast fre-

quency scanning in collaboration with the SDR underlay. Gathering spec-
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trum usage information enables forecasting for licensed and unlicensed

users as well as for the user itself (e.g., user activity, available resources,

movement prediction). This requires solving a number of challenging re-

search questions like, hidden primary user problem (which occurs when a

node is visible from a wireless access point (AP), but not from other nodes

communicating with that AP), detecting spread spectrum primary users

(given that energy detection does not work for spread spectrum signals

the use of more sophisticated signal processing algorithms are necessary),

sensing duration and frequency, cooperative sensing (which is used to ob-

tain better sensing information through cooperation among cognitive ra-

dios present in different locations) and security (i.e., to detect malicious

devices it is necessary to devise and enforce a solution for truthful report-

ing).

• SN-Communication Entity: handles signaling communication between

the terminal itself and the SN. This is done over a CCC and through

specific message types formatted to handle all necessary data exchange,

e.g., bootstrap reply, adaptation reply, update reply, communication reply

and resource request.

• Routing: controls the routing to reach the destination. Depending on

the type of requested communication, i.e., unoptimized or optimized, SN

replies either with a message containing the VID of the destination or

with a complete optimized E2E path. The E2E path is computed accord-

ing to user preferences and the reply message from SN has all necessary

information to reach the destination. That is to say, information about

intermediate CRDs (all hops) together with channel assignments along

the path that are optimized according to, e.g., cost, throughput, delay,

security level [85].

Unoptimized routing employs a distributed hop-by-hop routing model

(greedy routing, figure 5.10) towards the VID of the destination with-

out a comprehensive network overview. That means we have in this case

limited or no QoS guarantees. In other words, a source only requires the

VID of the destination from the SN and routes towards it according to a
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rectilinear distance geometry along the x and y dimensions. The VIDs of

neighbors in the virtual space topology are crosschecked with the VID of

the destination and the neighbor closest to the destination is selected as

next hop [85]. Figure 5.6 depicts three different potential paths according

to the greedy routing algorithm. Two network members are considered

neighbors if the coordinate span of their geometric zones overlap along

one dimension and abut along the other dimension.

Figure 5.6: Rectilinear distance geometry routing

On the other hand, a SN computed and optimized routing path allows for

E2E goals of the source to be achieved at the cost of larger overhead and

computational latency. SN imposes in this case different constraints on the

routing path, denoting ad-hoc packet routing with aggregated through-

put obtained by employing suitable Multi-Objective, Multi-Constrained

optimization algorithms [84, 85]. The destination can thus be reached ac-

cording to specific QoS framings that depend on the particular domain,

networking conditions and user requirements. In the case an intermediate

device (a CRN network host) between a particular source and destination
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fails during an ongoing communication, a re-computation of the E2E path

may be required. The routing overlay at the affected device (i.e., for which

its next hop is no longer available) must contact the SN to request an up-

dated route to the destination, if still available. This may be necessary if

a PU takes over the DSOP of a SU that is part of the CRN and the par-

ticular E2E path. However, if the SN fails or no other network host with a

suitable DSOP holding time is available, the routing overlay at individual

devices must take own decision regarding communication. This entails a

fully distributed per-packet dynamic routing over opportunistically avail-

able channels with the consequence of limited or no QoS guarantees as in

the unoptimized routing case.

• Adaptation: while sensing the operational environment a network host

may discover that adaptations are needed in one or more CR-dimensions

to maintain service continuity [84]. This can occur due, e.g., to node

mobility, where a moving device is no longer able to access a particular

set of resources (like DSOP) and needs to update them according to its new

geographical location. The particular device sends an adaptation request

to the local SN and waits for a reply. When a reply message is received

the actual changes to the operational parameters are executed by the

“Adaptation”overlay of the device. The changes may require adaptations

to be done in different CR-dimensions, e.g., frequency, power, space and

entail collaboration with the SDR underlay. This means that the physical

layer behavior is changed. It is important to mention that this overlay also

handles the bootstrapping adaptations in different CR-dimensions, which

enables a CRD to join a particular CRN.

• Resource Broker: monitors the available resources of the particular

CRD. Every network host is required to keep track of its vital operational

parameters, e.g., remaining processing capacity, remaining battery capac-

ity and available bandwidth of its assigned data channel (DSOP). It is

necessary to point out that even if all data channels have the same ini-

tial capacity (assuming a uniform modulation), this may vary depending

on the geographical positions of the network hosts (subject to interference

from other devices and obstacles affecting some DSOPs more than others),
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on-going communications (current channel load due to, e.g., elastic traffic

[65]) and other environmental factors. Hence, the actual channel capacity

available to a network host at a specific time must be determined either

through periodic or on-demand updates amongst the network members.

5.5 CR Link Model

In order to precisely model the activity of a CRN link, it is necessary to first

detail the hardware operation for spectrum sensing and access. Figure 5.7 shows

an example of SU transmission and the involved processes.

Assume that a SU detects, based on some sensing method, a SOP and ac-

cesses it in an opportunistic way with the purpose to transmit a number of

packets over the CR link.

Hence, opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) is about using the existent

SOPs to communicate between two particular SUs. Both centralized and dis-

tributed access schemes have been suggested for spectrum sharing between PUs

and SUs [97]. In the following, we consider a model for the spectrum access

that is based on a homogeneous primary system with a number of N channels,

which are spread over B frequency bands. Each channel can be used either by a

single PU or several SUs, depending on the channel holding times and employed

access mechanisms. The process of identifying SOPs involves scanning in three

dimensions, namely frequency, power and time.

Figure 5.7: Hardware operation of a CR link [28]
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The result of this is in the form of a set of SOPs available at a particular

time. Subsequently these can be partitioned in three categories by considering

the particular time intervals each of them is expected to last [14, 15]:

• Static, given holding time variations of the licensed bands in the order of

hours or days, i.e., relatively static processes.

• Dynamic, given that licensed bands are intermittently available at smaller

temporal framings, in the order of hours down to minutes.

• Opportunistic, given that the licensed bands show very high variations

with temporal framings in the order of minutes down to seconds.

Based on this information, communication between two network hosts ac-

cessing static or dynamic SOPs entails routing messages via intermediate net-

work hosts (between the source and destination hosts), which may occupy other

static or dynamic SOPs in the CRN.

To do this, access to the CR link is necessary under a time window Twin
given by (figure 5.7):

Twin ≥ TSense + TSUTransm + TRampUp + TRampDown (5.1)

TSense represents the minimum time needed for sensing to allow for SU trans-

mission and acquisition of the associated communication parameters (i.e., it may

also include a probing time used to find the most suitable channel among several

available). TSUTransm is the transmission time for SU packets. TRampUp/Down
is the up or down ramping time needed for transmission. The propagation delay

is ignored in this model, as there are the processing delays at transmitter and

receiver. These delays can in fact be considered as part of the TRampUp/Down
delays.

In the following, this model is assumed for describing the hardware opera-

tion. The link availability can obviously be modeled by adopting an embedded

continuous-time Markov chain and the associated statistics. The activities of

PUs in different frequency bands can for instance be modeled as independent
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M/G/1 queues, and the SUs may use a primary channel when idle. Based on

this, the rates specifying the Markov chain can be obtained from the statistics

of spectrum measurements. Accordingly, for an efficient design, different studies

of the CRN link can be done like, e.g., the one reported in [125].

5.6 Routing and Optimization

A cooperative sensing-based scheme is adopted together with a centralized spec-

trum sharing approach for cognitive medium access. The sensing is based on

using cooperation among cognitive radio elements present in different locations,

which decreases the probability of errors in the detection process and minimizes

the previously mentioned hidden PU problem, i.e., decreased sensing time. The

information is collected by all network elements, implying both the CRDs and

the SN, which as mentioned above is implemented as a spectrum broker.

Subsequently, optimized routing paths between network hosts can be com-

puted by the SN based on the collected information. Since this entails traversing

several network hosts, which occupy different SOPs, intermediate devices along

the path may need to update the communication path, in order to adapt to

dynamic processes that may happen in the local radio environment during the

communication process. For instance, a PU may take over a particular SOP,

which is part of an E2E routing path. To maintain the operating parameters in

different CR-dimensions a multi-dimensional data-representation is used at the

SN.

Thus, at a particular time moment tj , we have information about the avail-

ability of a number of SOPs, which are denominated by {SOPi(tj)}i=1−n. A

SOP can be defined as a function of multiple metrics as SOP = f(frequency,

expectation time, power, interference level, geographic point,...). In our case,

every SOP is described in a four-dimensional space in terms of geographic point

(also referred to as space in continuation), power, frequency and time. We ig-

nore at the moment other metrics like, e.g., interference level. Additionally,

information about the expected temporal availability of the SOPs is also as-

sumed to be available. This can be obtained based on traffic measurements and
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analysis as well as prediction methods like the ones suggested in [121].

SN decision making is a multi-step process, which depends on:

1) Data Collection: from all network elements, which is required for network

hosts to properly adapt to the available SOPs. Based on the collected

data, a composite E2E routing metric can be used between network hosts

in a particular CRN.

2) Multi-Dimensional Adaptation: which is the process of constraining net-

work hosts to the available SOPs in terms of frequency, power, space and

time. The multi-dimensional adaptations allow CRDs to operate in the

SOPs available within the area of a particular CRN, as shown for example

in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Example of adaptations in a multi-dimensional CR space
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The conditions for adaptations are characterized by the set of frequency

F , power P , space G and time t according to:

{Fmin ≤ F (s) ≤ Fmax} ∩ {P (s) ≤ Pmax} ∩ {G(s) ≡ Gset} ∩ {tstart ≤ ∆(s) ≤ tend}

where F (s) represents the allowed frequencies for the operation of a par-

ticular SU s, which are between the minimum Fmin and maximum Fmax.

Given that an available SOP can be large enough to accommodate the

operation of several SUs by dividing it into several channels/subcarriers

(where the total number depends on the employed Radio Access Technol-

ogy (RAT), i.e., coding modulation).

Different RAT waveforms makes it possible for network hosts to exploit

a particular SOP at a particular time moment through adaptations in

frequency (spectrum range), code (modulation), space (geographical loca-

tion) or a combination thereof. In other words, the number of channels

(depending on the available SOPs and employed RAT) gives an upper

limit of the amount of SUs that can simultaneously operate in the CRN

coverage area.

Accordingly, if we consider the frequency spectrum with range 0 Hz to

10 GHz (for simplicity purposes [81]), at a particular time moment tj ,

the available SOPs in the CRN coverage area can be depicted as SOPi,

where i = 1, 2, ...n depicts every available SOP frequency band interval

throughout the CRN. The frequency band interval (in Hz) of each SOP

in the CRN can be considered to start at frequency Fstart and end at

frequency Fstop. This means for instance that the available white spaces

(given the recent transition from analog TV to DTV) can be included,

where the following SOPs are available for unlicensed user operation: 76–

88 Mhz, 174–216 Mhz, 470–608 Mhz and 614–698 Mhz. Hence, each

frequency band interval is considered to be a subset of the CRN spectrum

range Sr, i.e., SOPi=1,2,...n ⊆ Sr | Fstart(i) ≤ SOPi=1,2,...n ≤ Fstop(i)
where the bandwidth for each frequency band interval SOPi is Bwi =

Fstop(i) − Fstart(i).
Subsequently, for the entire CRN, this means that, at time moment tj ,

the total available frequency bandwidth Bwtot for SU operation is:
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Bwtot(tj) =

n∑
i=1

Bwi (5.2)

where Bwi indicates the available frequency bandwidth for SOPi in spec-

trum range Sr.

Furthermore, the number of available channels sets an upper limit to the

amount of unlicensed users that can simultaneously occupy the available

SOPs in the CRN coverage area. Given a CRNs overall frequency band-

width Bwtot available for SU operation, the number of available channels

Chtot diverges with regard to the selected coding modulation. For in-

stance, the frequency division multiple access (FDMA) modulation scheme

divides the available frequency bandwidth Bwtot with the amount of fre-

quency bandwidth in Hz (including guard band) required for a channel

Ch i.e., Bwtot
Ch . Alternatively, for time division multiple access (TDMA)

modulation the channels are further multiplied with a number of available

timeslots. Whereas in code division multiple access (CDMA) a spread-

spectrum technique with a special coding scheme is employed, which allows

several transmitters to share the available frequency bandwidth and send

information simultaneously over a single communication channel (where

each transmitter is assigned a code). This means that the number of indi-

vidually possible communications in such case depends on the spreading

factor, i.e., the available frequency bandwidth Bwtot and the ratio between

the data signals and their used codes. That is to say the multiplexing gain

grows with Bwtot.

Naturally, many other modulation schemes and combinations thereof are

available (with own advantages and drawbacks), though listing them all

goes beyond the scope of the thesis. Consequently, as a general assump-

tion, it is concluded that every SU needs for operation a portion of an

available SOP in the coverage area of a particular CRN, which in continu-

ation will be referred to as a Device Spectrum Opportunity (DSOP), i.e.,

each DSOP implies one CRD operation, as shown in figure 5.9.

Further, Pmax represents the maximum output transmit power P (s) al-

lowed for SU s. G(s) represents the set of geographic point coordinates
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Gset where SU s is located (i.e., where it must access resources like DSOP).

This can for instance be Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates or

any type of localization coordinates that depict the geographic point infor-

mation of a particular location. tstart is the starting time moment when

a particular DSOP becomes available and tend is the time moment when

its availability expires, meaning ∆(s) = tend − tstart is the time interval

during which the particular DSOP is available for SU operation.

3) Route Computation and Optimization: the data collected from the net-

work elements enables an E2E route from a particular source to a particu-

lar destination in the CRN to be computed, which may require several in-

termediate devices to be traversed along the path. Devices in the CRN are

considered as different DSOPs given their operation within the constraints

of individual SOPs (from the pool of all SOPs available for SU operation).

Thus, finding a route r means setting up a communication path between

different DSOPs that are used in the particular CRN, i.e., a source DSOPx
and a destination DSOPy, which uses a number z of available DSOPs,

e.g., DSOPx−DSOP1−DSOP2−DSOP3− ...DSOPz−DSOPy. Every

DSOP in the CRN is characterized by the parameters mentioned above

Figure 5.9: Example of multiple DSOPs available in a single SOP
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(power, frequency, space and time) and the associated statistics, which

are measured and determined off-line, under a long time period. This

information is recorded in the Historical Statistics Database (HSDB).

This process can be viewed as a Multi-Constrained Path (MCP) opti-

mization problem where the path conditions of route r are characterized

by throughput Th(r), cost Co(r), time interval t(r) and delay ∆(r):

{Thmin ≤ Th(r)} ∩ {Co(r) ≤ Comax} ∩ {tmin ≤ t(r) ≤ tmax} ∩ {∆(r)}

where Thmin represents the minimum required throughput for the E2E

route r, Comax represents the maximum accepted cost for route r, tmin
and tmax are the starting and the ending time moments within which

a route with the requested resources is needed, i.e., only the routes r

that become available in the time interval t(r) are considered. ∆(r) is

the minimum time of all the expected times associated with the selected

DSOPs along the route, i.e., DSOP1, DSOP2, DSOP3, ... DSOPz. Every

hop along the path is seen as a different DSOP and the time it takes to

traverse all of them is considered to be ∆(r), i.e., expected delay for the

path.

It is assumed that the DSOPs belonging to the selected route r are avail-

able for a time period (with static and dynamic holding times, i.e., holding

time variations of the licensed bands in the order of days down to minutes)

that is large enough to allow for the route to be set up (see section 5.5).

To achieve this, statistics collected over a long time period, together with

different prediction models, e.g., Moving Average (MA), Auto Regressive

(AR), AutoRegressive Moving Average model (ARMA) and suitable de-

cision making process based on solutions like in [120] can be used.

A more detailed description of the system model is presented in the following.

5.6.1 Formal Descriptions

The formal description of the multi-dimensional CRD adaptation process for op-

eration, where the operation of a particular CRD is constrained to the available
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parameters of a given DSOP, is as follows:

Given a pool of k sensed SOPs at a particular time moment tj ,

which are denominated by SOPi(tj)i=1,2,...k

Adapt the parameters of SU s to operate in DSOP i from the

pool of available SOPs, denominated by SOPk

Subject to {Fmin ≤ F (s) ≤ Fmax} ∩ {P (s) ≤ Pmax}

∩{G(s) ≡ Gset} ∩ {tstart ≤ ∆(s) ≤ tend}

Whereas, the formal description of the process to find a route r between

DSOPx and DSOPy is as follows:

Given a pool of n available devices, defined as DSOPs at a

particular time moment tj , which are denominated by

DSOPi(tj)i=1,2,...n

Find the route r between two DSOPs (devices) in the

pool (network), denominated by DSOPx and DSOPy

Subject to {Thmin ≤ Th(r)} ∩ {Co(r) ≤ Comax}

∩{tmin ≤ t(r) ≤ tmax} ∩ {∆(r)}

Depending upon the existent conditions at a specific time, several routes

may be found between DSOPx and DSOPy, for the expected temporal framing

of the route. This means that one particular route will be selected among a

number of available routes 1, 2, ... w, where all of them satisfy the general

conditions characterized by throughput Th(r), cost Co(r), time interval t(r)

and delay ∆(r). Consequently, selecting a single route requires an exact fitting

of one of the path characteristics to the user requested QoE. Hence, this can be

viewed as a Multi-Constrained Optimal Path (MCOP) optimization problem.

To select one path from a set of feasible paths, it is desirable to minimize or

to maximize over one of the metrics or augment the initial path characteriza-

tion with additional E2E goals like length l(r) (i.e., the path length should be

minimized) or security level Se(r) (i.e., route r should satisfy a minimum level

of security). The level of available security for an E2E path depends on the
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capabilities of the devices that are part of the path, i.e., source, destination and

intermediate devices. Simply put, a device’s ability to offer secure communica-

tion depends on the security protocols implemented by the particular device.

This entails that an E2E communication is as secure as its weakest link or in this

case the device with the weakest implemented security protocols. Nevertheless,

the level of security for a path ultimately depends on the user requested QoE,

meaning the optimal solution might not always be the most secure one given

the need for latency consideration.

The formal description of the process of selecting one path among several

available paths is:

Given a set w of available routes between SOPx and SOPy ,

all of them satisfying the condition {Fmin ≤ F (s) ≤ Fmax}

∩{P (s) ≤ Pmax} ∩ {tstart ≤ ∆(s) ≤ tend}

Find the best route r between SOPx and SOPy

Subject to {Thmin ≤ Th(r)} ∩ {Co(r) ≤ Comax} ∩ {lmin ≤ l(r)}

∩{Semin ≤ Se(r)} ∩ {tmin ≤ t(r) ≤ tmax} ∩ {∆(r)}

where the length of route r is minimized

5.6.2 Multi-Objective Constraint Optimization

Typically, a set of constraints are associated with the QoS notion of an E2E

path. Hence, the path selection problem is viewed as an optimization prob-

lem. Moreover, a network can in this case be represented by a directed graph

G = (N , E), where N is a set of vertices (Nodes) and E is a set of directed links

(Edges). Each link is associated with a number of QoS metrics denoted by m

and characterized by a m-dimensional link weight vector. This consists of m

non-negative QoS weights as components. The link components can be additive

metrics (e.g., delay, cost) and/or concave metrics also known as min-max met-

rics (e.g., bandwidth, policy flags) and/or multiplicative metrics (e.g., packet

loss).

Problems involving constraints on concave metrics can easily be solved by

pruning the links of the graph not satisfying the particular constraints. Multi-
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plicative weights can be turned into additive weights by taking the logarithm of

their product. On the other hand, additive metrics are more difficult to handle

and demand for solving optimization problems. This can be of type Multi-

Constrained Paths (MCP) optimization problem or Multi-Constrained Optimal

Path (MCOP) optimization problem [24, 52, 70, 82].

Consider an E2E route composed by a number of links, where every link has

some residual resources available, in the particular time period of a particular

E2E communication. The challenge is to find out E2E paths that satisfy the

QoS constraints, which can be either additive, minimum or the product of the

metrics along the path. Hence, solving MCP/MCOP optimization problems for

an E2E path requires several initial assumptions to be considered. For instance,

that information about flow demands is available, which is defined as the E2E

QoE goals of the source for the path p(s, d), where s ε N is the source node

and d ε N is the destination node. The formal description of the optimization

problems are as follows.

Multi-Constrained Path (MCP) Problem

For i = 1, ...,m, we denote by wi(u, v) the i-th additive metric for the link (u, v)

between nodes u and v such as (u, v) ε E . The MCP optimization problem for m

additive constraint values Qi on the requested path can be formally described

as follows [57, 70]:

Given a network G = (N , E), where each link (u, v) ε E between

nodes u and v is specified by a link-weight vector of

m additive QoS weights wi(u, v) ≥ 0, with i = 1, 2, ...m

Find the path p from a source s to a destination d

Subject to wi(p) =
∑

(u,v)εp wi(u, v) ≤ Qi for i = 1, ...,m

A path p that satisfies all m constraints is defined to be a feasible path. This

means that the additive QoS measures for the weight of the path p between nodes

s and d equals the vector-sum of the weights of the constituent links. There may

be multiple paths in the graph G = (N , E) found to satisfy the constraints. Any
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of these paths are in this case considered to be a solution to the MCP problem.

However, it might be desirable to select the path with smallest length from the

set of feasible paths. The MCP optimization becomes in this case the MCOP

optimization problem [70].

Multi-Constrained Optimal Path (MCOP) Problem

The MCP problem can be converted into a MCOP problem by minimizing or

maximizing over one of the metrics wi. In the case of minimizing the metric,

the goal can for instance be to obtain the path with the smallest length l(p)

from the set of feasible paths. The MCOP problem can in this case be formally

described as follows [57, 70]:

Given a network G = (N , E), where each link (u, v) ε E between

nodes u and v is specified by a link-weight vector of

m additive QoS weights wi(u, v) ≥ 0, with i = 1, 2, ...m

Find the path p from a source s to a destination d

Subject to (i) wi(p) =
∑

(u,v)εp wi(u, v) ≤ Qi for i = 1, ..,m and

(ii) l(p) ≤ l(p∗) for all p∗ between s and d, and

p satisfying (i)

l(p) can be any function of the weights wi(p), for i = 1, ...,m. This function

is also known as the path-weight function over all metrics. One can therefore

state that, minimizing a properly chosen length function, may for instance result

in an efficient use of the network resources and in a reduction of the monetary

cost as well.

Implementation Aspects

The optimal solutions for finding a route subject to constraints on two or more

additive and multiplicative metrics have been mathematically proven to be NP-

complete [127]. This means that the time required to exactly solve the MC(O)P

problem can not, in the worst case, be upper-bounded by a polynomial function.
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The consequence is that heuristics or approximation algorithms must be used,

which have a better chance of running in polynomial time.

The main approaches used to solve problems of type MCP are Bandwidth

Restricted Path (BRP), Restricted Shortest Path (RSP) and Metrics Combina-

tion (MC) [66, 70]. BRP uses the pruning of the links in the graph not satisfying

the particular constraints, also known as topology filtering. RSP is a simpli-

fication of the original MCP problem, for the particular case of two additive

metrics. The policy in this case is that all paths that satisfy the constraint as-

sociated with one metric are computed and the best path with reference to the

second metric is selected. Finally, MC is about combining a set of QoS metrics

into a single metric, and using then well-known policies like Bellman-Ford or

Dijkstra for path computation.

Four fundamental concepts have been showed are needed to be considered

in a multi-constrained exact routing algorithm. These are [66, 70]:

• Nonlinear measure for the path length l(p) = maxi=1,...,m

(
wi(p)
Qi

)
• Need to compute k-shortest paths

• The principle of path non-dominance, and

• The look-ahead concept

These concepts have for instance been incorporated in SAMCRA, a self-

adaptive multiple constraints routing algorithm [66, 70]. It has been showed

that SAMCRA-like algorithms perform best at an acceptable computational

cost. Other interesting constraint-based path selection algorithms are Chen’s

approximate algorithms, randomized algorithms, H MCOP and limited path

heuristic [66, 70].

Nevertheless, in our case to achieve a minimum throughput Thmin for an

E2E path with reference to the QoE goals of a particular source, it is necessary

to simultaneously consider both concave metrics (i.e., bandwidth) and multi-

plicative metrics (i.e., packet loss) as follows:
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Given the set of available routing paths pa from a source s to a

destination d that fulfill the specific MCP requirements

Find the path p

Subject to best Thmin provided the specific user requirements

entailing concave metrics and augmented path characterization

This means that a conflictual situation may exist when objectives conflict

with each other due to existent correlations among them. For instance, this is

the case of simultaneously trying to minimize the latency and the bit-error-rate

(BER). The conflict in this case occurs because the packet size affects these two

parameters in an opposite way. Theoretically, in the case of multi-objective con-

straint optimization, the optimal solutions, for the above-mentioned particular

example, lie in the so-called Pareto optimal front [19]. In a similar way, other

theoretical models are suitable for other particular situations.

5.7 Common Control Channel

Common Control Channel (CCC) is intended for CRN control purposes, which

means that it must meet the signaling needs between SNs and CRDs in CRN.

Towards this goal, we use a CCC that is available at all CRDs (global cov-

erage) in CRN at all times [15, 93]. To avoid interference with the licensed

bands, CCC is placed in out-of-band frequencies like the unused parts of the

UHF band recently released by the discontinuation of analog TV [18]. Unlike

in-band CCC, where channels used for data transmissions are also used to con-

vey control messages, an out-of-band CCC separates control data from the user

data transmission. To access the CCC, network members are thus required to

have a dual-mode radio, i.e., an extra narrow-band low bit-rate transceiver to

exchange control messages with the SN. Even though out-of-band CCC frequen-

cies are used, it is assumed that they may change with respect to geographical

domains. This is because no worldwide harmonization of the CCC exists today

and different frequencies may be available in different countries. Three different

possibilities are available for CCC detection by SUs [81]:
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1) Out-of-Band, where an universal frequency is used throughout the entire

world. SU synchronization to the CCC is easy in this case irrespective

of location, since CCC is always located in the same frequency band.

However, as mentioned above, worldwide harmonization of the CCC fre-

quencies does not yet exist.

2) In-band, where standard radio access technologies like GSM (supported

by most SU terminals) can be used to inform of the CCC frequencies in

the particular geographical areas. Meaning, even though the actual CCC

is present in an out-of-band frequency, users can easily synchronize to

it through the information provided from the BS via the in-band GSM

signaling, like the broadcast channels.

3) Combined solution, where a limited amount of information is transmit-

ted on an out-of-band CCC, such as the frequencies for in-band CCCs.

More specific information and procedures to access the available SOPs in

the area can then be obtained through the shared in-band frequencies.

This eliminates the need that SUs scan the entire spectrum in case of a

distributed Cognitive Framework (CF) [107]. Although, the need for a

worldwide harmonized frequency for the initial out-of-band CCC is still

present.

The CRN framework is based on a centralized cognitive framework and

aimed for BS implementation. Typically, the cognitive framework can be imple-

mented in different ways like, e.g., centralized, distributed or mixed, meaning

hybrid between centralized and distributed. Each solution has specific advan-

tages and drawbacks [107].

An in-band CCC detection method is considered most suitable for our pur-

poses [15]. Furthermore, information about the modulation (radio access tech-

nology) used for the particular out-of-band CCC must be conveyed via the initial

in-band signaling as well. This allows a CRD that wishes to join a CRN to di-

rectly tune in to the out-of-band CCC, removing so the need to sense the entire

frequency spectrum to discover it. A typical scenario occurs when users wish to

join the CRN because of service starvation due, e.g., to an overcrowding in the
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regular operating bands of a particular operator. Since the CRN management

requires an exchange of data among network members, the information carried

over the CCC consists of on-demand compiled messages. Meaning, information

is only communicated over the CCC by terminal request.

5.7.1 CCC Model

The signaling messages exchanged among network members are mainly gener-

ated by node mobility and complexity of the particular CRN scenario, creating

so the need to update the data (topology) maintained at the local SN. The fre-

quency of these updates is related to the complexity of the particular scenario,

i.e., depending on the characteristics and population size of CRN coverage area.

Hence, different CRNs may have different needs to use the CCC. Some CRNs

may require a more frequent use of the CCC as compared to others. This

indicates that the bandwidth needed for a CCC can vary with different geo-

graphical domains. Provided that various sized message types are exchanged

over the CCC (between the SN and network members), the amount of data

necessary to represent the different parameters (in bits) is computed as follows.

We assume the following information is available:

1: The device id Did, which identifies and differentiates between network

hosts (CRDs). To keep the identifier size small the id is the phone number of

a user, since the aim is to implement CR functionality at base stations with

CR available capabilities. A number of 67 bits is used to represent the (phone)

numbers, 34 bits of which are used for the actual number (allowing for ten digit

numbers) and the rest is reserved for prefixes if a host in the local CRN wishes

to communicate with non-CR users located in other geographical domains.

2: The frequency band interval between Fmin and Fmax, which specifies

the DSOP where the available communication channel for a particular host is

located. For simplicity purposes, frequency modulation is assumed and the

CRN operating frequencies are in the range of 0 Hz to 10 GHz [81]. Thus, two

variables of 34 bits each can be used to define the min and max frequencies.

3: Geographic point information Ggps, given by the global positioning sys-
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tem (GPS) latitude and longitude coordinates. The latitude is defined as XX◦

YY’ ZZ” together with a north/south pointer GNS that can be represented by

1 bit. The range of latitude degrees XX◦ is from 0 to 90◦ and it can be encoded

with 7 bits. 1◦ of latitude is 60 arc minutes (approximately 100 km) implying

a range of 0 to 59 arc minutes and seconds, respectively. This requires 6 bits

each. Additional 7 bits are used to represent the hundredths of a second (from

0 to 99) for increased positioning precision. Meridians of longitude are similar,

though range from between 0 to 180◦ instead, adding so an additional bit to

the set of coordinates. Moreover, a west/east pointer GWE represented by 1 bit

is used to identify on which side of the prime meridian (zero line, which passes

through Greenwich, UK) the longitude coordinate is located in. Altogether this

results in a total of 55 bits to represent a complete Ggps set of coordinates with

a positioning precision of approximately 0.3 meters.

4: The maximum transmit power is used by SN to set the output level for

network members accessing specific DSOPs in the CRN coverage area. The

power control makes it possible for network hosts to operate in the CRN with a

minimum of interference to other devices. However, usually not all devices have

the same maximum output power capabilities and the required power classes

(maximum output power level) typically vary with the used bands and modu-

lations. Considering power class 1 mobile devices, a maximum transmit output

power of 2000 mW is feasible, which requires a number of 11 bits to define the

output power variable Pmax.

5: The expectation time, which is the time period during which a particular

SOP is expected to be available for SU operation. This information can, e.g., be

obtained based on long term traffic measurements and analysis of a particular

CRN coverage area as well as some statistical prediction method. A SOP du-

ration foresight of maximum 1 day or 86400 seconds is assumed, which requires

two variables to be communicated, tstart and tend. tstart depicts (in seconds)

the time moment when a particular SOP becomes available and tend depicts (in

seconds) the time moment when the particular SOP’s availability expires. Thus,

17 bits are needed to represent each of the two variables tstart and tend, i.e., 34

bits in total. For SOPs not predicted to expire during the next day, the replied

tend variable contains the maximum value of 86400. Assuming no unexpected
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events (like PUs unexpectedly taking over the used SOP), a stationary host

accessing a DSOP (within a static SOP) may continue to use the same DSOP

even after the first expectation time expires. Albeit, an updated expectation

time must first be requested from the SN, implying so that every CRN member

must contact the SN at least once a day to exchange control information.

6: The starting tmin and ending tmax time moments define the time interval

when a network host requires an optimized E2E path. This is different from

the DSOP expectation time interval described above. For simplicity purposes

a maximum waiting time of 100 seconds is assumed, which requires 7 bits to

represent each of the two variables tmin and tmax (i.e., 14 bits in total, where

tmin < tmax).

7: Virtual space coordinates are imposed by the SN to create a structured

CRN topology. Identifiers of current network members in the CRN geographical

coverage area are mapped to a set of virtual space coordinates (x,y) (in the CCS

representation of the CRN space dimension) referred to as virtual identifier

(VID) Φ. The Φ virtual coordinates are represented by 8 bits per CCS axis,

x and y, i.e., a total of 16 bits is required to represent a complete set of CRN

virtual space coordinates V IDx,y. This is enough to represent the virtual space

coordinates for a network population of thousands of devices and it can easily

be expanded for larger network populations.

8: Virtual cluster radius length is referred to as Rlength. Since several hosts

may be available throughout different geographical areas of a CRN (for a micro-

cell coverage area), virtual clusters are created by the SN, which groups together

network members depending on location and accessed resources (like SOPs) in

the particular CRN geographic area. Simply put, the CRN coverage area is

subdivided into clusters, where each cluster comprises a number of member de-

vices. The radius of the clusters is not fixed and it may vary from one CRN to

another. A device is considered to belong to a particular cluster if its geographic

coordinates are within the radius of that particular cluster. The virtual cluster

radius is represented by 17 bits, for a maximum cluster radius of 700 meters

represented in centimeters. This means the entire CRN area is covered by only

two clusters.
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Figure 5.10: CRN overview depicting CRD clusters, optimized and greedy

routing [85]
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Devices in the same cluster are represented as neighbors in the CRN virtual

space topology (illustrated in figure 5.10). Whereas, considering the geographi-

cal proximity between adjacent clusters, devices therein are assumed to be able

to communicate directly without any intermediate relays. However, this requires

an initial dimensioning of the cluster sizes in CRNs with regard to the specific

environmental constraints to ensure limited signal degradation and maximum

throughput for the available channels, during inter- and intra-cluster communi-

cation among devices. The number of clusters used in a specific CRN depends

on the cluster sizes and we consider factors like local, geographical or regulatory

aspects, required uplink/downlink data rates by devices in the particular geo-

graphical area, rated power output of devices in the CRN, fading characteristics

of the channels in the coverage area caused by the obstacles [84, 85].

Furthermore, since devices in the CRN are not always stationary, this pro-

cess can potentially be very disruptive given the need to update the network

topology and the used resources [84]. A communicating device moving away

from the location where it accesses an available DSOP may have insufficient

signal strength to maintain the connection. This may create low signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) and high bit-error-rate (BER) problems. Thus, SN must provide

topology updates, initiated on-demand by requests from network hosts. In other

words, network hosts are required to keep track of own movements and cluster

boundary crossings. Further implying that every device must be aware of its

own current location and the coverage area of the cluster it resides in. This can

be done through bootstrap and adaptation messages where information about

the center coordinates and cluster radius is provided together with other neces-

sary information, as shown in table 5.1. In such a case, a simple comparison of

the current geographical coordinates in relation to the center coordinates and

radius of the cluster allows a particular network host to be aware of when the

cluster boundaries are crossed. The geographical coordinates can be any type of

positioning coordinates, although for simplicity purposes we only consider GPS

coordinates.

The parameters described above are sufficient to compute most of the con-

trol messages used in the CRN management architecture. Table 5.1 depicts the

CRD generated messages Bootstrap Request Adaptation Request, Update Re-
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quest, Communication Request and Resource Reply. Each message type is used

by network hosts to pass a number of relevant parameters to SN, where the

variable A can take values between 0 ≤ A ≤ 4 and it is used to inform the SN

about the type of CRD message received, which are as follows:

Update Request: variable A = 0 informs SN that this is an update request

message from intermediate device i with ID Did(i). This message type is used if

a network host detects that one of its neighbors is no longer available. As such,

this requires an update of the particular host’s neighbor list and the network

topology maintained at the SN. For instance, if an intermediate device along

an E2E path fails in its attempts to forward packets to one of its neighbors

the neighbor is considered void. An update neighbor list request is send to the

deserving SN, which also allows it to update the network topology. Did(n) is

the id of neighbor n (in the neighbor list of intermediate device i) that is no

longer reachable.

Adaptation Request: variable A = 1 informs SN that this is an adaptation

request message from source device s with ID Did(s), where Ggps(s) contains

its current geographical position. This message type is used if a network host

requires adaptations to its operational parameters as a result of movement or

a PU taking over its DSOP. Provided the particular device has moved to a

new geographical location (located in a different cluster), its entire neighbor list

must be updated as well. An example of how the neighbor list in the space

UpdateRequest [Did(i)], [Did(n)], [A]

AdaptationRequest [Did(s)], [Ggps(s)], [A]

BootstrapRequest [Did(s)], [Ggps(s)], [A]

CommunicationRequest
[Did(s)], [Did(d)], [A],

[tmin(s), tmax(s)], Cv(s)

ResourceReply Did(s), Rv(s), A

Table 5.1: CRD message types
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dimension is updated is provided in Algorithm 1 (Appendix B), in association

with the creation of a new space dimension virtual zone, which corresponds to

new geographical position of the particular device.

Bootstrap Request: variable A = 2 informs SN that this is a bootstrap

request message from source device s with ID Did(s), where Ggps(s) contains

its current geographical position. This request is similar to the adaptation

request although with a lower priority assigned to it. This is because preserved

service continuity for already bootstrapped network members is considered to

be more important than bootstrapping new arrivals. That is to say, network

hosts have priority in accessing available resources in the CRN. Whereas, newly

arriving CRDs are only bootstrapped if resources are available and not needed

for any pending adaptation requests in the particular area of the CRN. An

example of how the neighbor list in the space dimension is updated is provided

in Algorithm 1 (Appendix B), in association with the creation of a new space

dimension virtual zone for the bootstrapping of a new network host.

Communication Request: in case of greedy routing approach, no path

optimization mechanisms are employed. This means that no E2E goals are

defined in the context vector Cv(s) of source device s. Subsequently, only the

source Did(s) and the destination Did(d) IDs are included in the communication

request message to the deserving SN. However, in case of an optimized routing

request the user context parameters (like service defined preferences, i.e., type

of service) for the path must also be conveyed. QoS requirements are in such

case enclosed in the context vector Cv(s) of source device s and include the

following parameters: minimum required throughput Thmin for the service,

starting tmin and ending tmax time moments for the time interval when the

required resources by source device s must become available (this is different

from the DSOP availability time interval tstart and tend), maximum delay ∆r

tolerated for the route, maximum allowed cost Comax for the particular service

and minimum expected security level Semin [84]. Variable A = 3 informs SN

that this is a communication request from a source device with ID Did(s) to a

destination device with ID Did(d).

Resource Reply: is used to reply to a SN initiated resource request. Every
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network host included in the initial request must relay its currently available

resources to the SN. Thus, the parameters relayed in resource vector Rv(s) by

the source device s comprise the device’s remaining processing capacity, battery

capacity, security capabilities and the available channel capacity of its assigned

data channel (which can be determined with the help of objective functions

like the ones described in section 4.5.7). The data channel characteristics of

a network host are typically described by several metrics, e.g., throughput,

delay, security level. However, the security level over a channel depends on the

capabilities of the particular transmitter and receiver and it can be determined

by SN with regard to their commonly supported protocols. Variable A = 4

informs SN that this is a resource reply message from source device with ID

Did(s).

Table 5.2 shows the SN generated messages (depending on received requests),

which are Update Reply, Adaptation Reply, Bootstrap Reply, Communication

Reply and Resource Request. Each message type is used by SN to pass a number

of relevant parameters to network hosts, where the variable B can take values

between 0 ≤ B ≤ 4 and it is used to inform the hosts of the type of message

received.

Update Reply: where Did(s) is the ID of source device s that the re-

sponse is aimed for. Did(n) is the ID of the new neighbor n of source device

s. ChFmin,Fmax(n) comprises the channel assignment of neighbor n (given a

frequency modulation as mentioned above). Variable B = 0 indicates that the

received message is an update message.

Adaptation Reply and Bootstrap Reply: these messages are identi-

cal although the computational priority at SN is higher for the adaptation

message. Did(s) is the ID of source device s that the response is aimed for.

Pmax(s) is the maximum allowed transmit power output for the requesting de-

vice, whereas ChFmin,Fmax(s) comprises its new channel (i.e., DSOP) assignment

[9]. tstart(s), tend(s) is the time interval during which the assigned DSOP is pre-

dicted to be available for SU operation, which in this particular case is source

device s. V IDx,y(s) is the virtual identifier of the requesting source device.

Did(n | n = 1, 2, ...x) is the neighbor list of the source device, provided there are
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AdaptationReply

[Did(s)], [ChFmin,Fmax(s)], [Pmax(s)]

[V IDx,y(s)], [tstart(s), tend(s)], [Did(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)]

[ChFmin,Fmax(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)]

[V IDx,y(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)], [Ggps(c)], [Rlength(c)], [B]

BootstrapReply

[Did(s)], [ChFmin,Fmax(s)], [Pmax(s)]

[V IDx,y(s)], [tstart(s), tend(s)], [Rlength(c)], [B]

[Did(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)], [Ggps(c)]

[ChFmin,Fmax(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)], [V IDx,y(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)]

CommunicationReply

[Did(s)], [Did(d)], [Did(i | i = 1, 2, ...x)]

[ChFmin,Fmax(i | i = 1, 2, ...x)], [B]

UpdateReply: [Did(s)], [Did(n)], [ChFmin,Fmax(n)], [B]

ResourceRequest: [Did(s)], [B]

Table 5.2: SN message types

x neighbors. ChFmin,Fmax(n | n = 1, 2, ...x) comprises the channel assignments

for the neighbors and V IDx,y(n | n = 1, 2, ...x) are the virtual identifiers of

the neighbors. Ggps(c) are the center GPS coordinates for virtual cluster c and

Rlength(c) is the radius in centimeters for virtual cluster c, within which the

particular source device is located. Variable B = 1 indicates that the received

message is an adaptation message whereas B = 2 indicates a received bootstrap

message (differentiation is needed as the two messages have different priorities).

Communication Reply: where Did(s) is the ID of source device s that

the response is aimed for. Did(d) is the ID of the destination device d in the

requested route. Did(i | i = 1, 2, ...x) comprises the ID of all intermediate

devices i along the path to the destination and ChFmin,Fmax(i | i = 1, 2, ...x)
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encloses the channel assignment for each respective intermediate hop. Variable

B = 3 indicates that the received message is a communication message. The

routing path is compiled by SN according to E2E goals by using the optimization

algorithms in [84].

Resource Request: used by SN to request the present state of available

resources at a particular source device s with ID Did(s). This message is typi-

cally transmitted to network hosts located throughout regions that an optimized

E2E path must traverse. Variable B = 4 indicates that the received message is

a resource request message.

A computational example of the size of an adaptation reply message (ARM)

compiled by SN is as follows:

ARM = (Did(s)) + (ChFmin,Fmax (s)) + (Pmax(s))+

(Did(n | n = 1, 2, ...x)) + (ChFmin,Fmax (n | n = 1, 2, ...x))+

(tstart(s), tend(s)) + (V IDx,y(s)) + (V IDx,y(n | n = 1, 2, ...x))+ Ggps(c) +Rlength(c) + (B)

Assuming that a network host has four neighbors in its new geographical

location, the size of ARM (in bits) can be calculated as follows:

ARM(4) = 80 + (44 + 44) + 14 + 4 · 80 + 4 · (44 + 44)+

(20 + 20) + 16 + 4 · 16 + 55 + 17 + 3 = 1049 bits

Likewise, a bootstrap reply message (BRM) can be computed with similar

information and size, whereas other control messages may contain more or less

data. For instance, in the case of a communication reply message (CRM) where

a SN optimized E2E path is replied back to the requesting host, the distance be-

tween source and destination can vary for different requests. A variable number

of intermediate hops along the path implies routing overheads of different sizes.

Typically, the overhead contained in an optimized CRM needs to accommodate

device IDs (for source, destination and intermediate hops), channel assignments

(for every intermediate hop to the destination) and message type identifier.

However, for an actual implementation additional structural (parsing) informa-

tion may be required for message formatting, by the protocol itself. Channel
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assignments are necessary for optimized routes given that network hosts only

have such information for adjacent neighbors. In our case an optimized path

entails bypassing the adjacent neighbors and communicating directly to net-

work hosts located in a neighboring cluster, naturally within the limits of a

device’s capabilities (like, e.g., transmit power output). Hence, an optimized

routing path typically reaches the destination through less intermediate hops as

compared to a greedy routing approach (figure 5.10), even for distant spacing

between the source and destination. Put differently, the overhead enclosed in

the CRM that describes an optimized path is lightweight, thanks to an opti-

mization mechanism that reduces the number of intermediate hops from source

to destination [85].

5.7.2 Implementation Details

To estimate the amount of overhead required for optimized communications

(according to the virtual cluster solution), we first need to consider mean path

lengths generated by the SN imposed network topology, where CRDs in the

CRN may ask to communicate with other CRDs in the own (intra) CRN or other

distant (inter) CRNs (i.e., managed by other SNs). In the following the focus

is on intra CRN communication whereas communication among several (inter)

CRNs is considered for future work. The goal is to devise an efficient routing

solution for E2E communication between network hosts, where a communication

is initiated by a network host conveying a communication request to the local

SN.

Since the imposed topology structure requires all network members to be

responsible for a portion of the virtual space representation, all SUs are initially

mapped to specific VIDs and informed about their (closest) adjacent neighbors

by the SN. Depending on the type of requested communication, i.e., unopti-

mized or optimized, SN replies either with a message containing the VID of the

destination or with a complete optimized E2E path.

In the unoptimized case reaching the destination becomes a matter of con-

tinuously evaluating the distance (delta value) between current devices and the
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destination. That is to say, the neighbor of the current intermediate device

that has the shortest distance to the destination is selected as the next hop.

This allows progressing on the shortest path along the x and y dimensions until

the destination is reached (Algorithm 2, Appendix B). Whereas, in the case of

optimized routing the destination is reached by considering the optimization

preferences of the source and accordingly leaping from one cluster to another

until the destination is reached (Algorithm 3, Appendix B).

It is important to remember that, the optimal solutions for finding a route

subject to constraints such as two or more additive or multiplicative metrics have

been mathematically proven to be NP-complete [127]. The time required to ex-

actly solve the MC(O)P problem can not, in the worst case, be upper-bounded

by a polynomial function. Thus, heuristics or approximation algorithms must be

used, which have a better chance of running in polynomial time. In other words,

the optimized E2E path computation described in Algorithm 3 (Appendix B)

employs the RSP solution, which is a simplification of the original MCP prob-

lem for the particular case of two additive metrics. Accordingly, the path can

be selected with reference to the least number of hops and cost constraints,

although other constraints can be used as well [84].

An example of optimized routing according to Algorithm 3 (Appendix B)

is presented in figure 5.11. Assuming equally sized clusters with a radius of

no less than 150 meters, a maximum number of 36 virtual clusters are viable

in the CRN coverage area described above (1000 meter radius microcell) [85].

This is regarded as a medium cluster size scenario and communications among

their hosts are carried out. Depending on the particular CRN environment,

clusters with both smaller and larger radius may be necessary. In the case of

a smaller cluster radius, the signaling requirements may also increase due to

node mobility and the exchange of ARMs. Hence, CCC must be dimensioned

to handle signaling loads with regard to the particular CRN scenario, i.e., used

number of clusters.

Prior to executing the first hop, the distance to the destination is computed

for the source cluster and all its neighboring clusters. Given a shortest path

constraint, only the clusters with a delta value smaller than the source cluster
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itself (depicted with black and green arrows in the example shown in figure 5.11)

are considered to be a viable next hop. Whereas, the clusters with a larger delta

value than the source are depicted with red arrows in figure 5.11 and considered

unviable next hops. To select one of the three valid clusters (green arrow) as

next hop, the second (least cost) constraint is considered. Meaning, the device

offering the least cost regardless of cluster affiliation is selected as next hop,

i.e., the optimal shortest path is achieved with regard to both constraints. The

process is then repeated (green arrows) for every hop along the path until the

destination is reached.

Figure 5.11: CRN cluster optimized routing
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5.8 Performance of Routing Algorithms

To simulate the characteristics of the particular network structure with regard

to the Restricted Shortest Path (RSP) optimization solution for E2E paths dis-

cussed above, the original Multi-Constrained Path (MCP) problem is simplified

for the particular case of two additive metrics. Accordingly, the path is selected

with reference to the least number of hops and cost constraints.

Moreover, a topology construction algorithm has been implemented under

the C++ object-oriented programming language [85]. The virtual space repre-

sentation maintained at the SN is set to operate at the application layer and

it is initially constructed as a 2-dimensional [0, 1] · [0, 1] Cartesian Coordinate

Space (CCS), where every network member is responsible for a small portion

(zone) of the CCS. Thus, the network topology is created by populating the

virtual space with a varying number of simulated devices. Two network mem-

bers are considered to be neighbors if the coordinate span of their geometric

zones overlap along one dimension and abut along the other dimension. As the

focus in the thesis is on developing routing algorithms for the advanced network

structure, virtual devices are sufficient to test the efficiency of the described

routing algorithms.

To evaluate the performance of the routing algorithms, a number of exper-

iments have been conducted [85]. Each experiment is initiated by populating

the virtual space topology with 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 virtual devices.

Further, 100 communications between different network members are simulated

per experiment according to each respective routing algorithm, i.e., unoptimized

(greedy) and optimized. Every experiment is repeated 100 times while the mean

number of hops (path length) per communication over all simulated runs is com-

puted according to equation 5.3. Given that 100 communications are simulated

for every run, the total number of performed communications over 100 runs is

100 ∗ 100 = 10000.

Hn =
1

10000

100∑
r=1

hr (5.3)
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Hn is the mean communication path length over all simulated runs and it is

computed for every simulated network size n, i.e., 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000.

hr indicates the total number of resulting hops for 100 communications between

randomly selected member devices during simulation run r.

Figure 5.12 demonstrates the linearity of the mean path lengths per com-

munication, for optimized respective unoptimized communications for 100 sim-

ulated runs and for different network sizes. The statistics for each network size

are reported in table 5.3 with the corresponding confidence intervals (CI). This

clearly indicates the advantage of using a virtual cluster approach to optimize

the E2E routing paths between network members. While, the path lengths grow

with the network size for the unoptimized greedy routing solution.

Typically, the routing tables used for the particular network structure grow

Figure 5.12: Mean number of hops per communication for 100 simulation

runs
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faster than log(n), meaning faster than the network size. The theoretical in-

crease in this case is Θ( dn1/d), where d is the number of dimensions and n is the

network size. Although, in reality this is a low estimate due to the creation of

routing loops, which may add additional hops to the actual path length. Rout-

ing loops are often noticeable in large networks and occur due to inconsistent

routing tables formed by node or link failures. This is a common problem in

wireless ad-hoc networks with moving hosts, which employ a distributed hop-by-

hop routing model (greedy routing) without a comprehensive network overview

[64]. Simply put, route discovery operations from source to destination may fail

and lead to data packets being sent in an endless loop. Subsequently, this forces

a backtracking to find another valid path to the destination. In table 5.3 we

can see clear indications of routing loops for the unoptimized case and growing

network size by considering the 95% CI computed with equation 5.4.

CI = Hn ± 1.96
σ√
n

(5.4)

Hn is the mean communication path length over all simulated runs and each

respective network size. 1.96 is the critical value for the 95% CI, for a standard

Normal(0,1) z-distribution. σ is the standard deviation σ =
√
V ar(x) where

V ar(x) is the variance of the mean communication path lengths taken over all

simulated communications and runs for each respective network size. n is the

total number of communications performed over all runs for each respective

network size, i.e., given that 100 communications are simulated for each run the

total number of communications over 100 runs per network size are 100×100 =

10000, i.e., n = 10000.

The positive CI growing trend for increasing network populations and unop-

timized routing means that a larger variance in the data set (mean path length

per communication) is experienced, which can be accounted to routing loops.

This is easily observed by viewing the actual mean number of hops for every

set of 100 communications conducted during each simulation run (figure 5.13).

The Bezier curve [110] approximation of the data trend (i.e., which chases the

variance of the data), clearly indicates that the larger the network population

grows the more the variance increases. In other words, finding a particular
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destination in a network with a distributed hop-by-hop routing model becomes

increasingly difficult the more crowded the network gets. Thus, this may lead

to routing loops and unnecessary large routing paths, which results in visible

oscillations for growing network populations.

This behavior can be better understood by observing figure 5.14, which de-

picts the mean number of routing failures experienced over 100 runs and a

growing network population of up to 1000 nodes. In this scenario, a communi-

cation attempt is done between two hosts for every network population and each

simulation run. Accordingly, it is important to mention that for each simulation

run the network population is increased one node at a time from 0 to 1000. A

routing failure is considered when the routing algorithm fails to find a valid path

to the destination, i.e., ends up in a potential routing loop and has to backtrack

its steps to find an alternative path to the destination. Clearly the larger the

network population becomes the more routing failures occur, potentially leading

to more routing loops.

Network size Unoptimized CI in % Optimized CI in %

100 10.306 ±1.777 3.277 ±1.013

250 19.275 ±2.050 3.239 ±1.024

500 30.140 ±2.185 3.174 ±1.006

750 40.915 ±2.439 3.208 ±0.999

1000 47.335 ±2.589 3.171 ±0.985

Table 5.3: Mean path lengths per communication

On the other hand, in table 5.3 it is also clear that a CRN with an imposed

network structure, as described above (which uses the advanced centralized

path optimization according to virtual clusters), is no longer suffering from

growing routing tables with the network population. This can be observed by the

mean path lengths for optimized communication, which are similar regardless of

network size. Whereas, the main reason the CI of the optimized communications
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in table 5.3 remain constant, is that the variance of the path lengths no longer

increases with network population, which is observed in figure 5.15. Complete

routing paths containing every hop along the way are in this case computed by

the SN with a complete network overview, i.e., routing loops are eliminated.

This means that the advanced solution is suitable for scenarios where resources

must be efficiently used, like wireless ad-hoc networks and multihop CRNs.

Albeit, this comes at the cost of increased computational latency (given the

time it takes for a SN to compute an E2E path according to user constraints)

and larger overheads (provided that all hops and channel assignments along

the E2E path from source to destination must be included in every transmitted

packet).

Furthermore, given a grand average path length of 3.21 hops for communi-

cations optimized according to the 36 virtual cluster scenario described above

Figure 5.13: Mean path length per simulation run, unoptimized routing
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Figure 5.14: Number of routing failures for unoptimized routing

(table 5.3), the amount of data needed (in bits) to include the necessary over-

head information can now be confidently compiled as the CRM below:

CRM = (Did(s)) + (x · (Did(i | i = 1, 2, ...x)) + (ChFmin,Fmax (n | n = 1, 2, ...x))) + (B)

Did(s) is the source device id and Did(i | i = 1, 2, ...x) is the id of the in-

termediate hops, given a total number of x intermediate hops (including the

destination, which is the last hop). x is the average path length for a random

optimized communication according to the suggested virtual cluster solution.

ChFmin,Fmax(i | i = 1, 2, ...x) are the operating frequencies (channel assign-

ments) of all intermediate hops along the path including the destination, as-

suming a frequency modulation where each network member occupies a channel

in the frequency range Fmin to Fmax. B = 3 indicates that the received message
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Figure 5.15: Mean path length per simulation run, optimized routing

is of type CRM.

Accordingly, CRM is given by:

80 + 3.21 · (80 + (44 + 44)) + 3 = 622.3 bits

It is important to mention that, for a scenario with differently dimensioned

cluster sizes, the grand average path length may also vary, which requires a

different optimization overhead.

5.9 System Performance for Basic Scenario

With regard to several factors (presented in section 5.7), the cluster sizes in

the CRN coverage area are dimensioned to ensure limited signal degradation
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and maximum throughput for the available channels during inter- and intra-

cluster communication among devices. As such, different number of clusters

with different dimensions can be available throughout different CRNs. However,

since all inter-CRN communication (regardless of where in the CRN the source

is located) must go through the BS, only the network hosts located within

the clusters in the immediate vicinity of the BS can transmit data directly

to it (given low transmit power output of SUs, not to interfere with PUs).

Subsequently, in this case a system model is developed for a basic scenario

where two clusters are located near the BS and each cluster accommodates only

one transmitting host at a time within its area. This particular model means

that only one hop is necessary to achieve communication among the network

hosts and the BS. This enables to study the direct impact PU activity has

on SU service completion, which further allows an optimization problem to be

formulated and addressed.

5.9.1 Queueing Modeling

As indicated in figure 5.16, two clusters denoted as CL-1 and CL-2, are assumed

to share a single radio channel that is licensed to PUs and it is denoted as Ch.

Figure 5.16: Basic scenario with two clusters
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The activity of PUs in this channel is assumed to be spatially invariant within

the geographical area of the two clusters. In other words, at a particular time

moment, PU’s activity (i.e., being either present or absent in channel Ch) is

observed to be the same at every SU located within the two clusters. To avoid

radio interference between the two clusters during SUs communication, it is

assumed that the channel Ch is divided into two identical sub-channels, denoted

as Ch1 and Ch2. In our case, for simplicity purposes, this is done by frequency

modulation techniques like Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) [84].

Subsequently, Ch1 and Ch2 are respectively allocated to CL-1 and CL-2 for

use by SUs.

Typically, channel Ch is said to become available for SUs when PUs are

absent. Thus, in such case SUs in CL-1 and CL-2 can opportunistically access

Ch1 and Ch2 in each respective cluster. Moreover, it is important to mention

that channel Ch can only be used by one PU at a time. Meaning, if channel Ch

is already used by one PU, a newly arrived PU is blocked from transmitting data.

Accordingly, if channel Ch is available for SUs, each of the two sub-channels

Ch1 and Ch2 can only be used by one SU at a time. Similarly, if the available

sub-channel in each respective cluster is used by a SU, data transmission for

newly arrived SUs within each particular cluster is blocked by SN. Naturally,

when PUs return to channel Ch, SUs using either Ch1 or Ch2 are dropped by

SN. Since the current system model only assumes one sub-channel per cluster

(i.e., no adaptation is possible for SUs to retain service), the data transmissions

of dropped SUs are forced to be terminated.

It is assumed that PU arrivals to channel Ch follow the Poisson stream with

mean rate λp. The time periods of PUs transmitting data are assumed to be

exponentially distributed with mean value 1/µp. Whereas for each cluster CL-1

and CL-2, the arrivals of SUs to sub-channels Ch1 and Ch2 are assumed to

independently follow Poisson streams with mean rates γ1 and γ2 . Accordingly,

the time periods of SUs transmitting data via the two respective sub-channels

are assumed to independently follow exponential distributions with mean rates

δ
1

and δ
2
.

With regard to the above assumptions, a loss-system based Continuous Time
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Figure 5.17: State diagram of the modeled system

Markov Chains (CTMC) queueing model is constructed. The set of three in-

tegers (i1, i2, j) denote a system state that i1 SUs are using sub-channel Ch1,

i2 SUs are using sub-channel Ch2 and j PUs are using channel Ch. There-

fore, the system state space is obtained as S = {(i1, i2, j)}, where three integers

are constrained by i1 ∈ {0, 1}, i2 ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {0, 1}, (i1 + j) ∈ {0, 1} and

(i2 + j) ∈ {0, 1}. The system state diagram is shown in figure 5.17, whereas the

system state transitions are described as follows:

• Both (0, 0, 0) ↔ (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) ↔ (1, 1, 0) mean that a SU in CL-1

accesses and releases Ch1 with rates γ
1

and δ
1
, respectively.

• Both (0, 0, 0)↔ (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0)↔ (1, 1, 0) means that a SU in CL-2

accesses and releases Ch2 with rates γ2 and δ2 , respectively.

• (0, 0, 0)↔ (0, 0, 1) means that a PU accesses and releases channel Ch with

mean rates λp and µp, respectively.

• Transitions from (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 0) to (0, 0, 1) mean that a PU

occupies channel Ch with rate λp, so that the SUs using either Ch1 or

Ch2 are forced to be terminated.

Let πi1,i2,j denote the steady-state probability of state (i1, i2, j). The balance
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equations are:

π
0,0,0

=
π1,0,0δ1 + π0,1,0δ2 + π0,0,1µp

(γ
1

+ γ
2

+ λp)
(5.5)

π1,0,0 =
π

0,0,0
γ

1
+ π

1,1,0
δ
2

(γ2 + δ1 + λp)
(5.6)

π
0,1,0

=
π

0,0,0
γ

2
+ π

1,1,0
δ
1

(γ
1

+ δ
2

+ λp)
(5.7)

π1,1,0 =
π

1,0,0
γ

2
+ π

0,1,0
γ

1

(δ
1

+ δ
2

+ λp)
(5.8)

π
0,0,1

=
(π0,0,0 + π1,0,0 + π0,1,0 + π1,1,0)λp

µp
(5.9)

where all steady-state probabilities have the constraint:

π0,0,0 + π1,0,0 + π0,1,0 + π1,1,0 + π0,0,1 = 1 (5.10)

With equations (5.5-5.10), a set of linear equations can be constructed and

the steady-state probabilities of all states can be computed.

5.9.2 Performance Metrics for SUs

With the queueing model described above, four performance metrics are studied:

1) blocking probability of SUs in cluster CL-1

2) blocking probability of SUs in cluster CL-2

3) dropping probability of SUs

4) service-completion throughput of SUs

Given the system state at (i1, i2, j), it is known that SUs in both clusters

CL-1 and CL-2 are blocked when channel Ch is occupied by PUs, i.e, j = 1. If

j = 0, blocking of newly arrived SUs in CL-1 and CL-2 occurs for i1 = 1 and

i2 = 1, respectively. Meaning, when sub-channels Ch1 and Ch2 are already in
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use by other SUs. Let P
bl,1

and P
bl,2

denote the probabilities of blocking SUs

in CL-1 and CL-2, respectively:

P
bl,1

= π
1,0,0

+ π
1,1,0

+ π
0,0,1

(5.11)

P
bl,2

= π
0,1,0

+ π
1,1,0

+ π
0,0,1

(5.12)

For a system state (i1, i2, j), the dropping of SUs occurs when three mutually

considered conditions are fulfilled: i) j = 0, ii) a PU occupies the channel Ch

and iii) (i1 + i2) > 0. In other words, the case of dropping SUs refers to three

particular system states (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 0). At each of the three

states, the rate of dropping SUs is equal to λp, as shown in figure 5.17. Thus,

let P
dr

denote the dropping probability of SUs. To compute P
dr

, the total rate

of dropping SUs is divided by the actual arrival rate of SUs into the system. For

the system at three states (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0), the numbers of dropped SUs

due to channel occupancy by PUs are equal to one, one and two, respectively.

Hence, the total rate of dropping SUs equals λp(π1,0,0 + π0,1,0 + 2π1,1,0). Given

the actual arrival rate being equal to (γ
1
(1−P

bl,1
) + γ

2
(1−P

bl,2
)), one obtains:

P
dr

=
λp(π1,0,0

+ π
0,1,0

+ 2π
1,1,0

)

γ
1
(1− P

bl,1
) + γ

2
(1− P

bl,2
)

(5.13)

The service-completion throughput of SUs is defined to be the average rate

of SUs completing the transmission using sub-channels. Thus, let R denote the

service-completion throughput of SUs. According to the expectation definition∑∞
i=1 xi Pr(xi), R is computed as follows:

R =

(i1,i2,j)∈S∑
∀i1,i2,j

(i1δ1 + i2δ2)π
i1,i2,j

(5.14)
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5.9.3 Performance Evaluation

Both numerical and simulation results are reported where the simulation exper-

iments were conducted to validate the numerical analysis.

Parameter Settings

The parameters of the PU arrival rate are λp ∈ {0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12}s−1 and

service rate µp = 0.16s−1, in accordance to common practice used in [11, 108,

115, 117, 121]. Naturally, for SUs the two clusters cover particular geographical

areas, where the arrival rates of SUs are considered equal γs = 0.68s−1, i.e.,

γ
1
+γ

2
= γs = 0.68s−1 [11, 108, 115, 117, 121]. This furthermore entails that the

two clusters may cover differently sized geographical areas, which means that the

arrival rates of SUs to them may be different. Therefore, a selection probability

α ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} is introduced, by which γ
1

and γ
2

are constrained as γ
1

= αγs
and γ2 = (1−α)γs, respectively [121]. Assuming that the SU service rates over

two identical sub-channels Ch1 and Ch2 are the same, they are considered equal

to 0.82s−1, i.e, δ
1

= δ
2

= 0.82s−1. For each parameter setting, the simulator

runs 107s simulation time. The numerical results of P
bl,1

, P
bl,2

, P
dr

and R are

shown in figures 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, respectively. The simulation results

are indicated as the marker ‘+’, and it is observed that they closely match

the numerical results in figures 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, respectively. This

indicates that the large simulation run time used has produced stable output

values that converge towards the determined numerical results, according to the

α
γ1(1− Pbl,1) + γ2(1− Pbl,2)

λp = 0.03 λp = 0.06 λp = 0.09 λp = 0.12

0.1 0.3527 0.3084 0.2747 0.2480

0.3 0.3955 0.3451 0.3067 0.2763

0.5 0.4090 0.3567 0.3168 0.2854

Table 5.4: Numerical results of SUs actual arrival rate to the system.
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strong law of large numbers. Furthermore, the small confidence intervals (CI)

(less than 1%) obtained in this case, are not included in the observed figures.

The numerical results of SUs actual arrival rate to the system are reported in

Table 5.4.

A more detailed discussion on the obtained results is as follows.

Given Identical Selection Probability

Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 indicate that P
bl,1

, P
bl,2

and P
dr

increase with λp,

respectively. This is because more PUs are requesting the channel resources

when λp is increasing. Hence, the availability of the two sub-channels for SUs is

reduced. As a result, the service-completion throughput of SUs R is decreased

Figure 5.18: Blocking probability of SUs in CL-1 versus λp
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Figure 5.19: Blocking probability of SUs in CL-2 versus λp

with λp, as observed in figure 5.21.

Given Identical Arrival Rates

Figure 5.18 shows that P
bl,1

increases with α. Figure 5.19 shows on the contrary

that P
bl,2

decreases with α. The reason for this is that when α is increasing, the

competition among SUs becomes higher, respectively lower for Ch1 and Ch2.

Put differently, given α<0.5 the competition among SUs in CL-1 is always lower

than in CL-2.

However, when α is close to 0.5, the arrivals of SUs are more evenly dis-

tributed between the two clusters. This means that the available resources are

better utilized. Meaning the total blocking probability of SUs decreases with
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Figure 5.20: Dropping probability of SUs versus λp

an increasing α and it is smallest when α = 0.5. This can be observed in Ta-

ble 5.4, where the actual arrival rate of SUs to the system increases with α.

Additionally, in figure 5.21 it can be observed that the total service-completion

throughput of SUs R increases with α. Moreover, figure 5.20 shows that P
dr

is the same for all three values of α ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}. This is because the total

sub-channel availability for SUs is the same regardless of how the arrival rates

are distributed between the two clusters. That is to say, provided a particular α

value, if more SUs end up being dropped from CL-1 or CL-2 makes no difference

for the total P
dr

.
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Figure 5.21: Service-completion throughput of SUs versus λp

Performance Optimization

The above described performance evaluation addresses an optimization prob-

lem regarding optimizing the service-completion throughput of SUs. For the

particular model, the optimization can be done by adjusting the geographical

sizes of two different clusters. The goal is to balance the arrival rates of SUs

between the two clusters, i.e., to achieve an α value that is as close as possible

to 0.5. Consequently, this allows to minimize the total blocking probability,

which furthermore provides the best service completion throughput, as it can

be observed in figure 5.21. Naturally, this means that the arrival rates of SUs

are an important part of the cluster dimensioning and need to be considered in

addition to the above defined factors.

Further, a particular focus has been placed so far on the amount of overhead
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per (signaling) message, required to maintain the network topology. However,

given that high mobility devices are present in a CRN, this can potentially be

very disruptive for E2E communications. Hence, the focus of the next section

is to estimate the typical number of signaling messages that can be expected

per time unit (second) due to node mobility. This is important for the purpose

of appropriate dimensioning of the signaling channel and to reduce the energy

consumption of mobile devices.

5.10 Node Mobility

Innovative signaling strategies, able to facilitate the necessary requirements, are

a very important topic to consider in modern mobile system architectures. As

it stands, recent service outages due to excessive signaling in mobile networks

have seriously affected major operators, e.g., Telenor, Verizon, O2, AT&T, DO-

COMO and TeliaSonera [34, 38, 92]. An unexpected signaling traffic has for

instance shutdown the complete Telenor network in Norway for 18 hours [34].

Similar events have occurred with the Japanese operator DOCOMO, leaving

the network unusable for 4 hours [38]. This problem has forced the operators to

rethink the classical control signaling strategies and heavily invest in developing

solutions to more efficiently handle signaling [38]. Nonetheless, given the recent

increase in wireless handheld devices, like smartphones and surfboards, usage

patterns have indicated that the signaling traffic generated by such devices is

eight times greater than a laptop with USB dongle [44, 58].

Thus, emphasizing on signaling facilities and CCC dimensioning aspects,

simulation results are reported regarding node mobility generated signaling for

the particular network model considered.

5.10.1 Basic Scenario

Since network hosts in a CRN are not always stationary, a moving device may

no longer be able to access a particular set of resources (like an assigned SOP).

In such case the particular device needs to update its operational parameters
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according to the characteristics of its new geographical location. Additionally,

the network topology must also be updated, which requires signaling to be

exchanged within the CRN.

However, since the CRN coverage area is divided into virtual clusters, the

amount of generated signaling necessary to maintain the network topology can

be reduced given that the initial cluster dimensioning is done with regard to

factors like local, geographical or regulatory considerations (i.e., allowed power

output of devices, not to interfere with PUs), required uplink/downlink data

rates by devices in the particular geographical area (based on statistics collected

over a longer time period), fading characteristics of the channels (caused by

obstacles in the coverage area) and arrival rates of SUs wishing to join the

particular CRN.

In other words, unless a network host moves to a new cluster, no adaptation

of its operational parameters is necessary to retain service (assuming no PU

interference) [88]. This means that all network hosts must be aware of when

their respective cluster boundaries are crossed. Thus, they are required to keep

track of own movements and determine their current location through some

positioning scheme like, e.g., GPS (section 5.7.1). Information about current

cluster coverage area is provided by SN during bootstrap or update, for each

respective network host in the CRN.

As a result, network hosts gain a degree of freedom with regard to node mo-

bility since only cluster boundary oversteps need to be reported to SN for topol-

ogy updates, instead of continuous locations. Removing the need to precisely

monitor the movements of devices (in order to maintain the network topology)

further enables a decrease in the amount of generated signaling. It is important

to mention that this decrease also means that the energy consumption of the ra-

dio entity can be reduced, which excluding the display backlight brightness level

dominates the aggregated power consumption in a mobile device. To explain

this, in relatively recent published work [25], Carroll and Heiser show that the

radio entity alone accounts for 22% of the power consumption associated with

sending an SMS. Naturally, since a SMS uses a separate out-of-band signaling

link rather than a dedicated radio channel, this corresponds with the necessary
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signaling that must be exchanged within the suggested CRN management solu-

tion. Thus, it is clear that even simple signaling entails a significant power drain

on the highly limited energy resources that are available in a mobile device.

Nonetheless, the need that network hosts report their cluster boundary over-

steps to SN for topology update purposes means that the amount of signaling

exchanged with the SN is directly proportional to cluster sizes. That is to say,

more or less boundary oversteps (signaling) may be created depending on the

cluster sizes in the particular CRN. Accordingly, when a network host reports

changes in its location, SN first needs to update the network topology, then it

replies with new cluster boundaries for the new location of the device. Sub-

sequently, a SN reply message also contains new space coordinates, neighbors

and, if necessary (depending on how far the device has moved), a new channel

assignment [88]. Since the signaling messages need to be coordinated, a CCC

available all the time to all CRN hosts is used for the exchange of all signaling

information [15, 93].

Moreover, albeit SN provides the necessary facilities (in terms of hardware

and software) for horizontal spectrum sharing also known as infrastructure-

based CRN (i.e., the clusters are virtually created and maintained at SN), the

condition for a functional implementation is collaboration with the CRDs, which

means that cooperation among all network elements is necessary to maintain

the network topology [88].

Hence, estimating the amount of signaling messages becomes a matter of

considering the following:

• Cluster sizes for the particular CRN scenario. This is necessary given

that a signaling message is produced every time a network host oversteps

a cluster boundary. Accordingly, since the cluster radius is dimensioned

differently from one CRN to another, variable cluster scenarios may be

used.

• Movements and travel behavior of the network hosts. That is to say, to

assess the number of cluster boundary crossings per second, one needs

to investigate the size of the network population, spatial distribution and
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directional model of the devices in the CRN.

Therefore, the number of nodes (for each cluster c in the network) expected

to simultaneously have a direction angle towards the boundaries of their partic-

ular cluster is:

E[X]c =

n∑
i=1

Pr(xi)xi, [1 ≤ c ≤ N ] (5.15)

where c is the cluster number in interval [1 ≤ c ≤ N ], given a total of N

available clusters, xi are the nodes that are mobile at a particular time moment

in cluster c, given a total of D available nodes in that cluster, and Pr(xi) is the

probability that a node moves towards the boundary of the cluster within the

interval
[
−π2 ,

π
2

]
.

Accordingly, a number of nodes from each subset E[X]c may simultane-

ously cross the boundaries of their respective clusters. However, it is important

to mention that, besides the direction angle, this further depends on how the

nodes are distributed in the network, how large the sample space D is (i.e.,

the size of each cluster population), the various node speeds and the different

starting positions and walk times of the movements (distance of nodes to the

cluster boundaries). Naturally, the larger the initial sample space D of cluster

c is, more nodes are expected to move towards the boundaries of the particu-

lar cluster. This means that the probability of nodes crossing their respective

cluster boundaries simultaneously increases with the expected number of nodes

E[X]c moving towards the cluster boundaries (which typically depends on the

size of the particular cluster).

Considering the definitions above, a mobility model is expected to reach a

certain steady state in terms of mobility level for a finite network population.

This means that, the signaling does not increase indefinitely, i.e., a constant

rate is reached that does not change over time. To further illustrate this, the

Random Waypoint mobility model (RWP) is used to simulate the necessary sce-

nario [23]. In RWP, a mobile node moves on a finite continuous plane from its

current position (starting waypoint) to a new location (destination waypoint).
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The whole transition movement is called an epoch. When the destination is

reached, the node pauses for some time before repeating the operation, i.e., not

all nodes are mobile at any given time. The pause times are distributed accord-

ing to a random variable and they can be modeled according to a probability

distribution like for instance, Poisson with a certain mean value, which is in-

dependent of the pause position of the node. Summarizing, a node randomly

chooses its destination coordinates, speed of movement and the time pauses

when the destination is reached.

However, the actual walk time of an epoch must also be defined in such a

way to accurately simulate the behavior of independent nodes. This can be

described by an exponential distribution where each walk time is assumed to

be independent of other walk times. Thus, each walk time is selected randomly

from an interval between 2 and 600 seconds. Subsequently, given the known

coordinates of the starting and destination waypoints that a node randomly

chooses together with the speed of movement, the position of the node at any

given continuous time can be ascertained through simple linear interpolation.

y = ya + (yb − ya)
(x− xa)

(xb − xa)
at point (x,y) (5.16)

Typically, linear interpolation takes two coordinate points, e.g., (xa, ya) and

(xb, yb), where the interpolant is given by equation 5.16 for the interval (xa, xb).

In other words, at any given time (when the walk time interval of a node’s epoch

expires) the particular node’s current position can be determined by solving

equation 5.16 for y, where x is known. The x coordinate for the node’s particular

epoch is computed with regard to the travel time and speed (i.e., travel distance)

of the node along the straight line between starting and destination coordinates.

5.10.2 Simulation Scenario

Towards constructing the necessary network scenario the Matlab environment is

used. For purposes of implementation simplicity a 2-dimensional coverage area

of [0, 2000] · [0, 2000] meters is simulated. Nodes are uniformly distributed in the
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network while the node speeds are selected from an interval between 0.2 and

1.34 m/s according to a random uniform distribution, where the latter is the

typical average walking speed [99]. This is because the suggested management

architecture is aimed for crowded metropolitan locations, e.g., airports, office

centers and malls [88].

A number of simulations have been conducted, which are initiated by popu-

lating the network area with 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 nodes. For all network

populations, a number of four experiments have been carried out for different

cluster sizes, randomly selected within the simulated network coverage area and

represented as hexagons in figure 5.22. Assuming that the radius of each clus-

ter size is set in advance with regard to particular dimensioning constraints,

using simple trigonometric calculations the circumradius R and sides a of each

hexagonal cluster can be computed with [88]:

Figure 5.22: RWP mobility model
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a = 2r
π

n
(5.17)

R =
1

2
a

1

sin(πn )
(5.18)

where n is the number of sides and r is the radius.

All cluster border crossings that occur during the simulation run time are

recorded for every experiment. Linear interpolation is used to determine the

position of a node (on the simulated 2-dimensional plane) when its current walk

time interval expires. Simulating hexagonal cluster areas facilitates checking if

the particular node’s last epoch intersected any of its clusters side segments.

That is to say, in the case a node crossed any of its clusters borders during

the last movement (which generates a signaling message). Coincidence is easily

checked by using vectors and testing if a point on one vertice also lies on the

other vertice. Meaning, a point in the nodes last epoch vector also lies on a

point in its clusters side segment vectors.

Figure 5.23 shows the number of border crossings during 3600 seconds of

simulation time for each network population and experiment. This demonstrates

that the number of crossings in a randomly selected cluster grows with the size of

the particular cluster. This happens because the larger area a cluster covers the

greater node population (sample space) it has, from which potential crossings

can be generated. Additionally, the sides (vertices) of a large cluster become

longer, which further increases the probability of nodes traversing them.

From this it may be easily concluded that, during cluster dimensioning, the

strive should be for as small clusters as possible. However, it is important to

remember that, the smaller the cluster sizes are the more clusters are needed to

encompass the network coverage area, as it can be observed in table 5.5. As-

suming uniformly distributed nodes, which move according to a RWP mobility

model, this allows compiling the total number of crossings in the network. Thus,

over the simulation run time, the number of observed border crossing within one

cluster must be multiplied with the total number of clusters (table 5.5) in each

experiment.
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Figure 5.23: Border crossings per hour in a single cluster

Network populations [CL size]:[Nr of CLs] Dimensions

100,250,500,750,1000

[1]:[72] r ≈ 117.83, R ≈ 136.058

[2]:[36] r ≈ 166.67, R ≈ 192.454

[3]:[16] r ≈ 250, R ≈ 250

[4]:[2] r ≈ 700, R ≈ 700

Table 5.5: Cluster dimensions

Additionally, in order to illustrate this parameter per time unit (second),

as depicted in figure 5.24, the total number of border crossings for the whole

network must be divided with the number of simulated seconds (3600 in our

case).

In table 5.6 it is observed that, irrespective of network populations and

cluster sizes (i.e., every cluster size in interval 1-4 is considered for every network
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Figure 5.24: Border crossings per second for the entire network

population), the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the single cluster scenario

(SCS) points to small variations in the mean number of border crossings (µ).

Albeit, comparing with the CIs for the entire network (table 5.7, mean num-

ber of border crossing per second scenario PSS), it is observed that the pro-

portional standard deviation (σ) of the mean number of border crossings (with

regard to each network population) is many times larger compared to single

cluster scenario (SCS). In other words, PSS indicates that cluster sizes have a

significant impact on the actual number of generated border crossings in the

network.

The explanation for this is that, depending on the cluster sizes of each ex-

periment, a different number of clusters are required to cover the entire network

area. Subsequently, each additional cluster generates more border crossings.
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Cluster size Population µ σ CI in %

1,2,3,4 100 395.00 19.83 ±4.92

1,2,3,4 250 997.50 73.89 ±7.26

1,2,3,4 500 2058.25 64.60 ±3.08

1,2,3,4 750 2966.50 149.49 ±4.94

1,2,3,4 1000 3962.00 215.38 ±5.33

Table 5.6: Single cluster scenario (SCS)

Cluster size Population µ σ CI in %

1,2,3,4 100 3.34 2.73 ±80.19

1,2,3,4 250 8.29 6.76 ±79.89

1,2,3,4 500 17.55 14.29 ±79.80

1,2,3,4 750 25.05 20.54 ±80.33

1,2,3,4 1000 33.28 27.07 ±79.75

Table 5.7: Per second scenario (PSS)

Thus, for the entire network, a large standard deviation of the mean number of

border crossings occurs, for each network population. This happens because of

the increased variance in the number of crossings created by experiments, cor-

respondingly exploiting few but large clusters or many smaller ones. Taken as

a whole, significantly more border crossings are generated by using small clus-

ter sizes throughout the CRN coverage area, as compared to large ones, even

though more border crossings can be individually expected for large clusters.

Furthermore, as it can be observed in table 5.7, maintaining the topology of

a CRN only requires signaling to be simultaneously exchanged with a fraction
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of the network members (at any given time), even in the case of larger network

populations. This is the case since only a fraction of the network hosts traverse

their respective cluster boundaries at the same time, requiring the topology to

be updated.

Ultimately, the size of the virtual clusters (and hence the number of gen-

erated border crossings within the particular network) depends on the initial

dimensioning. This must consider the specific environmental constraints of

different CRNs, to ensure limited signal degradation and maximum service-

completion throughput for SUs during inter- and intra-cluster communication

among devices. Therefore, the number of clusters used in a specific CRN de-

pends on the above stated factors such as local, geographical or regulatory con-

siderations (i.e., allowed power output of devices, not to interfere with PUs),

required uplink/downlink data rates by devices in the particular geographical

area (based on statistics collected over a longer time period), fading characteris-

tics of the channels (caused by obstacles in the coverage area) and arrival rates

of SUs wishing to join the particular CRN.

5.11 Summary

A novel architectural solution has been advanced for multimedia communication

in cognitive radio networks. The architecture is based on the use of a middleware

with a common set of application programming interfaces and a number of

overlay and underlay entities. A centralized entity called support node maintains

the topology through updates received from the network hosts, where every

node movement from one cognitive radio network cluster to another generates

an update message.

Altogether, this allows communication among network members according

to end-to-end goals by centrally optimizing the computed routing paths. The

architecture is described with emphasis on the associated research challenges,

such as sensing and prediction, addressing and routing, middleware and de-

cision making. More specifically, two of the most important elements of this

architecture are the solutions adopted for data representation and routing.
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Additionally, the amount of signaling needed to maintain the network topol-

ogy has been estimated with regard to different management scenarios. The

node mobility for the suggested network model has been simulated according

to a random waypoint model. The results show that only a fraction of the

network hosts simultaneously traverse their respective cluster boundaries. Ad-

ditionally, this amount is heavily impacted by the cluster sizes, which must be

properly dimensioned based on factors like, local, geographical or regulatory

considerations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Publication - is the auction of

the Mind of Man.

– Emily Dickinson

6.1 Introduction

The main objective of this thesis is to advance a new architecture for the man-

agement of ad-hoc cognitive radio networks. Accordingly, a number of require-

ments must be considered for an efficient implementation. The main challenges

are regarding data representation for different CR-dimensions, efficient routing

according to E2E goals, dynamic spectrum access, spectrum and network het-

erogeneities and requests for the provision of diverse QoS to different network

hosts.
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6.2 Summary of the Thesis

For the purpose of our study, regulatory aspects related to cognitive radio net-

works were investigated to highlight the problems of fixed spectrum utilization.

Connected with this, a particular focus was given to standardization efforts

together with an overview of the most important European research activities.

Some of the most important elements used in cognitive radio networks and

the cognitive process have been defined, together with the most popular cogni-

tion techniques currently used in a cognitive process. Based on this, the cogni-

tion framework was introduced, which is used to control the communication in

a cognitive network.

The next step was to provide a short overview of relevant categories of mod-

els, which can be used in modeling important elements of cognitive radio net-

works. These categories include characteristics of the radio channels, models

of spectrum use, models of spectrum sensing, dynamic spectrum access, chan-

nel selection and routing, cognitive radio interactions and green radio channel

selection.

Consequently, with regard to the above-mentioned elements, the primary

focus of the thesis was to identify research challenges and enabling techniques

required by the cognitive framework to control service provision in a cognitive

network.

Based on this, a management architectural solution for multihop cognitive

radio communication was presented. The architecture was described with em-

phasis on the associated research challenges, such as sensing and prediction,

addressing and routing, middleware and decision making. Scientific results were

reported on the performance of suggested solution.

6.3 Concluding Remarks

A new management architecture for ad-hoc cognitive radio networks has been

advanced, which is designed and developed at the application layer and uses a
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specific middleware, a set of overlay entities, multi-dimensional adaptation and

multi-constraint routing. This can be viewed as a three layer selection process,

i.e., parameters from the physical, network and application layers are considered

at different stages to find the optimal E2E path according to the requirements.

The aim was to improve the performance for ad-hoc cognitive radio network

data flows by solving different optimization problems according to end-to-end

goals (cost, throughput, delay). A centralized cognitive process was used to

collect network information, which is partially provided by the network hosts

and partially gathered through the use of globalized spectrum sensing. This

approach relies on a support node as the principal component, which acts like a

spectrum broker, i.e., a certain infrastructure is required for a functional system.

The network state is constantly updated through the information reported

by network elements. Given the importance of the capability to improve future

decision making by observing, understanding and learning from current network

conditions and furthermore to detect malicious devices, a central repository (his-

torical statistics database) is required. The function of the historical statistics

database is to store large network state information, which allows the decision

maker to predict and to take correct cognitive decisions by reducing spectrum

hole misidentification problems that may arise due to imperfect sensing.

Another important question is regarding the need for a resilient and accurate

data representation that can quickly adapt to changes in different cognitive radio

network dimensions like frequency, code, time and geographical space. This is

important for the cognitive radio network adaptability in order to avoid primary

user interference.

Accordingly, the information must be handled in an efficient and scalable way

since the population of a cognitive radio network can rapidly grow with many

arriving cognitive radio devices requesting service. Meaning, a large number of

nodes may have to be coordinated at the same time.

The novelty of the advanced architecture is given mainly by the concept of

a centralized application layer based management solution for cognitive radio

networks. By implementing a support node entity at every base station, a cen-

tralized cognitive process can be used to exert control over all cognitive radio
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users within transmission range. A specific multi-dimensional data representa-

tion is used to visualize current spectrum opportunities, represent operational

parameters for every network host and enable computation of multi-constrained,

multi-objective end-to-end paths for communication among network hosts. This

enables traffic flows to be forwarded along an end-to-end path subject to deci-

sions based on optimization preferences of the source, i.e., multiple constraints.

Naturally, the drawbacks of the centralized optimization approach are larger

overheads and computational latency, provided the per hop channel assign-

ments, which must be included in every transmitted packet and considering the

time it takes for support node to compute an end-to-end path according to user

constraints. This is however a small price to pay given that previous solutions

for multi-hop cognitive radio environments usually relayed on every cognitive

radio entity forwarding all messages within its transmission range. This easily

overwhelmed the cognitive radio users since no optimization was done in the

network with regard to the available resources of each entity.

Other important contributions of the thesis are in the area of common control

channel dimensioning aspects, which is used to coordinate the exchanged control

messages among support node and current network hosts. Subsequently, this is

heavily related to the mobility model of network hosts where actual movement

may require the network topology to be updated. Such updates are achieved

through the exchange of control messages among the particular mobile network

hosts and support node, over the common control channel.

To minimize the need for topology updates a specific solution is used, which

divides the cognitive radio network coverage area into virtual clusters. This

allows network hosts to gain a degree of freedom with regard to node mobility

since only cluster boundary oversteps need to be reported to the support node

for topology updates. Accordingly, a decrease in the amount of generated sig-

naling is obtained by removing the need to precisely monitor the movements

of network entities. It is important to mention that significantly more border

crossings are generated by using small cluster sizes throughout the cognitive ra-

dio network coverage area, as compared to large ones, even though more border

crossings can be individually expected for large clusters. Nevertheless, the clus-

ter dimensioning must be done with regard to several factors, which are related
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to the local cognitive radio environment. This also means that the arrival rates

of secondary users are an important part of the cluster dimensioning and needs

to be considered in addition to the above stated factors. Hence, in this thesis

a system model has been developed where a basic scenario with two clusters

is investigated. The aim was to study how different distributed secondary user

arrival rates among the two clusters affect the performance optimization, e.g.,

service-completion throughput, blocking probability and dropping probability.

The main conclusion is that the available resources are better utilized when the

arrival rates of secondary users are more evenly distributed between the avail-

able clusters. That is to say, the total blocking probability of secondary users

decreases with an increased balance in the arrival rate of secondary users among

the two clusters. This means that this parameter must also be considered during

cluster dimensioning.

6.4 Future Directions and Research

Besides the obvious need for further development before an actual practical im-

plementation can be done, an appropriate radio channel model that considers

interference and utilization is the first challenge that must be addressed. Ad-

ditionally, another important aspect for future work is a further development

of the system model to also consider provision of routing support for crossing

routes. Meaning, when two non-neighboring network hosts communicate, the

intermediate devices must support and forward their messages, i.e., share some

of their resources. Hence, there is a need to derive solutions for per-packet

dynamic routing, which correctly handles simultaneous packet forwarding from

other cognitive radio devices, and also prioritization schemes for multiple types

of packets must be developed. Basically, every network host must incorporate

a buffer reservation based priority scheme to differentiate among different types

of unlicensed user packets and give priorities to them according to their trans-

mission requirements [119]. Subsequently, the aim is to expand the multihop

based network model for operation over larger distances and several cognitive

radio networks.
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Another important topic for future work is regarding the green operation

of the advanced cognitive radio network management framework. By shifting

the signal processing part from the base stations into green cloud data centers,

functions like network and user management, resource allocation, cooperation

enforcement, medium access, routing, data flow scheduling and handover man-

agement can be managed in a more centralized way. This reduces the com-

plexity and processing requirements of base stations, offering energy and cost

savings. Practically, the radio antennas are physically decoupled from the base

stations, which are virtually relocated to distant data center locations. Pooling

the software radio resources at centralized locations correlates very well with the

cognitive framework of the advanced architecture. Hence, network upgrades can

be easily deployed and resources reallocated across different base station cells,

making the network more adaptive to user demands while simultaneously en-

hancing the energy efficiency.

6.5 Summary

The main research questions addressed in this thesis are focused on the archi-

tectural design for the management of a ad-hoc cognitive radio network, data

representation of cognitive radio dimensions together with appropriate routing

solutions according to end-to-end goals, scalability and robustness of the par-

ticular network. Since the management of communication in a cognitive radio

network consists of a broad research area that covers many different topics,

several problems still remain to be solved, as presented above.
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Pseudocode

In Algorithm 1 a procedure name preceded by a variable name and a dot in-

dicates a remote function call (e.g., nd.joinTopology means that the function

topology is executed on device nd given that i=1,2,...x, neighbor devices nd are

available).
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Algorithm 1: Add zone to space dimension

1: createZone(n)

2: Φ← mapToVirtual(Lat,Long)

3: s← getZone(P)

4: z ← Plus1Zone(s)

5: nd← splitZone(z,n)

6: nd.joinTopology

7: procedure createZone(n) . Create virtual zone for new node n in CRN space dimension

8: Φ←mapToVirtual(Lat,Long) . n gets point Φ in virtual topology

Get source node s owner of virtual zone where point Φ of new node is

9: s←getZone(P) . Φ is in node s’s zone

Check if a neighbor of node s, owner of point Φ has a bigger zone, return host z with biggest

zone to split

10: z ←Plus1Zone(s)

Split z’s zone, either still zone of initial node or one of its neighbors

11: nd←splitZone(z,n) . Φ is moved to z’s bigger zone

12: nd.joinTopology

13: end procedure

14: procedure mapToVirtual(Lat,Long)

Given geographical coordinates Lat, Long of new node n, map its virtual point Φ in the space

dimension where nodes with similar geographical coordinates are represented

15: return Φ

16: end procedure

17: procedure getZone(Φ)

18: Check the CRN hosts to find source node s owner of virtual zone where point Φ of new node

is

19: return s

20: end procedure

21: procedure Plus1Zone(s)

Compare zone area sizes of source node s with its neighbors and return node z with the biggest

zone area

22: return z

23: end procedure

24: procedure splitZone(z,n)

25: Divide zone of node z, give half the zone to new node n

26: Collect the set nd of neighbour devices to new half-zone

27: return nd

28: end procedure

29: procedure JoinTopology

30: Transmit updates to all devices nd informing them of the change in neighbors

31: All necessary information like channel assignments of new neighbors is included in the update

messages

32: end procedure
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Algorithm 2: Greedy virtual space routing

1: procedure GreedyRouting(sd,Φ)

Route communication message through VSD from sd towards destination with VID Φ, via cd

2: if Φ ∈ sd then . Is Φ among sd’s neighbors n

3: cd← n . Neighbor n of sd is destination

4: else . Φ is not among sd’s neighbors

5: Find device with VID Φ

6: cd← sd . Initiate cd

7: while Φ 6= cd do . Until VID Φ is found

8: while Φx 6= nx do . Find Φ’s x value

9: ndv ← (Φx− nx) . Find neighbor of cd with shortest x-axis

10: ndv to VID Φ

11: cd← n . Neighbor n with shortest ndv is set as new cd

12: end while

13: while Φy 6= ny do . Find Φ’s y value

14: ndv ← (Φy − ny) . Find neighbor of cd with shortest y-axis

15: ndv to VID Φ

16: cd← n . Neighbor n with shortest ndv is set as new cd

17: end while

18: end while

19: end if

20: VID Φ found i.e., destination is cd

21: return cd

22: end procedure

where: virtual space dimension (VSD); virtual identifier (VID); current device (cd); source

device (sd); neighbor delta value (ndv); Φx,Φy are x and y axis virtual identifiers for destination

point Φ; nx, ny are x and y axis virtual identifiers for neighbor n of cd
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Algorithm 3: Optimized routing

1: procedure OptimizedClusterRouting(sd,Φ)

Route communication message through VSD from sd in sc towards destination with VID Φ, via

device d in pc

2: pc← sc . Initiate pc

3: if Φ ∈ sc then . Is Φ among cd of sc

4: d← lcd . Destination is lcd in sc

5: else . Φ is not in sc

6: Find device with VID Φ

7: while Φ 6= pc do . Until VID Φ cluster is found

8: pcdv ← sqrt((Φx2 − px2) + (Φy2 − py2)) . pc distance to

9: destination

10: while nc 6= 0 do . Find nc closer than pc

11: ncdv ← sqrt((Φx2 − ncx2) + (Φy2 − ncy2)) . nc

12: distance to destination

13: if ncdv < pcdv then

14: If delta value of current nc is smaller

15: while cd 6= 0 do . Find lcd in nc

16: lcd← cd . Save found lcd

17: pc← nc . nc with lcd is new pc

18: end while

19: end if

20: end while

21: d← lcd . lcd is selected as next hop device d

22: end while

23: VID Φ found i.e., destination is device d in pc

24: end if

25: return d

26: end procedure

where: virtual space dimension (VSD); virtual identifier (VID); source device (sd); source cluster

(sc); device (d); present cluster (pc); cluster devices (cd); present cluster delta value (pcdv);

neighbor cluster delta value (ncdv); neighbor cluster (nc); least cost device (lcd); Φx,Φy are

x and y axis virtual identifiers for destination point Φ; px, py and ncx, ncy are x and y axis

virtual identifiers for pc and nc respectively
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ABSTRACT
As mobility and computing becomes ever more 
pervasive in society and business, the non-opti-
mal use of radio resources has created many new 
challenges for telecommunication operators. Usa-
ge patterns of modern wireless handheld devices, 
such as smartphones and surfboards, have indi-
cated that the signaling traffic generated is many 
times larger than at a traditional laptop. Further-
more, in spite of approaching theoretical limits by, 
e.g., the spectral efficiency improvements brought 
by 4G, this is still not sufficient for many practical 
applications demanded by end users. Essentially, 
users located at the edge of a cell cannot achieve 
the high data throughputs promised by 4G speci-
fications. Worst yet, the Quality of Service bott-
lenecks in 4G networks are expected to become 
a major issue over the next years given the rapid 
growth of mobile devices. The main problems are 
because of rigid mobile systems architectures 
with limited possibilities to reconfigure terminals 
and base stations depending on spectrum availa-
bility. Consequently, new solutions must be deve-
loped that coexist with legacy infrastructures and 
more importantly improve upon them 

to enable flexibility in the modes of operation. 
To control the intelligence required for such mo-
des of operation, cognitive radio technology is a 
key concept suggested to be part of the so-cal-
led beyond 4th generation mobile networks. The 
basic idea is to allow unlicensed users access to 
licensed spectrum, under the condition that the 
interference perceived by the licensed users is 
minimal. This can be achieved with the help of de-
vices capable of accurately sensing the spectrum 
occupancy, learning about temporarily unused fre-
quency bands and able to reconfigure their trans-
mission parameters in such a way that the spectral 
opportunities can be effectively exploited. Accor-
dingly, this indicates the need for a more flexible 
and dynamic allocation of the spectrum resour-
ces, which requires a new approach to cognitive 
radio network management. Subsequently, a novel 
architecture designed at the application layer is 
suggested to manage communication in cognitive 
radio networks. The goal is to improve the per-
formance in a cognitive radio network by sensing, 
learning, optimization and adaptation.
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